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Gays Take Over RIO Mall 
In an effort to quell the rumor that Southern Voice has no sense of humor, our 

staff is pleased to offer these articles in celebration of April Fool's Day. 
Have fun with us—even we know it's dangerous to take yourself too seriously... 

A community in need of space to support its organi- 
zations and a centrally located mall with little retail 
success—are these the ingredients for a successful de- 
velopment souffle? Months of clandestine negotiations 
have resulted in an agreement for the rescue of the RIO 
shopping complex at the corner of North Avenue and 
Piedmont, transforming it into a retail, entertainment 
and support center for the lesbian and gay community. 

Ackerman Developers, owner of the troubled com- 
plex, initiated discussions out of a combination of money 
and guilt, said a spokesperson for the developer who 
asked to remain anonymous. 

"We've never done anything for the gay community 
before. Heck, we've never done anything for any com- 
munity before—we're developers. But Charlie just 
walked in one morning and said, 'Get the gay commu- 
nity on the phone.' And we did." 

As a result, the complex will be devoted exclusively 
to the use of the lesbian and gay community. As an- 
nounced at a press conference last week, the name of the 
complex will be changed to "Carnivale," with an exten- 
sive facelift planned. For example, the frogs filling the 
pond will be repainted from their current gold to rain- 
bow colors, with every tenth frog to be pink. 

Also, Elton John has volunteered the services of his 
condo decorator Stan Topol to come up with alternative 
colors to replace the electric blue on the corrugated 
metal outside the complex. Topol has indicated that he 
is leaning in the direction of lavendar, but nothing is in 
concrete yet 

The perpetually vacant entertainment island in the 
middle of the complex has been leased for $1 a year to 
former Bar on Peachtree owner Dennis Wirtzman. "I 
can already see a cantilever stage built over the frog 
pond, filled with every drag queen in the city, the geode- 
sic dome spewing steam at midnight every June 29," 
gushed Wirtzman, blueprints in hand. 

Other tentative tenants include an Adanta chapter of 
Lambda Rising bookstore, a four-plex cinema devoted 
exclusively to gay and lesbian themed films (with one 
theater devoted exclusively to alternate screenings of 
"My Own Private Idaho" and "A League of Their Own"), 

six psychotherapists' offices, five card shops, four hair 
styling salons, three tanning booths, two car mechan- 
ics, a co-sexual leather shop and a school for teaching 
sign language. 

The most intrigue among potential tenants comes 
from the space set aside for a community center. 
Ackerman is rumored to have called together the boards 
of directors of the Adanta Gay Center and the Adanta 
Lambda Community Center last month, locked them in 
a room and offered them a $1,000,000 grant to work 
out their differences. As we went to press, no one has 
emerged from that room. 

Available community leaders were ecstatic at the 
prospect. David MacDonald, head of both the 
psychotheraptic consortium in the complex and Dave's 
MacFlatops R Us barbershop, said, "I can feel the 
healing begin already." 

Legislative lobbyist Larry Pelligrini promised to 
work "to turn this place into the Sodomy Palace it was 
meant to be." 

Cathy Woolard, though still in exile in Washing- 
ton, D.C, managed to be quoted from 1,000 miles 
away, saying, "I'm glad to see that Adanta's retail 
activism is finally catching up with its political muscle." 

And head of AID Adanta Sandy Thurman was 
overheard musing aloud, "Maybe we can put the AIDS 
Czar's office where the Crab House used to be..." 

Redecoration is to begin at the beginning of next 
month, with a Pride kickoff celebration to dedicate the 
space on June 28. 

"Look for the biggest vegetarian poduck this city 
has ever seen," said an ALFA spokeswomon, which 
prompdy brought a response from the direct action 
group Lesbian Avengers. "Look for us to picket, and 
guess where we'll be packing our greasy polish sau- 
sages," they said. 

And as ACT UP, Queer Nation, Integrity, Dignity, 
SAME, Friends Adanta and AALGA quickly chose 
sides, it became obvious that normalcy had returned to 
Adanta's gay community. 

U.R.  DUPED 

Olympics get major gay facelift 
Atlanta—Activists responded with delight and sur- 

prise last week when the American Olympic Committee 
(AOC) and the Adanta Committee for the Olympic 
Games (ACOG) announced sweeping changes in policy 
and organization. 

AOC president Willie Doit announced that the com- 
mittee was reversing its position on allowing the use of 
the words "gay" and "lesbian" along with the Olympic 
name. 

"We realize that we made a terrible mistake several 
years ago when we took the organizers of the Gay 
Games to court over the use of the Olympic name," said 
Doit "We apologize for any problems that our bigotry 
might have caused and want to make a significant ges- 

ture to show the gay and lesbian community that we're 
sincere in our apology." 

Doit outlined a three point plan designed to dem- 
onstrate that sincerity. ACOG will: donate $25 million 
to the '94 Gay Games in New York City; allow the 
Gay Games to be renamed the Lesbian and Gay Olym- 
pics; and the '96 Games in Adanta will become the 
"Dr. Tom Waddell Memorial Games" in honor of the 
former Olympian who helped found the Gay Olympics 
in 1982. 

In response to the AOC announcement, ACOG 
president Billy Payne announced that he will step down 
and allow well known Adanta gay sports activist and 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 19 
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THE LEGEND 
LIVES ON 

APRIL 14-25 

The Atlanta Ballet, in collaboration with the renowned 
Cleveland San Jose Ballet, brings you the timeless 
classic Swan Lake. Never before has there been a love 
story so powerful, so brilliant with music and dance. 
Don't miss the special Swan lake premiere party 
and performance on April 14. Stop by <=— 
any Ticketmaster Outlet or charge ^_^ 
by phone, 249-6400. 

BL/rno 
AT ANDREWS SQUARE 

Knife & Fork - November 1992 *** 
"Marriage of good food and fine wines in a relaxed 

atmosphere.. .if you like to be intimidated 
this isn't the place for you..." 

Atlanta Magazine - January 1993 
""You could easily be in one of those great little 
restaurants you hope will be all over France... 

everything is eye-popping good." 

^\ 

J/ 

AtlantaBallet 
Shave Tlie Passion. 

NahonsBank    BUICK     A DELTA 

The Atlanta Ballet, The Bistro, and Southern Voice 
invite you to be our guests at Swan Lake. Stop by The 

Bistro for your certificate entitling you and a guest to attend 
a performance. (Limited number of tickets available.) 

Reservations: (404) 231-5733 
56 E. Andrews Drive, N.W., Atlanta, GA 30305 

We give you back choices.., 

Paying the bills is the last worry a 
person living with AIDS should face. 
But for many it's a primary concern. 

We've developed a way for you to 
maintain financial independence by 
converting your life insurance into cash. 

You don't have to be re-examined 
and we handle everything over the 
phone or through the mail. 

We understand you need more than 
just understanding. 

Decide for yourself. 1-800-876-2991 

^Affirmative Lifestyles 



Rally to end military ban draws 
over 1000 to Piedmont Park 

Atlanta—About 1500 people braved the 
wet and cold weather to participate in 
Saturday's rally calling for the end to the ban 
against lesbians and gay men serving in the 
country's armed forces. 

Eleven people, gay and straight, spoke to 
the crowd sheltered under hundreds of um- 
brellas in Piedmont Park. Organizers hoped 
their message was being heard loud and clear 
by Congress and the Clinton Adminisrratioa 

"We want our civil rights and we want 
them now," said Jana Tyson as she welcomed 
the crowd. 

Tyson, a lesbian and U.S. Army veteran, 
stated that she is only one example that gay 
and lesbian soldiers can serve effectively in 
the military. She said that her commanding 
officers and fellow soldiers knew that she 
was gay when she served from 1983 to 1986, 
but that knowledge did not affect her ability 
to carry out her duties. She said her col- 
leagues instead chose to focus on her perfor- 
mance as a soldier and not her sexual orienta- 
tion. 

Many of the speakers, though, pointed to 
incidents of homophobia that they faced while 
serving their country. Zan Thornton, a les- 
bian veteran, described how she was sexually 
harassed while an army reservist During a 
sexual assault against her by another soldier, 
she was told that she deserved to be raped 
because she was a "damn lesbian." 

Eugene Giannunzio, Vietnam veteran and 
former green beret, was a moving 
speaker at Saturday's rally. He is ready 
to give up his beret and Purple Heart to 
Sen. Sam Nunn until the ban on gays 
and lesbians in the military is lifted. 

Eugene Giannunzio, a straight Vietnam 
veteran, told the moving story of a soldier in 
his platoon who was gay. While on patrol 
near the Cambodian border, their 132-man 
platoon was ambushed by over 2000 North 
Vietnamese soldiers. Only 19 Americans sur- 
vived. Giannunzio's gay friend, Lloyd Dar- 
ling, was among those killed. He said he is 
speaking out against the ban to honor his 
friend's memory. 

The soldiers in Darling's platoon did not 
question his ability or loyalty because he 
was gay and Giannunzio believes that a 
person's sexual orientation has no bearing 
on the issue. 

"If we weren't strong enough to handle a 
gay person among us, we weren't strong 
enough to handle the trials of war." 

Several of the speakers directed their 
statements to President Clinton and his re- 
cent wavering on his campaign promise to 
end the baa In statements last week he 
seemed to be backing away from his initial 
stand that soldiers should be punished or 
rewarded on the basis of conduct and job 
performance, not sexual orientation. During 
a press conference Tuesday, March 23, he 
said that he would not rule out restrictions on 
the deployment of gay soldiers. Administra- 
tion officials later said that the President's 
remarks were merely assertions that he would 
keep an open mind to suggestions made by 
Pentagon officials concerning the deploy- 
ment of gay and lesbian soldiers. 

Maurice Franklin warned that unless the 
President reaffirms his stand for lifting the 
ban unconditionally, the march in Washing- 
ton, D.C. could rum into a protest against 
him. 

"President Clinton, we supported you and 
helped you get elected. If you don't support 
us, this march on Washington might be a 
march on you," Franklin said to the cheer of 
the crowd. 

Franklin, an African-American Navy vet- 
eran, also challenged the assertion made by 
General Colin Powell, Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs-of-Staff, that the integration of blacks 
and the integration of gays and lesbians is 
not comparable. 

Reverend James Orange, a board mem- 
ber at the Martin Luther King, Jr. Center, 
agreed that gays are fighting the same fight 
for civil rights as African-Americans and 
urged the crowd to continue making their 
voices heard "You're going to win this 
battle," predicted Rev. Orange, "because 
you're right" 

Also speaking at Saturday's rally were 
Rev. Levon Smith, an associate pastor at 
First Metropolitan Community Church and 
gay veteran, Todd White, CEO of Pro Move, 

Inc., Eugene Giannunzio, a Green Beret and 
Vietnam veteran, Ginny Montes, National 
Secretary for NOW, and Crae Pridgen, a gay 
man who was beaten by three marines outside 
of a North Carolina nightclub. 

Over twenty local civic, religious and po- 
litical organizations supported the rally spon- 

sored by the Coalition to End the Ban. Rallies 
were also held in other cities across the coun- 
try as part of Operation Lift the Ban spon- 
sored by the Human Rights Campaign Fund. 

In a related story, Eugene Giannunzio vis- 
ited Senator Sam Nunn's Atlanta office Mon- 
day, March 29, Giannunzio wanted to give 
his green beret and Purple Heart to Sen. Nunn 
to "hold in trust until the ban is lifted." Sena- 
tor Nunn has spoken strongly against lifting 
the ban. The Georgia congressman is also the 
chairman of the Senate Armed Services Com- 
mittee which began hearings on gays and les- 
bians in the military Monday. 

Tina Coria, office manager for the sena- 
tor, stated that because they had not been 
notified of Giannunzio's visit no statement 
had been prepared by Sen. Nunn. She said 
that a meeting may be scheduled during the 

next congressional recess in April. Giannunzio 
says he will continue to pursue a meeting with 
the Senator. 

CRAIG  PATE 

ACT UP protests continued delays at Grady IDC 
In what was proclaimed a "quick and 

dirty action" by one of the members, ACT 
UP/Atlanta held a short demonstration last 
Tuesday night at the former Presbyterian 
Center on Ponce de Leon Blvd., future site 
of the expanded Grady Infectious Disease 
Clinic (IDC). 

ACT UP called for the evening vigil 
and rally on March 23 to draw attention to 
the delays that belabor the expansion of 
the Grady IDC. 

"Grady Hospital is still not viewing 
the IDC as an emergency situation," said 
ACT UP member Jeff Graham. "There's a 
back-up of four to five months for new 
patients' initial appointments, even though 
we had a promise by Grady otherwise, 
and there are delays in granting construc- 
tion contracts." These delays pose perma- 
nent health risks to people with AIDS, 
according to Graham. 

With the announced opening date 
looming, ACT UP is anxiously awaiting 
reaction from Grady Hospital. "Grady has 
only been responsive to public pressure in 
the past," Graham said. "We will continue 
to exert public pressure until the waiting 
period is reduced and the IDC is opened." 

The AIDS activist organization is also 
concerned that the new clinic's anticipated 
opening date might be moved from July 1 
to September 1. ACT UP's information 
seems to be partly correct. According to 
Mark Parker, Grady Patient Services Co- 
ordinator, the move-in date to the IDC has 
been set back to July 23, with the official 
grand opening to be set "sometime in the 

Fall." Parker blamed the date changes on 
construction project setbacks and unfore- 
seeable natural disasters. For example, the 
roof of the carpet company from which 
Grady ordered the IDC's carpeting col- 
lapsed in last month's blizzard, so the 
carpet installation has been delayed, says 
Parker. 

"We want to do the job 100%, not 
75%," Parker explained. "But some things 
are completely out of our control." He 
went on to say, "Personally I believe that 
ACT UP has some valid concerns, but not 
to sound cliched, but Rome was not built 
in a day ...the dates are approximations." 

"We are working as hard as we can to 
make it right," said Parker. "There isn't a 
person here that doesn't want to be 
here...the commitment this clinic has to 
the cause is by far greater than anywhere 
in the country, or this city in general." 

Grady Hospital bought the old Pres- 
byterian Center last summer, amidst pro- 
tests by area businesses and residents who 
feared the clinic would be detrimental to 
the Ponce de Leon area. Area businesses 
immediately responded to the purchase 
by filing a lawsuit against the hospital, the 
city of Atlanta and state of Georgia to 
stop construction of the facility. The law- 
suit was dropped last December after the 
Association and Grady officials agreed to 
talks. This seemingly removed the last 
obstacle to the opening of the IDC on July 
1. 

DAVID   GARDNER 
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When time's running short 
and so is your money. . . 

Discover financial freedom with Funds for Life. 
We're here to help anyone facing the financial challenges of living 
with an incurable illness. 

Life Funding Corporation is prepared to confidentially purchase 
your life insurance policy so that you can have your money now 
when you really need it. 

Together we can realize your dreams of better quality health care 
and more fulfilling experiences of life. 

For information call 1-800-456-8799. 
Your call will be confidential. 

LIFE   FUNDING  CORPORATION 

Funds For Life. 
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE ▲ SUITE 220 ▲ ATLANTA, GA 30350 

(404) 518-8830 A (800) 456-8799 A FAX: (404) 518-9663 

3» «1E 

$    OUR GIFT    $ 
*      TOYOU      & 

Call our office before April 
30,1993 and our gift to you 
will be a complete consulta- 
tion, exam and bitewing x- 
rays (if needed). 
Dr. Robert V. Schmidt wel- 
comes you to join his prac- 
tice of complete family den- 
tistry. Our staff will be 
complimented to have you 
choose our office for all your 
dental needs. 

or- 

Robert V. Schmidt, 
D.D.S. 

128 North Avenue, Ste 200 

(404) 872-2717 

DENTAL 
OFFER 

Expira 4/3093. 

^ RECOVER 
IN PARADISE 

Laradise Recovery Center 
offers detox, chemical 
dependency and co- 
dependency treatment 
programs in a personal, 
confidential, safe resort 
setting. Serving the gay 
and lesbian community, 
our 24-hour medical and 
counseling staff, lead by 
Medical Director Dr. Ron 
Ersay, is there for you. If 
you think that you may 
need help, call our 24- 
hour hotline. Most 
insurance plans accepted. 
Financing available. 

paradise 
recovery 

cemer 
611 TRUMAN AVENUE 

KEY WEST, FLORIDA 33040 
800-285-7853 
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NC gays hope to expand laws 
against hate crimes 

Raleigh, NC—Some gay-rights advocates 
say the beating of a Wilmington man outside a 
gay bar will prompt lawmakers to pass laws 
protecting lesbians and gay men from vio- 
lence. 

"After Crae Pridgen, I think it's going to 
be hard for them not to do anything," said Ann 
Burlein, coordinator of the Coalition for Gay 
and Lesbian Equality. 

But some lawmakers aren't so sure. 
The issue of gay-bashing in North Caro- 

lina received national attention in January, 
when 28-year-old Pridgen was attacked. Three 
Marines charged in the case face a court hear- 
ing next month. An attorney for Pridgen filed 
suit against the Marines on March 16. 

Gay rights leaders want lawmakers to ex- 
tend the state's ethnic violence laws to cover 
hate crimes against gay men and lesbians. They 
say they'll also push to change the state's 
crime-against-nature statute, which prohibits 
certain sexual activity, The Charlotte Observer 
reported last week. 

"I would say the priority on that would be 
very low," said state Sen. Aaron Plyler, D- 
Union. "We've got so many things—like the 
performance audit, the budget and education— 
that would come in front of that." 

Gay-rights advocates also are hoping a 
study released March 16 will give them new 
ammunition. 

The Durham-based North Carolinians 
Against Racist and Religious Violence released 
its annual hate-crime activity report for 1992. 
The group said 138 incidents were reported in 
46 counties last year, the highest since moni- 
toring began in 1983. 

Included among NCARRV's recommen- 

dations was a proposal that Gov. Jim Hunt 
recommission the Task Force on Racial, Reli- 
gious and Ethnic Violence and Intimidation, 
which was created during former Gov. Jim 
Martin's term. 

Hunt spokeswoman Rachel Perry said the 
governor hadn't seen the report. She noted, 
however, that Hunt directed his Human Rela- 
tions Commission to assist Pridgen. 

Sen. Marc Basnight, the president pro tern 
of the Senate, said any legislation regarding 
the issue would be considered along with sev- 
eral thousand other bills expected to be filed 
this session. 

Even sympathetic lawmakers worry about 
political reprisal. One leading lawmaker, who 
is considering sponsoring gay-rights legisla- 
tion, would speak only on the condition of 
anonymity. 

"It's a very sensitive subject. There's a lot 
of political risk involved," the legislator told 
The Observer. 

Mike Nelson, executive director of North 
Carolina Pride PAC for Lesbian and Gay 
Equality, said: "Lesbian and gay issues are 
not issues the Legislature has dealt with in the 
past. We'll be spending a lot of time educat- 
ing legislators." 

Since organizing as a political action com- 
mittee in 1992, Pride PAC has contributed 
more than $9,000 to legislative candidates. 

"The way democracy is supposed to work, 
elected officials are supposed to reflect the 
views of their constituents. There is a signifi- 
cant gay and lesbian constituency out there," 
said openly gay Chapel Hill Town Council 
member Joe Herzenberg. (AP) 

KY Bishop cancels 
homosexuality seminar 

Covington, KY—A seminar about homo- 
sexuality was canceled by the Diocese of 
Covington because Bishop William Hughes 
feared that the timing was wrong, an orga- 
nizer said. 

Ed Stieritz, director of the Marydale Re- 
treat Center who helped organize the seminar, 
said the bishop had received some negative 
comments about the planned event. 

"A lot of people out of ignorance make 
connections with anything to do with homo- 
sexuality," Stieritz said. "We feel a strong 
need to reach out pastorally, and the bishop is 
supportive, but he's concerned with the play it 
will get in the media and with people who 
don't make the distinction," he added. 

Stieritz said the bishop felt that "he could 
do without that pressure." 

One of the priests of the diocese who is 
now retired, Father Earl Bierman, was recently 
accused of sexually abusing several young 
boys. 

The bishop's spokesman, Father Tom 
Sacksteder, could give no official reason for 
the cancellation of the seminar that was titled 
"Homophobia in Religion and Society." 

It had been billed in a flier distributed by 
the diocese's Justice and Peace Center as in- 
tending "to promote sound education and dis- 
cussion of these issues based on current scien- 
tific information and contemporary church 
teachings." 

The seminar was scheduled for March 27 
in the Assembly Room of The Catholic Cen- 
ter in Erlanger. 

Sister Jeannine Gramick of Baltimore, who 
was one of the promoters of the seminar, said 
that the bishop felt the seminar would cause 
more division in the diocese. 

"He also had some discomfort and pres- 
sure from the Right to Life people in the dio- 
cese," she said. Sister Jeannine said she still 
will conduct a seminar for priests and nuns. 

She also will meet with the bishop next Sun- 
day in Northern Kentucky. 

She is the co-author of a book released 
last year called "Building Bridges: Gay & 
Lesbian Reality and the Catholic Church." 

Greg Link, also of Maryland and the other 
facilitator of the seminar, said he respects the 
bishop's opinion and knows that the bishop 
realizes the need for education about homo- 
sexuality. 

"I'd like to go through with it because it 
would show that homosexuality is not con- 
nected to pedophilia," said Link, who is the 
director of New Ways Ministry, an advocacy 
group for Catholic lesbian and gay people. 
(AP) 

TIM says ban rapists and 
Tailhookers, as well as 

gays, from military 
Nashville, 77V—A state House committee 

voted March 16 to ask Congress to ban lesbi- 
ans and gay men, participants in the Navy's 
Tailhook scandal and Gulf War rapists from 
the military. 

State Rep. Phillip Pinion, D-Union City, 
sponsored a resolution to ask Congress to 
refrain from lifting the ban on gays in the 
military. 

Rep. Peggy Knight, D-Clarksville, spon- 
sored an amendment that would ban others 
involved in recent military scandals, origi- 
nally referring to them as "rapists in Saudi 
Arabia and tailgaters." She later corrected her- 
self to say "Tailhook." 

Knight said the legislature has more im- 
portant matters to consider, "but if we're go- 
ing to sit in judgment, let's include them all." 

The resolution, with the amendment at- 
tached, was approved 11-10 by the House 
State and Local Government Committee and 
sent to the Calendar Committee to be sched- 
uled for a full House vote. (AP) 
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Ben & Jerry's Say Domestic Partners' Coverage No Problem: While cities like nearby 
Burlington, VT, anguish over whether to offer health benefits to employees' unmarried 
partners, Ben & Jerry's Homemade Inc. workers have had that benefit for three years. And 
company officials say it's been little burden on the bottom line, with only about 5% of the 
firm's 470 workers taking advantage of the benefit. "Wereally believe the family is who you 
love and who you live with," said Liz Lonergan, human resources manager for the premium 
ice cream maker. "There are definitely gay people in our company. There are in all 
companies. The difference is that it's OK at Ben & Jerry's." Lonergan said response to the 
program was at first underwhelming. "We started the program with a lot of fanfare," she 
said, "but only two or three people signed up." 

Ark. Parents, Officials Say That Gays Shouldn't Teach AIDS Classes: Parents and school 
officials in Bee Branch, Ark., agree mat gays shouldn't teach classes on AIDS, the school 
superintendent said. Waco Sutterfield said that parents submitted petitions to the school 
board last week, outlining their concerns over district plans to offer an AIDS awareness 
program. He said that having gays teach the classes would only invite controversy. Parents 
wanted the classes taught by someone "known by the community as morally upright." 

Gay ROTC Cadet Barred From Employment At Boy Scout Camp: A gay former ROTC 
cadet at the University of Maine has been denied employment at a Boy Scout Summer camp. 
Neal Snow is now trying to determine whether he can sue under Portland's new gay rights 
ordinance. Snow, an Eagle Scout, has been told that he can't work a third summer at Camp 
Hinds because he was kicked out of Air Force ROTC because of his sexual orientation. If he 
decides to sue the Pine Tree Council of the Boy Scouts, it would be the first test of the new 
law banning discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in employment, housing and 
public accommodations. 

Church Leaders Vow To Stop Caribbean Gay Pageant: Church leaders in PMiipsburg, St. 
Maarten sent a letter to the governor vowing they will "go to any lengths and do whatever it 
takes" to stop the presentation of a Caribbean gay pageant. "The St. Maarten/St. Martin 
Christian Council has threatened to mobilize the whole Christian community to protest the 
April staging of what has been billed as the first "Caribbean Gay of Gays Male Pageant" 
The council called the pageant a "detestable show" and also pledged to take action if the 
government does not push for its cancellation. In the letter, church leaders said they were 
concerned about the "decadence and moral decay which has reared its ugly head in St. 
Maarten/St. Martin in recent years." 

Arlington Democrats Nominate Gay 
Candidate: Openly gay candidate Jay 
Fisette moved one step closer to the Ar- 
lington, VA, County Board with a deci- 
sive victory over three opponents in the 
Democratic Primary on March 20. Fisette, 
who is executive director of Whitman- 
Walker's Northern Virginia AIDS Clinic, 
now faces independent Benjamin 
Winslow in the April 20 special election. 
Winslow won the Republican endorse- 
ment. No Republicans have served on 
the board in a decade. 

Gays Protest At Marquette: The top 
administrator of Marquette University 
agreed to meet with a protest group that 
conducted a sit-in objecting to the school's 
stance toward gays. About 18 students 
approached the Rev. Albert J. DiUlio, 
the school's president, in a hallway March 
15 as the demonstration began. They pre- 
sented him with a letter asking for a meet- 
ing. After first threatening the students 
with arrest, DiUlio addressed the students 

and presented them with a letter saying the Roman Catholic school, for legal reasons, could 
not include the words "sexual orientation" in its anti-discrimination policy. In the letter, 
DiUlio agreed to a meeting with the group at a later date. 

Gay Man Charges Wyo. UniV. Police With Bias: A gay man who admits defacing four 
Univ. of Wyoming library books says his civil rights were violated by school police who 
questioned him about his personal life. Kirk Taylor is seeking $250,000 damages from the 
university and its police department for the alleged violations that occurred when he was 
interrogated about writing messages in library books and on walls seeking contact with other 
Laramie-area gays. According to the notice of civil rights claim filed, the officers who 
arrested Taylor "asked [him] if he had taken an AIDS test, asked if he knew homosexual men 
spreading AIDS, asked if he wore condoms and asked about the organization of the 
homosexual community in Laramie." Taylor, who is not a UW student, pleaded no contest 
last month to misdemeanor vandalism charge that he defaced the books. 

Sex Criminal Dying Of AIDS: Edward Savitz, the Philadelphia businessman accused of sex 
crimes, has won approval to transfer from a city prison to an unidentified hospice because he 
is dying of AIDS. Savitz' lawyer, Barnaby Wittels, said the action was the proper thing to do 
for a dying man. Assistant District Attorney Charles Ehrlich didn't oppose the transfer. "It's 
an appropriate place for him to go now because of his condition," he said. Savitz is charged 
with involuntary deviate sexual intercourse, sexual abuse of children, indecent assault and 
corrupting the morals of a minor involving four youths. Police believe Savitz paid hundreds 
of young boys for their dirty undergarments. 

Jesse Jackson Traveling To Guantanamo For Haitians: Rev. Jesse Jackson said 
March 19 that he is taking his "Keep Hope Alive" message to HJV-infected Haitians stuck at 
the Guantanamo Naval Base in Cuba in his second visit to the island in just over a month. 
The 252 Haitians—213 of whom have tested positive for HIV—have been detained on the 
Island for more than a year. Although they have received preliminary approval for political 
refugee status, the United States has refused to allow them into this country because they 
have the virus. The Haitians have also staged a hunger strike since Jan. 30 to protest the U.S. 
government's position. 

Openly gay candidate Jay Fisette has won 
his bid to be the Democratic nominee for 
the Arlington, VA County Board. 

1JAJJ^LL\ * 
Dedicated to providing you with quality cars and service. 

• New & Used Cars • Full Service • Parts • Body Shop • 

VA MILES INSIDE 1-285 
5525 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. 

We appreciate 
your business. JJ-4 ojnn 

*?*O*H> a letter to> &un*y *i¥wul<i... 
My salesperson, Julie Ellis, was highly recommended to me by a 
friend who also enjoyed her dealings with Ms. Ellis. 
Julie Ellis was professional, courteous, and very respectful of the 
presence of my female life partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis could 
relate to me more comfortably than any other car salesperson ever 
has. I appreciated her availability at Curry Honda. 
During my two days of business at your dealership, I was aware of 
two other same-sex couples making purchases. 
Thank you once again for your dealership's stance to be gay/ 
lesbian sensitive and for providing quality gay personnel such as 
Julie Ellis. 

Sincerely, 
Lalne Peek 

Julie Ellis 451-2700 
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LAKEWGDD 
ANTIQUES    MARKET 

Fri. 9 am-6 pm 
Sat. 9 am-6 pm 
Sun. 9 am-5 pm 

622-4488 

ANTIQUES 
SHOW 
 FREE PARKING 

Directions: Easy Access I- 
75/85 to Exit 88 (Between 
City and Airport), East to 

the Lakewood Fairgrounds. 

Thousands of Unique Antiques, and Collectible Items. 

Admission $3.00-Children Free      2nd Weekend Monthly 
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Write in your choices in the following 

categories to determine the winners of the 

to benefit 
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee 
and the Atlanta Lambda Community Center 

APRIL 17 
ZOO ATLANTA 
$20.00/TICKET 

ONE VOTE PER CATEGORY     DEADLINE: APRIL 7 

Most Community Minded 
Business 

Most Welcoming 
Religious Organization 

Most Community Minded Bar 

Most Fun Social Organization        Most Community Minded 
Drag Personality 

Hippest Het We Know 

Atlanta's Hottest Annual Event 

Glamour Goddess of Drag 

Most Effective Political 
Organization 

Most Effective AIDS 
Organization 

Most Community Minded Artist or 
Arts Organization 

Most Entertaining 
Entertainer (non-drag) 

Community Volunteer 
Extraordinaire 

Atlanta's Hottest Bar 

Community's Closest 
Political Ally (local) 

Get Out of Town by Sundown 
(Public Enemy #1) 

Did we forget something? 
Write in your own category 
& nominee. 

L_ 

MAIL THIS BALLOT TO: PO BOX 18215, Atlanta, Georgia 30316. 
The top four vote-getters in each category will be published in the 
April 15 issue of Southern Voice. The "Sovie" Awards will be pre- 
sented April 17 at Zoo Atlanta. Doors will open at 6:30 for drinks, 
hors d'oeuvres and strolling through the zoo, which will be open 
exclusively for award ceremony attendees. Ceremonies will begin at 
8:00, and the winners will be announced. SoVo will also present 
several special awards of their own. TICKETS: $20.00, available at 
MalePak, Brushstrokes, Charis, Maddix Deluxe, and the Southern 
Voice Office. Proceeds benefit Atlanta's Lesbian and Gay Pride Com- 
mittee and the Atlanta Lambda Community Center. 
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Clayton Co. refuses to zone AIDS hospice 
Jonesboro, GA—Organizers of a planned 

AIDS hospice said the Clayton County 
Commission's refusal to rezone a Riverdale 
home for the facility would be appealed to 
federal court. 

"I'll be in federal court [today] if I can get 
everything together," Kathryn Zickert, the at- 
torney representing the planned Elysium 
House, said after the five commissioners voted 
unanimously March 18 against allowing the 
facility to operate. She said the decision was 
discriminatory and violated the Fair Housing 
Act, but homeowners applauded the 
commission's action. The planned hospice 
would treat a maximum of six AIDS patients 
at a time. 

The issue got an airing March 17 when 
Oprah Winfrey's television talk show taped a 
session with supporters and opponents, who 
gathered in front of the building. 

In a packed hearing room Thursday night, 
the rights of AIDS patients who want to die in 
dignity clashed head-on with homeowners' 
desires to maintain their suburban residential 
atmosphere. The residents, who say the hos- 
pice represents commercial encroachment, 
were unmoved by the hospice owners' argu- 
ments that they had acquired non-profit status 

from the state and would not officially be a 
commercial business. 

An AIDS patient said the metro Atlanta 
southside sorely needs services for those with 
the disease. "I sometimes have to travel 40 
miles to the northside to get medical help," 
said Cindy Foote, 33, a lifelong Clayton resi- 
dent. "I know that in the days to come that I 
will need a hospice. I can't call on my family 
to give up their jobs to take care of me." 

Dr. Richard Prokesch contended the anti- 
business stance is a cover for bias against gays, 
but neighborhood leaders claim they have been 
unfairly labeled as irrational homophobics for 
resisting the hospice. 

In November, 400 neighbors staged a 
candlelight vigil to show compassion for AIDS 
victims but also to show they were united 
against having a business in their community. 
"I am offended by anyone who says we have 
an anti-AIDS or an anti-homosexual stance 
here," said William Nordmark, who lives near 
the Riverdale house. 

In the six month battle over Elysium House, 
several residents have made anti-gay remarks, 
complaining that having people with AIDS 
would bring gays to the neighborhood and 
endanger children at a nearby school. (AP) 

Project Inform director 
shares latest in HIV 
research 

In a forum held on March 18 at Colony 
Square Hotel, Project Inform Director Martin 
Delaney outlined the current status of HIV 
research and speculated on techniques for re- 
storing damaged immune systems. 

On the anti-viral front, Delaney opened 
with comments on the three-drug combina- 
tion therapy designed by a student researcher 
at Harvard that has been widely hailed in the 
media. In the test tube, a combination of AZT, 
ddl, and Nevirapine appeared to cause HIV to 
mutate into a dysfunctional form incapable of 
replicating itself. 

Delaney downplayed the media's opti- 
mism regarding this finding, noting that labo- 
ratory successes often cannot be duplicated in 
the human body. And he wondered at the 
announcement's being made contemporane- 
ously with Harvard's application to the Clinton 
Administration to be named its principal site 
for a "Manhattan-style Project" against HIV. 

Nevertheless, Delaney viewed the find- 
ing as possibly important and reported that 
testing of the combination already has begun. 

A running theme throughout the evening 
was Delaney's endorsement of combination 
therapy. He spoke in favor of combinations 
of drugs such as AZT + ddl + Pentoxifylline 
(Trental, available by prescription) + N- 
aceylcysteine (NAC, available through buy- 
ers' clubs) as one example. (ddC, in substitu- 
tion for ddl, has been approved for use con- 
currently with AZT.) 

Delaney advised persons who are failing 
on AZT as a monotherapy but who have not 
developed intolerance to the drug, to combine 
it with another (or other) anti-viral rather than 
discontinuing AZT altogether. 

Delaney reported that two recent studies 
suggest Trental may have some anti-viral ef- 
fect, and that the jury is still out on whether 
NAC is absorbed sufficiently by the body to 
be of benefit 

TAT and Protease Inhibitors (drugs de- 
signed to inhibit viral proteins associated with 
HIV replication), remain shrouded in mys- 
tery. Delaney indicated that information from 
preliminary studies of these drugs has not 
been forthcoming. Thus, no one knows if the 
drugs are helping or hurting the people en- 
rolled in trials. 

The jury also is still out on Compound Q, 
as well as 3TC (an AZT-like drug). It remains 
unclear if 3TC has value as a monotherapy or 

Martin Delaney 

if it is useful in combination with AZT (ARCA 
is pursuing a trial combining AZT with 3TC). 

The consensus on d4T (another AZT-like 
anti-viral) is that it may be somewhat more 
effective than the other anti-virals tested to 
date. (d4T is currently available to persons 
who have failed on AZT and ddl or have be- 
come intolerant to them.) It was noted that 
persons currently taking d4T probably should 
not combine the drug with AZT, as the drugs 
may be antagonistic. 

However, Delaney reported that any per- 
son attempting combination therapy with d4T 
should be closely monitored by a physician. 
Side effects of d4T used in combination with 
ddl or ddC are unknown. 

Also in the jury is still out category: Pep- 
tide T.; therapeutic vaccines; and TP-t 
(Thymopentin). Delaney reported that the effi- 
cacy of TP-5 depends on who you believe. TP- 
5 is one of the thymic hormones produced by 
the thymus gland that are believed to play a 
role in the maturation and development of T- 
cells. Delaney believes that careful examina- 
tion of data suggests efficacy for TP-5 has not 
been established. 

Under the heading of immune system res- 
toration, Delaney urged broadened testing of 
such strategies as cell storage (freezing helper 
cells for later re-infusion as done with cancer 
patients); CD-8 and CD4 cell expansion (cells 
drawn from patients or healthy volunteers, 
treated to proliferate outside the body, and 
then re-infused); and cell transfer (T-cells do- 
nated by healthy individuals to persons with 
weakened immune systems). 

TERRY  FRANCIS 

Formerly known as ABC, Accelerated Benefits of Washington (ABW) 
continues to purchase life insurance policies from the terminally ill. 

• We process all applications promptly and confidentially. 

• We always use an escrow agent so you can be assured of our 
secured funding. 

• We purchase large and small policies, individual and group 
(including federal employees), the simple and the complex. 

For information call 

1-800-227-8447 
We are proud to sponsor the Affording Care 

(a non-profit, independent organization) Seminar 
to provide financial information for the terminally ill. 

This seminar is to be held in Washington D.C. in March 1993. 
Information may be obtained from Affording Care by phone at 

(202) 262 - 9449. 

I 1 
Because we care about your health at 

PATIENT'S PHARMACY 
receive a 

FREE 
bottle of vitamins 

with this ad 

Prompt, Accurate, Caring, 
Confidential Pharmacy Service at little 
or NO out of pocket expense to you. 

All Prescriptions Bills Submitted—FREE 

WE BILL INSURANCE 
WE ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT 

We deal directly with your insurance company. 

(Formerly A-Z Pharmacy) 
2441 Cheshire Bridge Road 

Suite 200 
Atlanta, GA 30324 

(Federal Express Plaza) 

329-0011 L 

603 Church Street 
Decarur.GA 30030 

(Across from 
Decatur Hospital) 

377-6868 

17DunwoodyPark 
Suite 121 

Dunwoody.GA 30338 
(Across from 

Shallowford Hospital) 

551-9311 

3903 S.Cobb Drive 
Smyrna, GA 30080 

(Next to 
Smyrna Hospital) 

436-0811 J 
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Medical Therapies inc 
1579N. DecaturRd. 
Atlanta, Ga 30307 
(404) 373-2525 

We Accept ■i   ii 

on all of our services. This means you have no out-of-pocket 
expenses.(except for deductibies and co-payments.) 

Our pricing is extremely competitive putting more of your 
insurance dollars to work for you. 

Specializing In: 

Oral HIV Related Medications 
Home Parenteral Nutrition 

Home Enteral Nutrition 
Oral Nutritional Supplements 

I.V, Antibiotic Therapy 
Home Pain Management 

Home Chemotherapy 
I.V. Fluid Therapy 
Inhalation Therapy 

24 hour Emergency Service 
Delivery Service Available 

we are Locally Owned and Operated by Pharmacists with 
experience mthe Home Care field. 

TwrrnaiFSHRviviMft 

THE HNS HIV PROGRAM 
A comprehensive program of services that responds to the diverse needs of the HN individual. 

T Psychological Services 

Personalized counseling by gay 

licensed clinical social workers 

helps meet the emotional, psy- 

chological, and family needs 

specific to the HIV individual. 

▼ Pharmacy Services 
Clinically trained pharmacists are 

continually updated to advanced 

protocols in delivering HIV 

pharmacy services. 

▼ Nursing Services 

Sensitive to the special needs of 

the PWA, the registered nurses 

have a minimum five years 

clinical experience in I.V. therapy 

or related field. 

T Caring, Committed, and Concerned about the community. 

y=y 
HNS 
ADVANCED INFUSION THERAPIES 

1-800-8724467 
426-4933 

Life as an adventure 
Life is an adventure—not just parts of it, 

like a special and expensive vacation. All of 
life, the entire journey is an adventure. 

If you don't feel as though you're in an 
adventure, then you may not be trying hard 
enough. If you just lay back and allow life 
to pass as it will, with no guidance, there are 
bound to be boring parts and times where 
you feel where you have absolutely no con- 
trol. 

In order to guide your life's adventure, 
you have to first examine the lessons forced 
on you by your parents, your teachers, your 
religion, your peers, and your community. 
Did they all really know what's best for 
you, or did they just pass along what was 
passed to them with no real examination? 

I was blessed with an incredibly enlight- 
ened mother, who along with her mother, 
taught me the basics of what's good and 
what's evil. I learned from them the impor- 
tance of ethics and the importance of educa- 
tion. After I learned all me basics, Mother 
encouraged me to take charge of my life, 
and to see how much I could learn on my 
own. In her mind, I've probably gone a bit 
overboard with my enthusiasm for new ex- 
periences, but anyone who knows me will 
say that it's worked out, so far. 

I started out in life with some weird 
problem in my ears that eventually corrected 
itself when I was a teenager, but it caused a 
speech impediment. Though I could hear, I 
was sent to the Atlanta School for the Deaf 
to learn the correct mechanisms of speaking 
at the age of five. I especially remember 
learning how to make the "L" sound. I also 
remember thinking that this was something 
that my friends were not doing, and what an 
adventure it was. 

When I was in the eighth grade, we 
were required to take the President's Physi- 
cal Fitness Test. Prior to this time, I was 
terribly shy, probably due to the way I spoke. 
I was undersized for my age and very thin. 
The physical fitness tests showed that I could 
sprint faster than anyone in my school, and I 
could also long jump pretty good. 

In 1963, Cobb County eighth graders 
didn't have a track season, but there was a 
county wide track meet for seventh and 
eighth graders. I won first place for the 100 
yard dash and placed third in the long jump. 
I was the fastest eighth grader in Cobb 
County! What a revelation and what an ad- 
venture that was! I can't describe the les- 
sons I learned with that, and it opened up 

Don't get caught 
uncovered. 

Esfpiire 
11131 B^tynv-v. ■• .nkj£ v-i* 
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Complete Insurance Protection 
Auto - Home - Commercial - 

Motorcycle - Life - Health 

M-F 9AM-6PM 
SAT1QAM-2PM 
2000 Cheshire Bridge Rd. 
next to Hairanoia 634-638Q j_ 

whole new worlds for me. It was my first 
sign that I could be special. 

In 1974, I was having trouble starting 
my career, I was having real problems with 
my sexual desires for women, and 1 was just 
depressed. I decided that this was the most 
ideal time for an adventure. I quit my job, 
said an emotional Christmas goodbye to 
Mother and moved to Colorado to discover 
myself^. I lived for four years in a cabin in 
the Rocky Mountains, and I coordinated both 
of Jimmy Carter's campaigns for Jefferson 
County while working at Coors. I grew my 
hair down below my shoulders, and I ac- 
cepted that I was gay. Talk about adven- 
tures! 

I spent eleven years in Colorado learn- 
ing the mechanics of being happy. Those 
are lessons that I will always hold close to 
my heart and will never let go. 

In 1985, I moved back to Atlanta and 
began the greatest adventure of my life. 
Within a few weeks of returning, I noticed a 
couple of spots on my right leg and one on 
my left leg. It turned out to be Kaposi's 
Sarcoma. I had AIDS. 

I was lucky enough the next year to be 
accepted into double blind placebo study of 
AZT at NfflL I don't remember having any 
expectations at the beginning, but I just 
wanted the chance to do SOMETHING to 
fight this. I was ready for a fight. 

After six months of AZT, we added Al- 
pha Interferon, and six years later, here I 
am. My last T4 count in February was 548. 
I've volunteered for a number of other stud- 
ies and have learned so much about my 
body and about AIDS, it's hard to keep 
track. Yes, this has been quite an adventure. 

The point here is to make whatever you 
are facing an adventure. Use your adventure 
to leam everything you can. If you aren't in 
an adventure, invent one! Use your mindset 
to make your life interesting. All it takes is a 
little attitude, which never hurt anyone. Also, 
if you always show interest in the processes 
around you, it helps lift the spirits and inter- 
ests of the people around you. When every- 
one is interested in the processes, and when 
everyone's spirits are higher, things just seem 
better. 

Just remember, whatever attitude you 
have is up to you. If your life is boring, or if 
you feel life sucks, it's your fault. Your 
outlook comes only from you—no one can 
give it to you. All it takes is a little attitude 
and a lot of interest. 

DAVID  STANLEY 

SPECIAL OFFER" 
FROM 

ELECTROLUX 
WILL SHAMPOO 

A ROOM FOR 
JUST $14.95 
DRY CLEANING 

NAP LIFTING 
DRY FOAM SHAMPOOING 

AN EXCLUSIVE 
(PATENTED) 

ELECTROLUX PROCESS 
TO RESTORE YOUR 

CARPET TO LIKE NEW 
CONDITION. 

CALL TODAY 
Beeper 760-4278 

404-532-7208 
ELECTROLUX 

Ask for Robin Richardson | 

i       i 
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International gay activist to speak at Emory 
"There is an emergence of gays and lesbi- 

ans throughout the world," says longtime gay 
activist and Africanist Cary Alan Johnson. 
"Spurred by the HTV crisis and a need to orga- 
nize to save their lives, we will see a change in 
the way the world sees gay and lesbian rights." 

Johnson, the current director of the Mid- 
Atlantic regional office of Amnesty Interna- 
tional, and staff liaison to A.I. Members for 
Lesbian and Gay Concerns, will lecture at 
Emory University on Thursday, April 8. His 
lecture, "The Struggle for Lesbian and Gay 
Rights Worldwide," will focus on human rights 
violations and murders of gays and lesbians in 
Eastern Europe, Asia and Latin America, the 
debate in international law stemming from the 
fight to overturn Australian sodomy laws, and 
the historic basis for gay rights in Africa. 

Johnson has worked for international orga- 
nizations in Senegal, Nigeria, Egypt, Angola 
and Ghana. He was a founding member of the 
Committee of Black Gay Men; the Blackheart 

tions as Christopher Street and the Washington 
Blade. He recently received a Masters of Inter- 
national Affairs from Columbia University. 

The lecture will be held in the Woodruff 
Health Sciences Building Auditorium at 8:00 

pm, with a reception to follow. The lecture is 
free and open to the public. For more informa- 
tion contact the Office of Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual 
Life at Emory University at 727-0272. 

DAVID  GARDNER 

First MCC approves building purchase 

Cary Alan Johnson 

Collective; Other Countries: Black Gay Men 
Writing; and Gay Men of African Descent As 
a writer his work has appeared in such publica- 

At a special congregational meeting March 
21, the membership of First MCC of Atlanta 
voted to purchase a building at North Druid 
Hills and Tully Road. Although negotiations 
are still taking place, congregational approval 
allows the Board of Directors to continue with 
purchase plans if several conditions are met 

The 164-member Christian Church with a 
special outreach to the lesbian/gay community 
is celebrating its 21st charter anniversary on 
April 16. The current building at 800 N. High- 
land, which the group purchased 19 years ago, 
has already been sold. 

The Druid Hills property was formerly oc- 
cupied by Northwest Realty, Cinema Draft 
House and Southern Bell. Once remodeling is 
completed the building will house a 500-seat 
sanctuary, multiple offices for ministerial and 
counseling staff, a kitchen, a dining area and 
four large meeting rooms. 

A moving date has not been set, depending 
upon the closing date and compliance regula- 
tions. Meanwhile, the church is conducting 
fundraisers and soliciting funds to make the 
move a reality. 

GAY MEN AND LESBIANS 
ARE THE SAME AS EVERYONE. 

BUT WE DON'T TREAT THEM THAT WAY. 
At Charter Hospital of Grapevine, we know 

that when it comes to emotional and chemical 
dependency treatment for gay men and les- 
bians, there are a few things missing. Like 
freedom. Respect. Understanding. And pride. 

That's why we've created a special pro- 
gram just for you. It's called Pride In 
Recovery — and it could mean the beginning 
of a new world of self-acceptance, serenity 
and fulfillment. 

Pride In Recovery offers a safe place 
where you can talk about your lifestyle and 

where you can address issues such as: 

• Addictions 
• Depression 
• Sexual/Physical/Emotional 
Abuse Recovery 

• Self-Destructive Relationships 
• Dealing with Shame and Guilt 

If you have an emotional or chemical depen- 
dency problem, please call us. And maybe, for 
the first time in your life you can face the 
world with a fresh, uninhibited outlook. 

PRIDE IN RECOTERY 
A Treatment Program for Gay Men & lesbians 

Located in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex 
For a free confidential assessment, call 

l-(800)-252-7533 
The diagnosis of need for inpatient treatment will 

only be made by a licensed physician. 
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Anti-gay "doctor" in Kansas City treats AIDS patients 
Kansas City, MO—When Chris, 

who's gay, learned the man treating him 
for AIDS spends his spare time crusad- 
ing against gay rights, he wasted no time 
finding a new health care provider. 

"If he is against me as a person, then 
he doesn't need to be dealing with me," 
said Chris, who asked that his last name 
not be used. "Would you take your dog 
to a vet that doesn't like animals?" 

Dan Doell, who cares for AIDS pa- 
tients at Samuel U. Rodgers Community 
Health Center, has become the target of 
demonstrations and a letter-writing cam- 
paign by AIDS and gay rights activists. 
They say the nurse practitioner's public 
statements are a betrayal of trust and a 
conflict of interest. 

Add to the flap two more twists. Doell 

says he was a gay for about 10 years 
until religious faith changed his behav- 
ior. And he has AIDS. 

Doell, 31, is vice president of FIRED 
UP, a conservative religious group that's 
mounted a petition drive to repeal a city 
civil rights ordinance. The ordinance cre- 
ates a Human Rights Commission and 
several task forces, including one on gay 
and lesbian issues. 

FIRED UP maintains the ordinance 
could be used to legislate special protec- 
tions for gays and lesbians, and Doell 
makes regular appearances on Christian 
radio and television programs to speak 

CONTINUED   ON   PAGE   14 

ACT UP/Kansas City protested Dan 
Doell's practice on March 15 of this year. 

HENNESSY JAGUAR PRESENTS 
THE 

$524 DREAM LEASE 

THE DREAM LEASE Few things compare with owning a Jaguar. Except perhaps 
leasing one. Now Hennessy Jaguar puts you in the driver's seat of a 1993 Jaguar XJ6 luxury 
sedan for only $524 per month, 36 months. Pamper yourself in the richly appointed interior. 
Glide to your destination with exceptional control and power. Your Jaguar awaits you at 
Hennessy, with this surprisingly affordable lease rate. 

THE DREAM GUARANTEE No other guarantee in the luxury automobile class will 
promise you a 30 day money back guarantee. Lease your 1993 Jaguar from Hennessy, and if 
you're not satisfied, bring it back undamaged within 30 days and your purchase price will be 
refunded. At Hennessy, your complete satisfaction is our highest priority. Visit us today to pur- 
sue your dream. 

$524 per month, 36 months, plus taxes, tag and title. $2,950 cash clown plus first month's payment. Total of lease payment $18,864. Excess mileage charge of 15c per mile after 15,000 miles 
per year. Purchase option at lease end $26,369. 30 day money back guarantee for cash purchases and vehicles financed or leased through Jaguar Credit through April 30, 1993. Limit one 
return per customer per vehicle. Visit Hennessy Jaguar for a copy of the Dream Guarantee and complete details. 

HENNESSY ^^^ JAGUAR 
3040 PIEDMONT ROAD IN BUCKHEAD • 261-5700 
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pages. 
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GUEST EDITORIAL 

Rethinking AIDS, OP 
Why we need Robert Root-Bernstein more than Martin Delaney 

".. .most established scientists do not ac- 
tually want to make rapid progress. A state 
of atheoretical confusion is agreeable to them 
because in that state almost nothing can ever 
be shown to be wrong...As a result, general 
beliefs persist within the biomedical com- 
munity long after the evidence is available to 
destroy them." 

-David Horrobin, from his article in "The 
Scientist" (November 1990) 

by TIMOTHY    HAND,  PH.D. 

One of these general beliefs is that since 
some viruses cause disease, all the rest prob- 
ably cause disease too. But most viral infec- 
tions are either latent or restricted to small 
numbers of cells and therefore do not cause 
symptoms. 

This is the case with the latent virus HIV, 
according to a new book by Robert Root- 
Bernstein called "Rethinking AIDS: The 
Tragic Cost of Premature Consensus" (Free 
Press: New York). Root-Bernstein, a psy- 
chologist and immunologist at Michigan State 
University, here joins a substantial number 
of scientists who have serious and well- 
founded doubts about the alleged role of HIV 
in causing AIDS. These are some of the points 
his new book raises: 

1) HIV infection is present in millions of 
healthy persons, and absent in hundreds of 
AIDS patients. HIV is therefore neither nec- 
essary nor"sufficient to cause AIDS. In fact, 
there is no microbe or infection that all AIDS 
patients have in common. 

2) There is no definitive case of AIDS in 
which HIV is the sole risk factor. Nearly all 
AIDS patients have experienced multiple and 
often chronic exposure to immune-suppres- 
sive agents. These include transfusions, 
chronic or repeated infectious diseases and 
their antibiotic treatments, malnutrition, 
psychoactive drugs, and semen components. 
Chronic exposure to various combinations of 
these may suffice to cause AIDS symptoms, 
with or without HIV. 

3) In infected persons, HIV is biochemi- 
cally inactive. It infects at most 1/500 T- 
cells, of which only a tiny fraction express 
viral RNA. HIV is absent from all AIDS 
lesions, and cannot even be found in the se- 
men of the majority of infected men. This is 
not what one would expect from a virus that 
causes a fatal, sexually transmitted illness. In 
other viral infections (e.g., hepatitis B, herpes, 
shingles) the causative agent replicates at high 
rates and is present in substantial quantities 
in lesioned tissue and blood plasma when 
symptoms are present. 

4) HIV is said to cause AIDS by killing 
T-helper cells. Yet no human retrovirus, HIV 
included, has ever been shown to kill cells. 
(Paradoxically, the treatment widely given to 
AIDS patients, AZT, is known to kill T cells 
by terminating DNA synthesis.) Even the sup- 
porters of the HIV hypothesis acknowledge 
this, and suggest any of a number of indirect 
mechanisms of T-cell destruction, none of 
which has any experimental support. 

5) The AIDS definition (any of about 25 
ordinary diseases in the presence of HIV) is 
circular. If you appear in a clinic with tuber- 
culosis and HIV, or dementia and HIV, you 
are diagnosed with AIDS. If you appear with 
tuberculosis but without HIV, you are diag- 
nosed with tuberculosis. No other illness has 
a tautological definition like this. Moreover, 
the ever-increasing numbers of AIDS cases 
seen over the last several years is probably 
due to the fact that the definition keeps chang- 
ing—expanding to include more people. 

6) Chimpanzees are susceptible to HIV 
infection (they develop antibodies to it). But 
of the over 100 chimpanzees experimentally 

infected with HIV, none has gotten AIDS; 
none has even developed immune suppres- 
sion. 

' 7) Your probability of getting AIDS de- 
pends not on your HIV status but on the risk 
group you are in. HIV positive transfusion 
recipients, gay men, and otherwise risk-free 
Americans have annual AIDS risks of roughly 
50%, 5%, and 0.5%, respectively. Note the 
incredible range here, a range of 100-fold. 
They all have-HIV, but they have vastly dif- 
ferent probabilities of getting AIDS. This 
means that risk group is the best predictor of 
getting sick, not presence of HIV. Moreover, 
the incubation period is thought to vary be- 
tween a few months and a few decades, a 
variation which has no precedent in the his- 
tory of medicine. If HIV infection were 
enough to cause AIDS, this variation (over 
100-fold) would not exist either. 

Root-Bernstein's book documents other 
problems with the HIV hypothesis as well. It 
is the largest and most masterful treatment of 
the AIDS literature now available to the gen- 
eral public. It has the endorsement of a num- 
ber of important figures, including Drs. 
Stephen Jonas and Harvey Bialy, Michael 
Ellner (President of HEAL) and long-term 
AIDS survivor Michael Callen. It has the 
power to make the reader think, and to see 
casually accepted dogma as it should be seen: 
open to question. 

The 9-year-old HIV hypothesis has been 
one of the most expensive and most embar- 
rassingly unproductive hypotheses in the his- 
tory of medicine. It predicts anything you 
want it to: retinitis or KS or diarrhea or noth- 
ing, 3 months or 15 years or never, after 
infection from an antibody-positive person 
who may or may not have had symptoms. 

In other words, it makes no specific pre- 
dictions at all, as a good hypothesis must. It 
has not explained AIDS pathologies, it has 
not predicted the nature, direction or rapidity 
of the spread of AIDS, it has not generated 
any effective therapies, and it has not saved 
any lives. It's hard to say whether its contin- 
ued stranglehold on the scientific commu- 
nity and the general public belongs more in 
tragedy or in comedy. 

On March 18, "AIDS activist" Martin 
Delaney was in town. He attacked HIV dis- 
senters like Root-Bernstein, and he gave no 
indication of how legitimate their arguments 
are. While his intentions are undeniably good, 
his lack of formal scientific training was clear 
throughout the evening. His talk was pep- 
pered with bizarre and avoidable errors ("HIV 
replicates at high rates in infected 
people".. ."HIV doesn't kill T-cells, but may 
cause them to commit suicide"). Trying to 
keep this forum from becoming an exercise 
in unchallenged groupthink, I asked Delaney 
for his opinion about Root-Bernstein's book. 
His reply was as follows: "Root-Bernstein is 
a physiologist who has never done AIDS 
research. I've read his book. I've never seen 
a book with the words 'probably' and 'maybe' 
used so frequently." The audience, unable to 
distinguish between an unschooled charlatan 
and a genuine thinker, and unaware that good 
scientific writing must contain these words, 
reacted with amusement. I was dumbfounded. 

Delaney is right in claiming that AIDS 
research is progressing too slowly. But this 
is not because of lack of money or other 
resources (it has plenty of both). It is because 
AIDS research is dominated by undistin- 
guished minds whose primary motivations 
are self-promotion and suppression of legiti- 
mate dissent. 

What AIDS research needs is fewer po- 
litically correct but scientifically naive activ- 
ists, and more thinkers—like the one who 
wrote "Rethinking AIDS." 

r NUMBERS TO KEEP1 

The following is a list of the ad- 
dresses and phone numbers of the US 
Senators and Representatives from the 
state of Georgia. We urge you to contact 
yourCongresspersons before, during and 
after the Senate hearings on the military 
ban which are scheduled to begin March 
29. We also suggest you tear out this list 
and keep it handy (put it on the refrig- 
erator or near your phone) so you are 
reminded to call. It is vital our voices 
not be drowned out by the religious right 
on this issue. Please take the time to call 
or write—the future of our community 
could damn well depend on it. 

The White House 
(202) 456-1414 
(202)456-1111 
FAX: (202) 456-2461 

The Pentagon (703) 697-5737 

Senator Sam Nunn 
303 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg 
Washington, DC 20510   . 
Phone: (202)224-3521 
Atlanta: (404)331-4811 
FAX: (202)224-0072 

Senator Paul Coverdell 
204 Russell Senate Office Bldg 
Washington, DC 20510 
Phone: (202) 224-3643 
Adanta: (404) 347-2202 
FAX: (202) 262-6691 

Rep. Jack Kingston 
(R-lst District) 
1229 Longworth House Office Bldg 
Washington, D.C. 20515 
Phone: (202) 225-5831 
Georgia: (912) 652-4074 
FAX: (202) 226-2269 

Rep. Sanford Bishop 
(D-2nd District) 
1632 Longworth House Office Bldg 
Washinton, D.C. 20515 
Phone: (202) 225-3631 
Albany: (912) 439-8067 
FRAK; (202) 225-2203 

Rep. Mac Collins 
(R-3rd District) 
1118 Longworth House Office Bldg 
Washington, D.C. 20515 
Phone:(202)225-5901 
Georgia: (404) 603-3395 
FAX: (202) 225-2515 

Rep. John Linder 
(R-4th District) 
1605 Longworth House Office Bldg 
Washington, DC 20515 
Phone: (202) 225-4272 
Adanta: (404) 936-9400 
FAX: (202) 225-4696 

Rep. John Lewis 
(D-5th District) 
329 Cannon House Office Bldg 
Washington, DC 20515 
Phone: (202) 225-3801 
Adanta: (404) 659-0116 
FAX: (202) 225-0351 

Rep. Newt Gingrich 
(R-6th District) 
2428 Rayburn House Office Bldg 
Washington, DC 20515 
Phone: (202)225-4501 
Atlanta: (404)565-6398 
FAX: (202)225-4656 

Rep. George "Buddy" Darden 
(D-7th District) 
2303 Rayburn House Office Bldg 
Washington, DC 20515 
Phone:(202)225-2931 
Atlanta: (404) 422-4480 
FAX: (202) 225-0473 

Rep. J. Roy Rowland 
(D-8th District) 
2134 Rayburn House Office Bldg 
Washington, D.C. 20515 
Phone: (202) 225-6531 
Macon: (912)743-0150 
Dublin: (912) 275-0024 
FAX: (202) 225-7719 
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PRIDE OF DIXIE 

ANTIQUES 
April 9, 10 & 11 

The Finest Monthly 
Antique Market in America 

North Atlanta Trade Center, Norcross, Georgia 

Over 800 Booths with 
Quality Antiques and Old Collectibles 
HOURS: Friday & Saturday 9am-6pm 

and Sunday 10am-5pm    Admission $3.00* 
Free Parking. All Indoors. 

1-85 to Exit 38. Turn East on Indian Trial. 
Turn Right on Oakbrook Pkwy. 

Turn right on Jeurgens Ct. 

* $1.00 OFF WITH THIS AD 

ANTIQUE MARKET 

Gifts 

Decorative Accesories 

Cards & Party Supplies 

Personalized Stationery 

by Crane 

Hospitality 
House 
2 Locations 

Peachtree Battle Shopping Center 
2359 Peachtree Rd. 

237-1119 

INVENTORY 
SALE 

20%-40% OFF 

ORIENTAL 
FURNITURE 

&ARTS 
GLW INTERNATIONAL CORP 

5879 New Peachtree Rd 
Suite A 

Doraviile, GA 30340 
(404) 986-9633 

OCCASIONS 
ANNIVERSARIES: 

Happy six-month Anniversary to Annie and 
Lisa back on March 22. Annie and Lisa are 
both students at Emory University. When 
asked of their plans for their degrees, Lisa 
replied, "Nothing, yet, we're just here hav- 
ing fun and educating our peers." The best 
is yet to come, ladies, so hang in there. 

Another belated HA goes out to Courtney 
Ledford and Philip Sibert who celebrated 8 
years of complete and total bliss on March 
15. Congratulations, boys! 

Happy Anniversary to Hank and Jerry from 
Dunwoody on March 31. These boys and 
their cats, Jake & Hector, are just settling 
into the Atlanta area and are anxious to 
become part of our community. Happy 8 
years!! 

Spring must be in the air because the anni- 
versaries just keep pouring in. Here's to my 
friend Steve Sheppard and his husband Rick 
Harrison who celebrated 5 years of togeth- 
erness on April 1. 

BIRTHDAYS: 

Lenny Lasater, electrician to the stars, will 
celebrate her 36th birthday in true Aries 
fashion on April 5. She, her beloved Kecia, 
and the Bickerson sisters are going to see 
the Braves and Will be rehearsing (at the 
game?) for the April 10 AFWC Concert. I 
guess it takes all kinds.. .Happy Birthday! 

Happy Birthday to my laundry buddy Bruce 
Raper. Bruce will be celebrating on April 2, 
Treat yourself to having your laundry done 
for you this week. Here's to many 
more.. .birthdays and clean underwear! 

Happy Belated Birthday to Greg Clough of 
Avondale Estates. Greg celebrated in grand 
fashion (I'm sure) on March 30. Many Happy 
Returns, Greg! 

Happy Very Belated Birthday to Bob Polk of 
Grant Park. Bob celebrated his 40+ day by 
getting a facial, manicure and everything! 
What does 'everything' involve? Not sure, 
but dynamite would have a hard time remov- 
ing that new smile from his face! 

GRADUATIONS: 

We mentioned Rick Harrison earlier in this 
column and on March 28 I'm proud to say 
that he graduated from Georgia State Univer- 
sity with his Masters in Community Coun- 
seling. Rick's husband Steve has stood by 
him throughout this tumultuous journey and 
both guys are very relieved that the process is 
finally complete. Congratulations Rick! 

RECUPERATING: 

Roxanna Hand, former member of Atlanta 
Feminist Women's Chorus, Fourth Tuesday, 
and Atlanta Business & Professional Guild, 
spent the recent snow storm recuperating from 
open heart and triple bypass surgery. Her 
friends wish her the best.. .and so do we! 

MARK du PONT 
The response has been great to our new voice 
mail. Remember, there are two ways to re- 
port your Occasions: 1) You may call the 
Occasions Hotline at (404) 325-7600; or 2) 
You may drop by the office or mail in your 
written announcement. Either way is fine with 
us.justdoit! 

In memoriam of our founder Cecil Ray De Loach, 1952-1991 

YOU CAN BE IN CONTROL 
ADVANCE CASHBENEFITS PROGRAM 

CASH Now for Your Life Insurance 
• We process any size policy. 

• Our plans let you keep your health 
insurance and disability income. 

• You get personal attention. A principal of the company 
is available 24 hours a day to discuss your needs. 

The Medical Escrow Society 
1-800-422-1314 (24 hours) 
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Cleaning Out m!'i 
My Closet 

H                  9               HL:;,   1 

by  SHELLY  ROBERTS 

1 T   I 
Speed Talking 

We ate at the picnic dinner table outside 
their house in a comparatively cool South 
Florida night. Oil lamps intruded enough to 
blunt the edges of the evening's seventy- 
three degree March darkness. Two of us 
heavily into Speed Talking. 

Now Speed Talking, for the uninitiated, 
is a language unto itself, learned through 
genetics or any time at all spent living les- 
bian in New York City. I know you don't 
care how they do it in New York. But you've 
heard this language before. Probably won- 
dered about it. It sounds like everybody's 
talking at speeds only insects could hear. 
New York Speed Talking is not so much 
about talking all that fast. It's more about 
listening all that fast. And knowing when 
the other person is about to take a breath so 
you can careen right in and get in your own 
say-so. Not just for the sake of saying so, 
but because you think you have something 
important to add. (Even if you don't.) It's 
also about learning, Bill Clintonish, to take 
breaths in the middle of sentences so the 
other person can't just jump in whenever 
she wants to, especially if you aren't done 
yet, which you never are. It's a competitive 
sport. Degree of difficulty six point- two- 
four. 

People who don't understand this par- 
ticular East Coast dialog think it's rude. 
Which isn't all that surprising because it 
sounds that way. It's a learned communica- 
tion skill when your subway is pulling down 
the track, her subway is pulling in, one stair- 
case down in the opposite direction, she's 
going to have to vault winos to get to it, you 
haven't seen each other in months, you won't 
see each other for months, it wouldn't occur 
to you to pick up a telephone and spend an 
hour in comfort, and you have so much to 
say to each other before the doors close in 
your face. Many Protestants have trouble 
mastering it. 

So do most people from Ohio. And 
Florida Natives. Not that they couldn't, you 
understand. It's just that they just can't imag- 
ine why anybody would want to. Especially 
when you don't live there any more. 

Well, I have to tell you, it's a habit. It 
comes back. Like riding a bicycle. Or good 
sex. Even though you might have quit doing 
it for a while, you can sense when you're in 
the presence of an accomplished partner. 
Which is why we were New York Speed 
Talking. Which is also why our respective 
honeys, one, a self-defined Person From 
Ohio, and one, an honest-to-goodness, col- 
lectors'-item, real South Florida Native, had 
both repaired to an inside room. To attempt 
a normal get-acquainted conversation at a 
pace that didn't sound like they were play- 
ing the Lightening Round. 

But we stayed out. In the darkness. Long 
past cake crumbs and cooled coffee. Clock- 
ing land tongue speed records in an ancient 
ritual called, "Yes, but, do you know. 

We had sensed a shared purpose, met 
on the phone through various events, chat- 
ted in attendance at those events, and now 
we were engaged in expanding the interac- 
tion. Bringing in the other halves to see if 

there was a couples' chemistry. They were 
into The Goddess, we were both, Lapsed 
Protestants. But, still, we all seemed to like 
each other. So far so good. But, of course 
there was more. We just had to get to it. 

- First we covered geography. "Califor- 
nia?" "Nope." "The Olivia Record people." 
We did know them personally, in separate 
common. Worth a fleeting second's chat. 
"Long Island?" "Not to live there. Summer's 
mostly." Not where she came from. No com- 
mon ground. We kept at it. 

People in clubs in the city back then? 
We caromed off a couple of people we had 
in common one step removed, trying to con- 
nect over drinks long ago served up in now 
defunct saloons. 

Did I know Sahara's? 
"Did I know Sahara's!" But only for the 

last few months, it was almost closed when 
I got to the city. 

Did I know that the reason it was full of 
drop-dead gorgeous women was that a lot 
of drop dead gorgeous lesbian hookers and 
call girls complained to The Family that 
they had no place to go. Didn't feel com- 
fortable in the already existing clubs. So 
Sahara's was opened for them. Ooooh/ De- 
licious. I didn't know that. Good gossip. 
Fun topics. But really, still no connection. 

Then we found it. 
"You were in New York in the 80s? Did 

you know Jane Doe?" 
"Did I know Jane Doe?! Of course, I 

knew Jane Doe! She was the first lesbian I 
ever met in New York. She got me my first 
two jobs. Of course I knew Jane Doe!" 

"I brought her out."' 
"You brought her out? Jane Doe? Re- 

ally?" 
"Yep." 
There it was. 
The Speed Talking slowed to normal. 

This train had reached its destination. We 
had plumbed each other's histories far 
enough to make a concrete connection. We 
had known the link was there. Somewhere. 
For lesbians, it always is. And we had raced 
through our personal maps of the past to 
find it. 

"So. Imagine your knowing Jane. Imag- 
ine. Honey, did you know that she knows 
Jane, you remember, who was here to visit 
a couple of years ago. That makes us fam- 
ily. You re always welcome. Come to Christ- 
mas Dinner. Come to New Years Eve. What 
a small world!" 

It's true, of course. It is a small world. 
And it does make us family. And we all do 
it. All the time. If it hadn' t been Jane Doe in 
common, it would have been Susie Smith. 
Or a love of the writings of Betty Jones. Or 
a shared teenaged infatuation with 
Whatsername and her wonderful music. 

I don't know if gay men do it too. I 
hope so. For their sake. Because it creates 
community. It builds bonds. It forges fam- 
ily from out of groups of strangers. 

There is an ancient Sapphic rumor, nay, 
belief, that says there are really only seven 
lesbians in the world. And the rest is done 
with mirrors. 

That night we located five out of the 
seven. 

s 
Still won't shop at 
Turtle's 
To the Editor: 

I really have a problem with Turtle's 
decision to initially pull Southern Voice and 
Etcetera from its stores because of a single 
complaint, and then trying to appease our 
community by replacing them in a few Mid- 
town locations. 

I can't wonder what Turtle's would have 
done if I had complained about hetero maga- 
zines on display in predominantly gay area 
stores. 

No, it's not different and yes we can 
hold Turtle's to as high a standard as it takes 
until we are all shown the same respect. 
Their disregard of thought and consideration 
for a large portion of their customer base 
forces me not to continue patronage of their 
stores. There are always other choices. It's 
shameful it takes us to bring this fact to their 
attention. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth W. Jowers 

We're speechless 
To the Editor: 

Please cancel my subscription to your 
newspaper. I was receiving your newspaper 
under the PWA-Free criteria. My days are 
very few at this time so the subscription is 
no longer needed. I will be moving on to a 
higher plane and the forwarding address is 
unknown. 

I thank you for your kindness. May your 
newspaper live on through the years and 
may you prosper greatly. 

Hopefully some day homophobia will 
be naught and people will realize that—ho- 
mosexuality is only a lifestyle. Why perse- 
cute someone for the way he/she chooses to 
live? I find it senseless. Our fight for equal- 
ity will be victorious one day. 

Thank you for a great (free) newspaper. 
As I have said, please cancel my subscrip- 
tion at this time. 

Very truly yours, 
Name Withheld by request 

Senator Sam Nunn 
303 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Nunn, 
I feel compelled to write to you regard- 

ing the issue of gays in the military for many 
reasons. As a human being, I ask you to 
reconsider your current opposition in light 
of what is just, moral and reasonable. 

As a clinical social worker, I ask you to 
please consider the following points. There 
will never be a military that does not have 
gay people in its ranks. To assume that a ban 
will do anything but force secrecy and pro- 
mote fear and hatred is at best misguided, 
and at worst bigoted and delusional. It will 
never be morally right to judge any segment 
of humanity on the basis of demographic 
characteristics rather than behavioral stan- 
dards. You are dangerously in error assum- 
ing that given the opportunity to positively 
interact with their gay counterparts, hetero- 
sexual members of the military will not be 

able to adjust and feel confident that their 
personal integrity and space will be re- 
spected, not violated. As a lesbian, I am 
heartsick and saddened by the venom that 
has emerged toward my brothers and sisters 
when in my heart I know we have done no 
wrong. 

Although I am an American citizen, I 
was not born here. I was born in Australia, 
which does not have a ban on gays in the 
military. Until I was 21 years old I had a 
dual nationality, and then had to choose 
which country I would claim as my own. 
That was in 1972 during the Vietnam War 
when I had many misgivings about Ameri- 
can policies and direction. I still chose to be 
an American, and now find it ironic that 
given a choice—America would not choose 
me. 

Sincerely, 
Cyla Nelson 

srommu Z/OTS BY ANDREA  NATALIE 
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Anti-gay "doctor" 
Continued from page 10 

against it. 
Doell denies disliking gays; he be- 

lieves it's a behavior that can be changed. 
And he says the fact that he has AIDS 
makes his medical specialty the perfect 
one for him to work in. His patients are 
at no risk of infection from him, nor he 
from them, he says. 

"I don't know that it makes me more 
qualified, but after all, I'm in the same 
situation, so I have a vested interest," he 
said. 

ACT UP/Kansas City sees it differ- 
ently. 

About 15 members of the group dem- 
onstrated outside the downtown clinic 
where Doell works March 15, seeking 

his removal. The group also has written 
letters to clinic and city officials, ex- 
pressing their concerns. 

"We really feel like this doctor needs 
to go," said ACT UP spokesman Jim 
Hull. "He cannot possibly provide com- 
passion and health care for people with 
HIV and be a member of a rabidly reli- 
gious anti-gay group." 

Carl Hippensteel, another ACT UP 
member, says the group isn't challeng- 
ing Doell's right to free speech. 

"But we question someone who's a 
member of an organization that's so hate- 
filled, so malicious in attacking gays and 
lesbians" treating AIDS patients, he said. 
"We think it's a major conflict of inter- 
est." 

Doell says his opponents merely are 
trying to silence him. 

"They have no complaints from pa- 

tients of mine who I've treated poorly or 
have not received adequate medical 
care," he said. "It's all because my po- 
litical views differ, and that's it. They 
just don't agree with what I'm saying." 

But Hippensteel says ACT UP knows 
of "about 10" patients who are unhappy 
with Doell's activist role and contends 
some no longer want to be treated by 
him. None of the 10 complained of bad 
medical care, however, Hippensteel con- 
cedes. 

A physician at the clinic, Dr. Rita 
Rodgers, estimates she and Doell treated 
about 200 of the clinic's 229 AIDS pa- 
tients last year. Doell says Chris is the 
only patient he knows of who left his 
care because of his role with FIRED UP. 

Dr. Samuel Rodgers, executive di- 
rector of the clinic, knew of "one or 
two" patients who had asked for new 

doctors after learning of Doell's politics. 
But he dismisses any notion that Doell's 
activism affects his work. 

"He happens to work here," Rodgers 
said. "He also happens to be active in 
what you're talking about. They're not 
related." 

ACT UP also has questioned Doell's 
qualifications because he isn't licensed 
to practice medicine in Missouri. Doell, 
who holds a degree in osteopathic medi- 
cine from the University of Health Sci- 
ences in Kansas City, says a residency 
program that initially accepted him re- 
jected him when he told them he had 
AIDS. 

"When you add it all up, he's not 
qualified to do the job," Hippensteel said. 
"The fact that he's a spokesman for 
FIRED UP just adds insult to injury." 

DOUG   GLASS 
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For Better or For Worse comic 
to introduce gay teen character 

If anyone should know something about 
family values, it's Lynn Johnston, artist and au- 
thor of the intricately-drawn newspaper comic 
strip "For Better or For Worse" which details 
the lives of a fictional, but pretty traditional 
family. "Parenting is such-a difficult thing," 
Johnston says. "Any situation that nurtures and 
produces a child that grows up to be a healthy, 
well-balanced, productive citizen is a family to 
«... *» me. 

It might surprise some fans of the immensely 
popular "For Better or For Worse," but Johnston 
has no time for those who judge and condemn 
the family choices of other people. "There are a 
lot of two-parent families that are a complete 
waste of time, and a lot of single parent families 
that are wonderful," Johnston says. "One friend 
of mine is gay and his partner has children, and 
you couldn't ask for a better family." As for the 
deceptively vague catch-phrase "family values," 
Johnston grits her teeth in exasperation. "It makes 
me so mad." 

Indeed, Johnston feels so strongly that she 
plans to reveal that one of the regular characters 
in her strip is gay. "I'm not afraid of the subject 
at all," she says emphatically. "I'm encouraged 
to do the subject by friends that are gay, both 
men and women." 

On April 5 Lawrence Poirier, a 17-year-old 
teenager and friend of the family, will come out 
to his parents. Their response is unfortuantely 
typical. They throw Lawrence out of the house. 
The comic strip appears daily in the Atlanta 
Journal and on weekends in the Journal/Consti- 
tution. 

Times are changing, Johnston says, and even 
the notoriously conservative world of daily news- 
paper comic strips must change to suit them. "I 
think people romantically want Beaver Cleaver's 
family," Johnston says. "But we're all saying 'I 
can't stand this marriage, I want out,' T can't 
stand it any more, I'm going for help.' We're all 
talking now, more than we ever did before. Part 
of talking is breaking away from old standards 
that didn't work and creating situations that do." 

Johnston's "For Better or For Worse" has 

redefined what is acceptable fare for the comics 
pages. In the past few years, Johnston has dealt 
with topics as serious as unintended pregnancy, 
child abuse, the handicapped, and eating disor- 
ders—topics once too taboo even for books and 
movies, much less the daily newspaper. 

"Everything is taking on more serious top- 
ics," Johnston says. "Look at all the sitcoms. 
We're responding to what we're all more inter- 
ested in and we're able to talk now. I think we're 
all being more open and honest, and I think we 
have to be." 

Of all the topics she's done, the one that's 
provoked the greatest outcry is a strip that sug- 
gested that Michael, the family son, was carry- 
ing a condom in his wallet. Pulling out his driver's 
license, he says to his friends, "There's only two 
things a man needs in his wallet and this is one 
of them." 

"I got lots from all kinds of people con- 
demning my suggestion that Michael would have 
a condom in his wallet," Johnston says. "Of 
course, I wrote back to these people saying I 
appreciate your view, but the other thing you 
need in your wallet is money." 

Everyone assumes that "For Better or For 
Worse" is autobiographical, says Johnston, a 
Canadian who grew up in British Columbia and 
now lives with her husband and two children on 
a small country farm in Northern Ontario. 

It's true that the strip started out based on 
her marriage and her children. Still, she says, 
"It's not biographical. What happens in an aver- 
age family isn't particularly interesting. Some- 
times the story is great, but the dialogue doesn't 
come in snappy reparte like sitcoms. Also you 
can't exploit them and open up their private 
lives and expose their thoughts and feelings to 
other people." 

Johnston has no intention of slowing down 
or avoiding topics, like homosexuality,that make 
some people uncomfortable. That means, depsite 
all the talk about family values, at least on the 
comics page, things couldn't be better for lesbi- 
ans and gays—or worse for those who hate us. 

BRENT  HARTINGER 
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Drugs for the immuno-suppressed client. 

Direct billing to your insurance company with no 
up-front expenses in most cases. 

FREE 24 - 48 hour nationwide delivery. 

GIVE US A CALL 
WE'RE HERE TO HELP. 

1-800-4X5-1992 
4758 Lankershim Boulevard, North Hollywood, Calif. 91602 

EYE ON THE MILITARY 
Failing to consider military witch hunts 

and forced outings, Georgia Senator Sam 
Nunn last week continual to show his igno- 
rance oh the issue of lesbians and gays in the 
military. 

Appearing on NBC's "Meet the Press" 
Nurin expressed reservations about Clinton's 
attempt to separate status—one's sexual ori* 
entation-^—from behavior m the armed services. 

"When you declare your status you are 
describing your behavior," he said, adding that 
the issue would "go away if everyone kept 
their private behavior to themselves." 

Nunn's Senate Armed Services Commit- 
tee is scheduled to begin hearings on the issue 
this week. In a press release about the hear- 
ings, Nunn pledged that they would be "fair, 
thorough and objective" while reiterating his 
opposition to ending the ban. 

the New York Times is reporting that 
some military officials are actively working 
against Clinton's plan to lift the prohibition. A 
Navy deposition being circulated among com- 
mittees on Capitol Hill claims that the court- 
ordered return of a gay sailor has reduced 
morale and caused disruptions, and an Army 
panel studying the issue has warned that re- 
cruiting will be hurt so badly that the armed 
services would have to return to the draft 

Navy Capt Gregory Markwell, in a depo- 
sition taken for Petty Officer Keith 
Mei n hold's case against the government, said 
that "generally, Meinhold's presence.. .has re- 
duced morale, efficiency and mission focus 
within the command," adding that some in the 
squadron have refused to fly with the gay 
sailor, forcing commanding officers to spend 
more time coordinating schedules. 

Meinhold's attorney, John McGuire, said 
that the Navy, not Meinhold, has created the 
disruptions. In one instance, he said, a plane 
carrying Meinhold and other Navy personnel 
was forced to return from the tarmac so the 
personnel could be taken off and questioned 
about flying with Meinhold. 

Meanwhile, leaders of several religious 
groups are calling for an end to .discrimination 
against gays in the military. 

"We are standing in support of President 
Clinton's efforts to lift the ban on gays serv- 
ing in the military," said Jim Bell, executive 
director of Interfaith Impact for Justice and 
Peace. "And we are supporting federal legis- 
lation to end discrimination against gays and 
lesbians." 

Bell was joined by representatives of the 
Evangelical Luthem Church in America, the 
Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 
the United Church of Christ, Homeland Min- 
istries, the Unitarian Universalist Church of 
America, and the American Friends Service 
Committee. 

Crae Pridgen has filed a lawsuit against 

Naval Petty Officer Keith Meinhold 

three Camp LeJeune Marines related to his 
beating outside a Wilmington bar in January. 
His suit seeks more than $10,000 in compen- 
satory damages plus interest and $10,000 in 
punitive damages from each of the three de- 
fendants. 

The Alabama-based Southern Poverty Law 
Center, spurred by Prigden's beating, has sent 
a letter urging Secretary of Defense Les Aspin 
to condemn anti-gay violence. 

"The attack agianst Mr. Pridgen was not 
an isolated incident," said SPCL legal director 
J. Richard Cohen in the letter. "Over the past 
few years, numerous civilians have suffered 
similar fates solely because of their sexual ori- 
entation." 
The Schindler case 

A transcript of the court-martial trial of 
Airman Apprentice Charles Vins shows that 
he admitted helping provide Terry Helvey with 
an alibi and concealed evidence in the beating 
death of gay shipmate Allen Schindler. Vins 
pleaded guilty to three minor charges at his 
trial last November in return for testifying 
against Helvey. 

According to the heavily edited transcript, 
Vins and Helvey were out drinking on the 
night of Oct 27, and Vins waited outside when 
Helvey entred the restroom where Schindler 
was brutally murdered. Vins' attorney, Lt. Paul 
K. Nishie, said his client looked into the 
restroom and saw the beating. 

Vins was so "frightened and shocked... that 
he has trouble even remembering what actu- 
ally happened as he was leaving the restroom," 
Nishie said. 

The transcript indicated that Vins helped 
Helvey hide clothing stained with Schindler's 
blood, and that he and Helvey went to several 
bars to establish an alibi. 

DRAFT      DRAFT      DRAFT 
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RITA MAE SCHAEFFER 
A|t: Old enough to know better but young 
enough to try it anyway 

How long in Atlanta: Seems like since Scarlett 
lost Rhett 

Relationship: Still trying to find that perfect 
mix of Martina and k.d. 

Last book road: "Sappho Was A Right On 
Woman" by Sidney Abbott and Barbara Love 

Pot peeve: Jealous siblings 

"Well, that's just the way Nancy is. You 
know, for a while, back when the Reagans were 
in the White House, we just assumed that was 
the way all women named Nancy were." 

So says the twin sister of Atlanta's most 
notorious anti-gay activist. But Rita Mae 
Schaeffer, affectionately known as "Muffy" to 
her alternative lifestyle friends, chooses not to 
let genes get her down. 

"I've written off to several of those lesbians 
and heredity studies. All we're waiting for is 
Sis," she says with a twinkle in her eye. 

Schaeffer, a hair stylist at the Rubyfruit 
Jungle Styling Salon on Old National Highway, 
is frequently mistaken for her sister, with disas- 
trous results. "Have you ever tried to get rotten 
tomato seeds out of Big Hair?" she asks. But 
she's gone with that look for so long that a Mia 
Farrow 'do would be "way too heterosexual." 
And besides, Big Hair is a Schaeffer family 
thing. 

"Nancy and I practiced on each other as 
young girls, spray painting those plastic wigs 
that they sold so many years ago. Sometimes I 
think she still wears hers." 
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Schaeffer has followed her sister's career 
with increasing horror, and not a little guilt. 
"She and I shared a bed for several years, and I 
am a bit of a cover hog. I've often wondered if 
that's what started her down her road of hate. 
From little acorns...," she said with a sigh. 

But Schaeffer is good at taking her lemons 
and making lemonade with them. Her book, 
"Sister Dearest," is in the midst of quite a bid- 
ding war between publishing houses. 

"I'll be tellin' it all, darlin'—her run-in with 
the Toni people over that disastrous home perm 
she had in 1965, her attempted hostile takeover 
of Aqua Net, her mad affair with Vidal Sassoon. 
To paraphrase Ms. Midler, 'Dippity Doo will be 
flung tonight!'" 

About her sister, Schaeffer summed up her 
attitude with equanimity. "You have to let her 
live her life the way she chooses. We just keep 
sending her Christmas cards and praying that 
she'll change. Or sign up for some scientific 
studies." 

This article is pure fiction. Nancy Schaeffer does not have a 
twin sister named Rita Mae, and she never had a mad affair with 
Vidal Sassoon. This is an April Fool joke. 

NFWS OF THF UnlBFI IFVABIF 
Olympic Rings and History Things: The Atlanta Gay and Lesbian History Thing has joined 
forces with the Atlanta Olympic Committee to ensure that the gay and lesbian athletes of today will 
have a place in history tomorrow. To reflect the new venture, organizers of The Atlanta Gay and 
Lesbian History Thing have changed its name to the The Atlanta Gay and Lesbian WhatiziL 

Northampton, Mass. Hits Critical Mass: The daily workings of all-lesbian Northampton, 
Massachusetts ground to a halt last week, with outsiders reporting that the number of psychothera- 
pists and veterinary assistants in the community has reached critical mass. Investigating officer 
Lieutenant Marcy Overall reports "They're all just sitting around processing how they feel about 
spaying and neutering." In an effort to avert the standstill, Camille Paglia has been called in as a 
mediator. 

Lesbian Couple Discovered In Freak Sex Act: A lesbian couple, together for over three 
years was discovered March 31 having sex on a Wednesday night. Friends expressed their revulsion 
to the perversity. "That's just sickening," stated neighbor Mary Lou Retentive. "If they've got 
energy to be going at it on a weekday, they don't volunteer for enough organizations." The couple 
will remain unnamed until their closest ex-lovers can be notified. 

Those Whacky Boy SCOUts: Top BSA officials were horrified when the press suggested that 
circle jerking around a campfire might be seen as a homosexual activity. In a press release, the BSA 
announced, "The circle jerk is a Boy Scout tradition and a fine way to teach young men to judge 
themselves and others by the size of their penises. It's the American way, and anyone who says 
otherwise is a pansy." 

This article is pure fiction. The Atlanta Gay and Lesbian History Thing didn't change its name to the Atlanta Gay and Lesbian Whatizit, 

and The BSA did not issue a press release about the circle jerk being a BSA tradition. This is an April Fool joke. 
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APARTMENT 
HUNTING? 
STOP HERE. 

IT'S FREE. 
Looking for the perfect apartment to call home 

is tough work and a big hassle. 

This year over 15,000 people will call us to make finding 
a home easy. Listen to what the experts said about us in recent 
articles.. .Atlanta Journal Constitution—"one stop apartment 

shopping"... Creative Loafing—"makes finding the right 
apartment hassle free." 

Imagine calling one source with all the inside scoop. 
We make it easy. Just tell us exactly what you want 

and our computer will match you up with every 
apartment and townhouse that fits your criteria. 

Then we ivill provide you with a glossy color 
photograph, over 100 items of standardized 

information, floorplans and custom maps on each 
property. Make your search easy... stop once, see it all. 

ALL AT NO CHARGE TO YOU. 

24 Hours a day, every day. 

404.842.0042     800.950.MOVE 

ROMOVE 
THE APARTMENT SOURCE 

Call the team of young professionals who are 
revolutionizing the way people find rental housing. 

RIGHT WATCH 
Jerry Falwell has a new target, as if gays 

in the military weren't enough: Roberta 
Achtenberg, the openly lesbian San Francisco 
supervisor appointed to the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development by Presi- 
dent Bill Clinton. In a recent mailing from 
Falwell's Liberty Alliance, the Virginia fun- 
damentalist urges constituents to return a "Stop 
the Lesbian Nomination Reply Form" with 
$25 or $35 to help with the campaign to stop 
Achtenberg's confirmation process. "President 
Clinton has done the unthinkable!" opens the 
letter attached, which also includes cards to 
mail to Senators, who must confirm the nomi- 
nation before Achetenberg can take her posi- 
tion as assistant secretary for fair housing at 
HUD. 

Also in a mailing from Falwell's TV show, 
"Old Time Gospel Hour," is pamphlet prom- 
ising "Shocking information the liberal media 
does not want you to know." Inside are the 
details of "President Bill Clinton's Hidden 
Homosexual Agenda," including Achtenberg's 
appointment, lifting of the ban on gays in the 
military, use of gay and lesbian positive books 
as 1st grade school textbooks. 
Around the country: 

Colorado. The legislative compromise 
to Amendment 2 is still on the table, despite 
Colorado Springs attorney Greg Walta's deci- 
sion to drop his petition drive for a separate 
compromise amendment. Rep. Sam Williams' 
proposal makes it illegal to discriminate based 
on legal conduct outside the workplace. 

The United States Student Association has 
joined the boycott movement. The USSA board 
met in January, releasing a statement that the 
board had unanimously resolved not to hold 
any meetings in the state until Amendment 2 
is repealed. The January meeting had been 
moved from Colorado to Arizona after protest 
from the National Lesbian, Gay and Biexual 
Student Caucus. 

The Colorado State Bar Association, how- 
ever, reversed an earlier decision to move its 
annual convention out of Colorado Springs, 
the home of Amendment 2 sponsor Colorado 
for Family Values. About 50 members of the 
association resigned when the group origi- 
nally voted to move its convention. 

Washington. A bill to extend the state's 
malicious harassment law to protect gays and 
lesbians has passed the House. The bill now 
moves on to the state Senate. 

Minnesota. A gay rights bill won pre- 
liminary approval in the state Senate and final 
approval in the House last week. Repbulican 
Senate Majority leader Dean Johnson, chap- 
lain of the Minnesota Army National Guard, 
pleaded for support of the measure. 

The bill is expected to come up for final 
Senate approval this week. 

Arkansas. Sodomy is still illegal in 

Roberta Achtenberg, President Clinton's 
choice for Assistant Secreatry of HUD, is 
the latest target of Jerry Falwell. 

President Clinton's home state. A measure to 
repeal the law failed last week in the Senate 
Judiciary Committee. Only one senator, Mike 
Everett, voted for the repeal. Everett gave an 
emotional plea for the measure, citing the preju- 
dice his gay son must endure. 

"This law is a smudge on the face of Ar- 
kansas that should be removed," he said. 

Idaho. The state attorney general has is- 
sued a legal opinion calling the Idaho Citizens 
Alliance anti-gay initiative "fatally flawed." 

"Those who stand to lose are not just ho- 
mosexuals," said Larry Echohawk. "Rather, 
all Idahoans will suffer an abridgment of our 
most deeply held and cherished constitutional 
rights—the right to fredom of speech, the right 
to academic freedom in our universities, the 
right to free political debate in our governmen- 
tal bodies and the right to live in a society 
where all members are protected equally un- 
der the law." 

The ICA's Kelly Walton, a former Or- 
egon Citizens Alliance member, said that his 
group will "press on" with the initiative, call- 
ing the 18-page review "the opinion of a left- 
wing deputy attorney general excercising his 
political correctness." 

Oregon. Opposition is forming in Port- 
land and Eugene to attempts by the Oregon 
Citizens Alliance to place anti-gay initiatives 
on local ballots in at least 24 cities and eight 
counties. In Portland, Support Our Communi- 
ties has formed, and in Eugene People for the 
American Way is organizing grass roots ef- 
forts to stop the initiatives. 

Meanwhile, city councils in Veneta, Cot- 
tage Grove, Creswell and Albany have voted 
to oppose the measures. They have been joined 
by mayors in several cities, including 
Hermiston and Hillsboro, and leaders of sev- 
eral chambers of commerce. 

IF SOMEONE YOU KNOW HAS AIDS... 
AMERICAN LIFE RESOURCES CAN HELP! 
Providing CASH for their life insurance policy 
NOW, when they need it the most. ATTlPriCJ-in 
Call STEVE SIMON, president of f\l£  D 
AMERICAN LIFE RESOURCES at: ^W^ KCSOUTCeS 

1-800-633-0407 Corporation' 
We are committed to paying the highest prices with 
NO HASSLES...NO EXCUSES...EVER! 
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Paper Dish: Dish was thrilled to hear about 
our community takeover of RIO (see front page), 
and couldn't help but wonder what might hap- 
pen if other such coups occurred. Say, for in- 

Dish hears that Attorney General Janet 
Reno and Supreme Court Justice David 
Souter are DCs hottest item these days. 

stance, a Southern Voice leveraged buyout of 
the Atlanta Journal/Constitution. How would lo- 
cal media maven Leigh VanderEls run things 
differently from Ann Cox Chambers? Dish thinks 
she would replace Cynthia Tucker with Chris 
Cash, Tom Teepen with KC Wildmoon, and 
Dick Williams with Al Cotton. The position of 
restaurant reviewer might be more difficult— 
how do we choose between AJ/C 's Elliott Mackle 
and SoVo's Gary Kaupman? A Jello (or would 
it be creme brulee) wrestling contest at the Omni, 
perhaps? And what would we do with Marilyn 
Geewax? Mail your suggestion to... 

Matchmaker, Matchmaker: The presence 
of two 50-ish, unmarried high government offi- 
cials—such as Bush-appointed but relatively 
open-minded (for a Republican) Supreme Court 
Justice David Souter and new Attorney General 
Janet Reno—has Washington yentas salivating 
at the opportunity to set up the highest ranking 
blind date in government history. Well, as Dish 
hears it, Souter and Reno have beaten them to 
the punch. "An instant, magnetic attraction," she 
revealed to our source. "She unstuck the win- 
dow at my condo," he cooed. We understand 
there were significant negotiations about what 
to do on the first date: he declined her offer to go 
to the NCAA Women's Final Four tournament. 
Instead, they compromised, renting two movies: 
"A Room with a View" and "Aliens 3." 

This article is pure fiction. As far as we know 
Reno and Souter are not dating. This is an April' 
Fool. 

Olympics gets gay facelift 
Continued from page 1 
organizer Larry Lucas to head the ACOG. 

'It seems only fitting to allow someone with 
Lucas' great knowledge and ability take over 
now that the Games are being dedicated to 
Waddell," said Payne. 

"I'm tickled pink at the opportunity to head 
the Atlanta effort and to fully acknowledge the 
contribution of lesbians and gay men to the Olym- 
pics," beamed a proud Lucas. 

Lucas acknowledged that he is considering 
scores of changes to the Games' format, but that 
he will definitely see to it that the Olympic 
Torch is carried into the new stadium by "a 
multinational team of flaming faggots." He also 
said that he would lobby to have the exterior of 
the Georgia Dome refinished in rainbow colors 
and the Cultural Olympiad named in honor of 
the late writer/poet Audre Lorde. 

Mayor Maynard Jackson announced that the 
city will rename International Boulevard as "Av- 
enue of the Homos" and that the street will be 
paved with hundreds of thousands of pink tri- 
angles. 

In response to the gaying of the Olympics, 
informed sources close to Falcons owner Rankin 
Smith and Braves/Hawks owner Ted Turner say 
the two men have encouraged the gay members 

of their teams to come out. The sources indi- 
cated that Smith and Turner will pay a $500,000 
bonus to each of their players who acknowl- 
edges their homosexuality. 

While Smith and Turner were not available 
for comment, Turner's wife, Jane Fonda, did 
acknowledge that she had met with the Atlanta 
chapter of the Lesbian Avengers to assist her in 
making a self defense and exercise video for 
lesbians. 

Even the private business community re- 
sponded positively to the changes. The owners 
of the popular Midtown sports bar Jocks N Jills 
announced that they were selling their business 
to well known Atlanta bar owners Deena Collins 
and Mike Fienstein, who plan to open the first 
co-sexual Leather and Lipstick Lesbian bar, to 
be called Butches N Ferns. Plans for the new 
bar's first event, a Stiletto Hell night, were in the 
works as we went to press. 

l.M.  KIDDING 

This article is pure fiction in celebration of April 
Fool's day. The ACOG and the Gay Games have not 
merged and Billy Payne is still the head of the ACOG. 
Also, Rankin Smith and Ted Turner are not offering 
bonuses to players who come out, and Jane Fonda is not 
in production of a self defense video for lesbians. This 
is only a joke. We repeat, this is only a joke. 

Let us create your 
special someone an 

Easter Buddy Basket" 
to remember. Or fill 

it yourself with 
gourmet chocolates, 

hand made lollipops, 
designer bunnies 
and much more. 

Maxivell 9s 
Fine Gifts and Collectibles 

1715 Howell Mill Rd, Howell Mill Square 351-3931 

/ 

SAVE THOUSANDS! 
On Slightly Damaged Vehicles 

93 EDDIE BAUER EXPLOREI 
4 DOOR, AUTO, AIR, AM/FM CASSETTE & MORE 
#33-5095 «fe. 

List $27,777 -Fact Disc. $950 -NP Disc $2500 - Insurance Sett. $1844. 

93 DODGE INTREPID 
;■:■;■■/'j« 

AUTO, AIR, CRUISE, TILT, 
AM/FM CASSETTE, 
PWR WINDOWS/ LOCKS 
#6001 
List $18,307- NP Disc $1308. 

0 

93 GRAND IEEP CHEROKEE LAREDO 
4x4, PWR WINDOWS/LOCKS, TILT, CRUISE, LOADED #4090 

...I- ...i 

0 10 

List $24,109- Fact. Disc. $1000 - NP Disc $3114. '9l 
All units plus tax, tag, title. With approved credit and rate. Dealer retains rebate. Dealer contribution may or may not affect final 

negotiated price. Due to advertising deadlines units subject to prior sale 

neaL pope 455.7673 
FORD • DODGE    'fJJ I Will 
JEEP • EAGLE    4420 Buford Hwy. 

YOU HAVE TRAINED WITH THE REST, 

NOW HB^ j 

?ir§ Best 
r 
1 
1 
1 

ONE DAY PASS 
tWITH COUPON) 

Limited Offer 
Buy 6 months, get 6 months free 

SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY 

STATE OF THE ART EQUIPMENT BY BODYMASTER & DYNOBODY 

The Neighborhood Gym in the Heart o/Decatur 
701 Church Street • 370-1763 

Hours: M-F 6am- 10pm, Sat 10am-8pm, Sun 10am-4pm 
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APRIL 25 
for Lesbian, Gay and Bi Equal Rights and 

THISTIME WE WILL BE COUNTED!!! 
PROVE YOU WERE THERE. LOOK FOR YOUR OVERLOOKED OPINIONS SURVEY AT THE MARCH AND BE COUNTED. 

Travel INfo: Captial Travel 1-800-800-9009 

Hotels: DC Accommodations 1-800-554-2220 

GENERAL INFORMATION 1-800-832-2889 

TDD Number 1-800-438-9506 
& 

Starlight Holidays 1-800-343-9994 
Confident Travel 1-800-872-7252 

SUPPORT THE MARCH 
To make the '93 March the biggest civil rights demonstration in the history of our country will take a lot of commitment and a lot of money. The success 

of the March b dependent upon support from you. Make plans to get to DC in '93. Please make a donation now. 

All donations are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law. 
□ $20 D$35 D$50 D$100 O$250 □   Other  
Name  

City  State 

Address 

.Zip  Phone 
MAKECHECKS PAYABLETO "MARCH ON WASHNGTON "ANDSENDTO MOW, 10121 4TH STREET NW, #705, WASHWGTON, DC 20005 

LI Please don't share my name with other lesbigay and friendly organizations and business. 

OVERLOOKED OPINIONS INC. - OFFICIAL MARCH SPONSOR 
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BOOK  REVIEW 

Crossdressing VESTED INTERESTS 
has been around since recorded history and has existed for more 
than a hundred years at Harvard University in the form of the 
Hasty Pudding club, which has seen such notables as Oliver 
Wendell Holmes, George Santayana, and Henry Cabot Lodge in 
drag. It should come as no surprise, then, that a professor from 
those hallowed halls has written a book on crossdressing. What 
is a surprise is that Marjorie Garber, a white Ivy League woman, 
and a Shakespearean scholar, could have the breadth of knowl- 
edge displayed in her book "Vested Interests: Cross-dressing and 
Cultural Anxiety." 

From Michael Jackson to Lawrence of Arabia to Oscar 
Wilde as Salome, Garber examines gender bending, looking (as 
she puts it) at rather than through him (or her). Only by trans- 
gressing the lines of gender do those lines become apparent. 
Crossdressers tell us about ourselves by bending the rules of 
normative behaviors and dress. 

Much of the book is filled with styles of dress which mascu- 
linize or feminize. In one chapter, The Chic of Araby, Garber 
takes an extended look at T.E. Lawrence, the British officer who 
adopted the flowing robes of the Arabs with whom he lived. She 
likens Lawrence's costume to a bride's gown, finding circum- 
stances of his life in the desert to amplify the bridal allusion. 

But it is when Garber writes about transsexualism that she is 
at her best. Her strength comes from her ability to recognize that 
gender, as anthropologists have been telling us for twenty years, 
is a cultural phenomenon which may or may not be related to 
one's biological sex. 

To illustrate this, consider Billy Tipton. Tipton Was a jazz 
musician, married with three adopted sons, a man in every sense 
but one. His "difference" was discovered at his death; biologi- 
cally, he was a woman. 

The media picked up on the Billy Tipton story, proclaiming, 
"He did it for his music." It was claimed (and may have been 
true) that he donned his disguise as a man to make it in a field in 
which women were largely excluded. 

Lesbians were quick to claim Tipton for one of their own. 
But Garber points out that much more was going on in Tipton's 
life than a disguise. Tipton was a man in every aspect of his life; 
even his wife and sons were unaware of his deception. Why, 
Garber asks, would Tipton need to hide his identity from those 
who loved him best? Unless, that is, if he lived as a man simply 
because he wanted to. Garber concludes that Tipton was a man 

who became a woman only 
after his death. 

In the chapter, "Spare 
Parts," Garber asks if sex re- 
assignment is nothing more 
than a rearrangement of body 
parts, a "penis job," little dif- 

K ferent from a nose job or a 
breast job. It is clear that she 
views gender as a cultural 
construction, but she also sees 
transsexual people as ob- 
sessed with "the absolute 
insigna of maleness" (or fe- 
maleness). 

This is a stereotype origi- 
nated by the medical com- 
munity, and in particular by 
Robert Stoller. A decade or 
so ago, Stoller and others 

would not treat those who did not fit their narrow definition of 
transsexualism (which included the desire for genital surgery). In 
truth, many transsexual people place little or no importance on 
genital surgery. While there are some transsexual people who 
see womanhood or manhood as something that can be purchased 
from the surgeon, many more realize that it is one's outward 
appearance and social role that determine one's gender, and not 
their genitalia. 

Garber's book is a quick read, as she races from crossdresser 
to crossdressed. She has produced an eminently readable if ulti- 
mately anecdotal book. To read it is to cut through the layers of 
society, exposing the crossdressing which is everpresent, just 
beneath the surface. 

DALLAS  DENNY 
Dallas Denny is the Executive Director of American Educa- 

tional Gender Information Service 

The Billy Tipton Trio with 
Billy in the center. To the sur- 
prise of his wife, adopted 
sons and colleagues, Billy 
was discovered upon his 
death to be a woman. 

Dale Peck, 25, describes himself as a "quintessentially boring" product of Middle America. The Kansas native, who 
now lives in New York, has written a first novel, "Martin and John," a disturbing account of contemporary gay life. 

Draw an "X" 

GAY  LITERATURE 

MARTIN AND JOHN 
across a map of the United States and at the center you might 
find Hutchinson, Kansas, 60 miles northwest of Wichita and the 
city where Dale Peck spent much of his childhood. 

With just a hint of irony, the baby-faced, 25-year-old author 
describes himself as a "quintessentially boring" product of Middle 
America, with literary concerns no different than many writers 
before him. 

But in more ways than one, Peck isn't in Kansas anymore. 
As a junior at New Jersey's Drew University, he revealed what 
he had kept to himself since age 12: (hat he is gay. He lives in 
Manhattan now, and his first novel, "Martin and John," is a raw, 
often frightening account of contemporary gay life. 

"In real life, you reject so many things and you take on so 
many taboos when you say 'Well, Dad, I like to kiss boys instead 
of girls.' And when you hold hands with your boyfriends on the 
street and people throw things at you and stuff...Crossing that 
barrier in real life was so much harder than in fiction," Peck said 
during a recent interview. 

"I had floundered around a lot as a writer. I wrote about 
everything. You're trying to find your voice. What's my subject 
matter? What do I feel I can write about? After coming out, I 
didn't have to use silly metaphors. I could come out and say it." 

"Martin and John" is a series of stories within a story. The 
central narrative focuses on a young man named John who 
leaves Kansas and his abusive father, becomes a hustler in New 
York and falls in love with Martin, who soon falls ill with AIDS. 

Woven throughout are stories John has written to help him 
cope. Every one features a "John" and a lover named "Martin." 
His lover appears as a runaway hiding in John's father's barn, as 
a boyfriend of John's mother, as a wealthy New Yorker who 
sends him expensive presents. 

Sex and death blur like Peck's fact and fiction. As someone 
who never knew what it was like to be gay without the fear of 
AIDS, Peck contrasts the most powerful emotions, the highest 
expectations, with the knowledge that every sexual encounter is 
as risky as Russian roulette. 

"Before I became a big part of the gay community, before I 
had older gay friends, I went through and found every gay book 
of fiction that had been published before 1980," he said. 

"Later on, I made gay friends over 35, over 40; it's just two 
universes. Somewhere in my mind, when I write all these post- 
AIDS generation stories, I'm always comparing it to what I lost. 
Some imaginary paradise which was never paradise. It was an 
experiment never allowed to run its course." 

The subject matter might have made Mark Twain blush, but 
some timeless American themes are in this novel. Kansas and 
New York operate like opposite poles in John's mind, "a vast 
open prairie" and an urban jungle that "rages to consume me," 
the extremes of complacency and chaos that have haunted Huck- 
leberry Finn and countless others. 

"Already I feel myself becoming bored," Peck writes of 
John. "I've been idle for a year now and it's all begun to grow off 
me, the smell of dust, the sight of long grass rolling in the breeze. 
I'm used to things happening. 

"But I'm afraid too. If I have nothing else right now, I have 
control, and I don't want to risk losing that by doing something, 
meeting a man, making a friend, getting a job." 

Idleness might seem like a blessing in Peck's own life. Like 
a world without AIDS, a blissful childhood is a paradise he only 
can imagine. He grew up in a troubled, working-class family. 
His mother died and his relationship with his father was bad 
enough that as a teen-ager he slept with a gun under his bed. 

Whatever the world failed to offer, Peck provided himself. 
He had a natural sense of place, an almost arrogant belief he had 
something to say. He remembered writing a couple of stories in 
fifth grade and being impressed with his ability to master the 
form. 

"The only thing I had any problem accepting about myself 
was the fact I was gay," he said. "I have always had supreme 
faith in my abilities. I know what I am good at and I know what I 
am not good at. I know I'm a good writer." 

There are days Peck will walk past his bookshelves, pick out 
a volume of Walt Whitman and read through some of his long 
poems. He likes Whitman's often messy way of trying to cram 
the entire world into a few pages, his confidence that an equally 
great audience was waiting to hear from him. 

"I do want to try and get everything, but I don't know if I 
want to get it all into one book. I have plans for five or six books 
I'm going to do. I tend to view them all as things that go 
together," Peck said. 

"Sometimes I think about Emily Dickinson and the fact so 
few of her poems were published and no one got them. That 
must be the most horrible thing in the world: to be writing 
something and know it's good and nobody's paying attention. 
Even now, I'm writing something and I call friends up and say, 
'I want to read something to you.' " 

H1LLEL   ITALIE 
"Martin and John" is published by Farrar, Straus and 

Giroux and has a suggested retail price of $21. 
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X^   Congregation Bet Haverim 
A Reconslructionisl Synagogue Serving the Lesbian and Gay Community b"un m 

announces 

CONGREGA TIONAL 
PASSOVER SEDER 

Tuesday, April 6 
doors open at 6:30 pm, 

seder begins at 7 pm 

held at 
CONGREGATION BET HAVERIM 

(Atlanta Friends Meetinghouse) 
701 W. Howard Ave., Decatur 

(1/2 mile east of East Lake MARTA Station) 
vegetarian and meat entrees available 

For reservations 
Call 642-3467 

Suggested Donation 
Non-members $18.00 

P.O. Box54947 • Atlanta, Georgia 30308-0947 • (404) 642-3467 

ftlHE FIRST ANNUAL 

SOUTHERN VOICE 
CeMWUNiT* AWARDS. 

APRiL Yl* 
Z&& ATLANTA. 

6:30s§TROLL «ZW. 
8:00~ENTERTAiNMEN> 
AWARDS CEREMONY.. 

...WELL?... 

DONT JUST STAND THERE.. 

PLANANOUTFIT f 
v_ 

This CASUAL GALA at 
ZOO Atlanta will be 
MOST Fabulous for 
YOUR SOCIAL LIFE. 
Seating is limited, BUT 
the FUN is not. 

'—v  
EMCEED by that hunk'a burnin' babe ERIC 
ORNER, creator of ETHAN GREEN, and real-life 
DYKE to watch out for Cathy WOOLARD, acting 
legislative director of HRCF. GET YOUR TICKETS 
($20) at MalePak, Brushstrokes, Charis Books, 
Maddix Deluxe or the SoVo office! 

J 

The National Organization for Women 
requests the pkasure of your company 

at the 

National women's W' 
a/qi 

fationa[ LesSutante ^alL 
featuring 

"The "Kit McCture <Band 
with 

%ate Clinton 
at the 

National Press Club 
529 14th Street.NW • 13th Floor • Washington, DC 

Friday, April 23, 1993 
9:00 pm - 2 am 

Women of Power Luncheon 
Saturday, April 24 • 12 noon 

National Press Club 

NOW celebrates Women who are making a difference in the fight against 
lesbian oppression through their outstanding examples of personal courage. 

For tickets 
Call (202) 331 -0066 or complete the following: 
Please send  tickets to the Ball @ $125.00 each 
Please send  tickets to the Luncheon @ $100.00 each 
I wish to attend both, send ticket combinations @ $200.00 
Name  
Address  

<o> 
City,St.,Zip  
Mail to: NOW, 1000 16th Street, NW • Washington, DC 20036-5705 

HEADLINES 

Cabarct-Stylc Theater 
The entertainment venue Atlanta's been waiting for! 

Opening Production 

"Viva L'Chayim, 
Y'all" 

a Celebration of life in the '90s 
featuring Jerry Farber 
and Johnny Porrazzo 

and Todd Honeycutt, Octavia Jones, Roberta Illg, 
Scott Coleman, Denise Wilbanks 

& the Headliners Band 
Headliners also features great food & beverages 

NOW OPEN 
Call for Reservations 

Convenient Parking • Andrews Square • Buckhead 
Headliners is also available for special events, receptions, 

business meetings and corporate parties. 

(404) 261-4666 
ffi    9t »»nT '"■"" ■""■" J3 iium, iiimm.ni i"'"'   ■! 
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c I N D A II 

1 THURSDAY 

PRACTICING HOMO- 
SEXUALS. OutProud 
Theatre presents the real life 
stories of Atlanta gay men 
and lesbians who have 
served in our nation's 
military. Thurs-Sun at 8:00 
p.m. through Apr. 18. 75 
Bennett St. 609-9590. 
STAYING HEALTHY 
WITH HIV. NAPWA and 
the Atlanta Buyers Club are 
sponsoring a forum on 
complimentary, alternative 
and experimental treatments 
for AIDS or HTV. The 
program begins at 7:00 p.m. 
in the auditorium in Grady 
Memorial Hospital (enter 
off Pratt St.) 874-4845 to 
register. 
WHAT IS ALFA? The 
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist 
Aliance, the world's oldest 
lesbian organization, 
presents a slide show and 
brainstorming session at 
Charis Books and More 
tonight at 7:30. 524-0304 
for details. 
PSYCHO BEACH 
PARTY. Art Attack 
presents this spoof of beach 
party movies in Thelma's 
Pump Room at The 
Armory. Follow Chicklet 
and her surfer buddies as 
they come to understand her 
personality disorder. Thurs- 
Sat at 8:00 p.m. For tickets, 
881-9280. 
TMTJ-NA. Dancers' 
Collective and Several 
Dancers Core present this 
movement/theater company 
from Tel-Aviv. The 
company of actors, dancers 
and musicians layer text, 
movement, pure dance, 
music and dialogue in a 
unique style. Through Sat. 

0    I    G    0    I 
ONCE ON THIS 
ISLAND. Through Apr. 4. 
This exotic musical fantasy 
with the passion, exuber- 
ance and fire of the 
Caribbean, captured 8 Tony 
Awards last year. Set on an 
island in the French 
Antilles, the action takes 
place on one night as a 
group of peasants wait out a 
violent storm. Alliance 
Theatre. Wed.-Sat. 892- 
2414. 
FESTIVAL DE LA 
FEMME. Through Apr. 10. 
A series of six one-act plays 
by local and regional female 
playwrights will be 
presented in the Discovery 
Arena at Neighborhood 
Playhouse. 377-3714. 
MYTHS OF REALITY. 
Through Apr. 17. An 
exclusive Atlanta showing 
of the work of charcoal 
artist Gary McMillan. 
BumNoff Gallery. Clear 
Creek Center, 875-3475. 
THE FILM SOCIETY. 
Through Apr. 18. Horizon 
Theatre Company presents 
the story of an innovative 
teacher who tries to shake 
things up at a South African 
boarding school. The play is 
by Jon Robin Baitz. 584- 
7450. 

gTFP" i ... 'i. .if, j- 

beginning at 8:00 p.m. 
nightly. 14th St. Playhouse. 
892-2414. 
WINNING TEAMS. As 
part of its champagne and 
coffee concert series, the 
Atlanta Symphony 
Orchestra presents a 
program highlighting some 
of the world's greatest 
collaborators—Lemer & 
Loewe, Kem & 
Hammerstein, Gillbert & 
Sulivan. Through Sat at 
8:00 p.m. nightly. 898-1182. 

2 FRIDAY 

TEACUPS AND DIET 
COKE. Ariel Gallery at 
TULA presents a collabora- 
tive installation of new 
work by Atlanta artists 

N    G A    N 
ANGEL WORKS. 
Through Apr. 18. Seven 
Stages presents three short 
plays directed by Joseph 
Chaikin. The shorts include 
"The War in Heaven" by 
Chaikin and Sam Shepard 
and "The Sandbox" by 
Edward Albee. Wed-Sat at 
8:00 p.m. and Sun at 5:00 
p.m. 523-7647. 
THE GLASS MENAG- 
ERIE. Through Apr. 18. 
Onstage Atlanta presents the 
Tennessee William's classic 
about the Wingfield family. 
420 Courtland St. 897-1802. 
FIDDLER ON THE 
ROOF. Through Apr. 24. 
Neighborhood Playhouse in 
Decatur presents the 
musical of a hardworking 
family in Tsarist Russia. 
Wed-Sat at 8:00 p.m. and 
Sun at 2:00 p.m. 373-5311. 
PASSION. Through Apr. 
25. Actor's Express presents 
the story of a couple who 
have been married for 25 
years but are experiencing 
an upheaval in their 
relationship. The feelings of 
the main characters are 
simultaneously expressed 
by two other actors. Thurs- 
Sat at 8:00 p.m., Sun at 7:00 
p.m. 221-0831. 
DEATHOFASALES- 

Phyllis Franco and Diane 
McPhail. The exhibition 
runs through May 11. Call 
352-5753 for details. 
MARCELLO. The High 
Museum celebrates 
Marcello Mastroianni's 
career with a six-part film 
series that concentrates on 
his work in the 50s and 60s. 
Fellini's 'VA" will be 
screened tonight at 8:00 
p.m. Call 898-9286 for info. 
CONSTRUCTED 
ENVIRONMENTS. The 
City Gallery at Chastain 
presents an exhibition by 
John Garret, who works 
with recycled and other 
materials found in the urban 
environment. 135W 
WieucaRd. 257-1894 for 
info. 
HEE SOOK KIM. The 
Arts Exchange presents a 
exhibition by this Brooklyn 

I   P   c 
MAN. Through May 1. 
Theatre in the Square 
presents Arthur Miller's 
classic tale of the American 
dream gone awry. Tues-Sat 
at 8:00 p.m. and Sun at 3:00 
and 7:00 p.m. 424-4603. 
JULIUS CEASAR. 
Through May 15. The 
Atlanta Shakespeare Tavem 
presents this tragedy of 
honor, politics and murder. 
Wed-Sat at 7:30. 499 
Peachtree St. 874-5299. 
BETRAYAL. Through 
May 16. The Alliance 
Theatre presents Harold 
Pinter's romantic drama 
directed by Michael Olich. 
Tues-Sun. 898-1127. 
ATLANTA FEMINIST 
WOMEN'S CHORUS. 
Apr. 10. One show only 
from this phenomenal 
chorus. Special guests from 
The Voices of Hospitality. 8 
pm. Ga. Tech Theatre. 
CAROLE AND BREN IN 
CONCERT. Apr. 16. 8pm. 
1st Existentialist Cong. 470 
Candler park Dr. 
1ST ANNUAL SOUTH- 
ERN VOICE COMMU- 
NITY AWARDS. Apr. 17. 
This benefit for Atlanta 
Lesbian & Gay Pride and 
the Adanta Lambda Center 
will recognize and honor 

artist through Apr. 24. The 
collection with spirituality 
as its subject includes 
paintings and drawings on 
wood, aluminum, fabric and 
paper. 750 Kalb St. For info 
call 624-4211. 

SATURDAY 

THESE BOOTS ARE 
MADE FOR MARCH- 
ING. This cabaret and 
dance co-hosted by Charlie 
Brown and Peg Bundy 
benefits the GA chapter of 
the National March on 
Washington. Tickets are 
$10 in advance at Charis, 
Boy Next Door, Hairanoia 
and Brushstrokes; $12 at the 
door. 8 pm at the Trolley 
Bam. 
PWARTY. NAPWA hosts 
a social gathering for "HIV- 
friendly" people the 1st and 
3rd Sat. of every month 
beginning at 8:00 p.m. 44 
12th St. Call 874-7926 for 
details. 
I HAVE A DREAM. 
Martin Luther King's 
speech on the mall in DC. 
will be shown tonight at the 
L5P Community Center at 
Euclid and Austin. The 
video will be followed by 
"Home Feeling," a 
documentary about inner 
city African Americans in 
search for a community. 
7:30 pm. For more info call 
368-7137. 
AFRICAN FILM 
SOCIETY. Night of the 
Black Independents hosts a 
film and video festival 
today and tomorrow at 
IMAGE Film and Video, 75 
Bennet St. 2:00,5:00 and 
8:00. $10 for weekend pass. 
593-1193. 
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members of the community. 
Entertainment, food and 
stroll Zoo Atlanta at your 
leisure. Doors to the Zoo 
open at 6:30 pm. Awards 
ceremony begins at 8 pm. 
Eric Orner, creator of "The 
Mostly Unfabulous Social 
Life of Ethan Green" and 
Cathy Woolard of the 
Human Rights Campaign 
Fund are the emcess. $20. 
Tickets available at Maddix 
Deluxe, Charis Books, 
Brushstrokes, MalePak. 
876-1819 for more info. 
NATIONAL MARCH ON 
WASHINGTON. Ap. 25. 
Over 1 million are expected 
in Washington for a 10-day 
schedule of over 200 related 
events, including the March 
itself on Apr. 25. Call l- 
800-832-2889 for info on 
travel, accomodations, 
events, etc. Call now! 
6TH ANNUAL HRCF 
DINNER. May 22. A 
black-tie evening of 
political inspiration, 
entertainment, silent 
auction, cocktails and 
dinner with 1,500 members 
of the gay and lesbian 
community. Tickets are on 
sale now. $150. For more 
info call 662-4280. 

FINAL FOUR. The Omni 
plays host to the NCAA 
Women's Championship. 
Competition starts today at 
noon and concludes with 
tomorrow's championship 
game at 4:00. Call 249-6400 
for tickets. 
BALLET BY GEORGE. 
The Georgia Ballet presents 
its Spring concert tonight at 
8:00 at the Cobb Civic 
Center in Marietta. The 
program will feature works 
performed to music by 
composers whose first 
names happen to be 
"George"—Bizet, Winston, 
Handel and Gershwin. 425- 
0258. 
CRAFT FAIR. The 
American Craft Council 
presents its fourth annual 
craft fair featuring works 
from across the nation today 
and tomorrow at Inforum 
(adjacent to the Apparel 
Mart). Call 892-4505 for 
details. 

4 SUNDAY 

ALGPC AUCTION. Due 
to the "Blizzard of the 
Century," the benefit for the 
Adanta Lesbian and Gay 
Pride Committee was 
postponed until 3:00 p.m. 
today in the Sheraton 
Colony Square. The fine 
arts auction features original 
etchings, engravings and 
lithographs by some of the 
greatest European masters 
including Cezanne, Chagall, 
Goya, Picaso and 
Rembrandt. $10 per couple. 
Call 220-8111 for further 
info. 
ORCHID SHOW. The 
Atlanta Orchid Society 
hosts its annual Spring show 
and sale in Day Hall at the 
Atlanta Botanical Garden. 
Over 100 Orchids will burst 
with color including 
Cattleyas, Phalaenopsis and 
Cymbidums. 9:00 a.m. to 
7:00 p.m. Call 876-5859 for 
info. 
ANGELS AND MONEY. 
Ariel Gallery at TULA 
presents an exhibition of 
color laser prints by New 
York artist Lesley Schiff. A 
reception will be held today 
from 3:00 to 5:30 p.m. Call 
352-5753 for further info. 
HOLLYWOOD'S 
GOLDEN YEARS. Ed 
Asner hosts this six-part 
series on GPTV examining 
the story of the personalities 
behind RKO Studios in its 
heyday. Katherine Hepburn, 

Lucille Ball and Douglas 
Fairbanks, Jr. are featured. 
Channel 8, 9:00 p.m. 

5 HI I N D A Y 

OUT IN ATLANTA. 
Adanta's local lesbian and 
gay cable program can be 
seen tonight at 10:30 and 
again Wed. at 5:30 p.m. on 
Cable Channel 12. 
GAY USA. A gay and 
lesbian news show 
produced in New York 
includes national and 
international coverage. 
Cable Channel 12, People 
TV. 11p.m. 
MEDICINE AT THE 
CROSSROADS. This 
GPTV series examines the 
impact of the medical 
revolution on patients and 
their families, doctors, 
scientists and health care 
workers. Channel 8, 9 p.m. 

folk singer performs tonight 
at Variety Playhouse, 1099 
Euclid Ave. in L5P. Special 
guest: folk artist John 
Gorka. The show begins at 
8:00. 249-6400 for tickets. 

1 WEDNESDAY 

6 TUESDAY 

PASSOVER SEDER. 
Congreagation Bet Haverim 
hosts its annual Seder 
tonight at 6:00 p.m. at the 
Adanta Friends Meeting- 
house, 701 W. Howard 
Avenue. Call 642-3467 for 
info and reservations. 
MARY-CHAPIN 
CARPENTER. The 
grammy winning country- 

GULF COAST 
WOMEN'S FESTIVAL. 
Womyn's music and culture 
will be the highlights for 
this feminist good time 30 
miles north of New Orleans. 
Over 30 workshops will be 
held through Sun. with 
dancing and campfire every 
night. Call 601-896-3196 
for details. 
POSITIVE LIVING. This 
locally produced show 
about people living with 
AIDS can be seen on People 
TV Channel 12 at 2:30 p.m. 
and again Sat at 10:00 p.m. 
Also on City Channel 6 at 
5:00 p.m. Thurs. 

Pictured: 
BELOW: Keith Langsdale, 
Patricia Hodges and Terry 

Beaver star in Harold 
Pinter's romantic drama, 

"Betrayal," at the Alliance 
through May 16. Photo by 

Jonathan Burnettc 
ABOVE: "The Awakening" by 

Gary McMillan, one of the 
pieces on exhibit through 

April 17 at BurnNoff 
Gallery. 
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What are angels? Are 

THEATRE  REVIEW 

ANGELS WORKS 
they projections of human desires—or fears? Many people today 
believe that they have "guardian angels" who watch over them. 
Are devils the angels who "fell with Lucifer, and are forever 
damned with Lucifer?" Are they the spirits of humans, trans- 
ported by death to another plane of existence? 

Joseph Chaikin, acclaimed director of Beckett's "Waiting 
for Godot" (at Seven Stages last year), directs "Angel Works," 
three short pieces now playing at Seven Stages. All three plays 
relate in some way to the subject of angels. The evening of 
theatre provides an intriguing, imaginative look into another 
world, and also gives Adantans a chance to see first class avant 
garde theatre. 

The first play is Edward Albee's "Sandbox," a surreal look 
at how contemporary society treats old people, specifically old 
women. "Mommy" and "Daddy," a well-heeled middle-aged 
couple (played by Jill Jane Clements and Don Finney) bring 
Mommy's old mother, "Grandma" (Minette Meyer) to the beach, 
plunk her into a sandbox, and sit on chairs waiting for her to die. 
A violinist plays in one corner of the stage, while a muscular 
young man does dance-like exercises in another comer—he the 
Angel of Death. 

I have always found this play to be very anti-woman: 
"Mommy" is an icy bitch while "Daddy" is a passive wimp who 
says little but "Whatever you say, Mommy." Such women do 
exist; but did women create this youth-obsessed culture that 
dismisses old women as expendable? Furthermore, anyone who 
wore those pointy-toed, stiletto-heeled instruments of torture on 
her feet for long would become an icy bitch—or a serial killer. 
Prolonged pain does not sweeten the disposition. 

The second piece was developed by the company of actors 
based upon writings by Chaikin and playwright Sam Shepard. 
The two best parts of this piece were the wonderfully inventive 
music of Klimchak and a monologue by Del Hamilton. 

The third piece, also by Chaikin and Shepard, is a mono- 
logue entitled "The War In Heaven." Del Hamilton plays a 
trapped angel who pleads for freedom. Like 'Tongues," another 

Annette and Wayne Coleman in Passion now playing at 
Actor's Express. 

monologue by Shepard, Hamilton addresses the audience, hardly 
moving at all, speaking a flow of evocative language, images, 
stories, that flow, not logically but in free association. Shepard's 
angel here is a human being reduced to pure essence, shut away 
from normal human concerns, trapped in the hell of memory and 
introspection, but free to remember, reflect and yearn. 

Hamilton, as always, gives an outstanding performance. He 
makes himself look angelic, powerful, pure somehow—like a 
disembodied thought. Klimchak's music is marvelously imagi- 
native and evocative—a violin bow drawn across the edge of a 
goblet half filled with water makes unearthly, surprisingly sweet 
sounds, as do a large bowl of water, clown noisemakers, and a 
drum used in unusual ways. 

Passion, by Peter Nichols, winner of the London Evening 
Standard Award, is now playing at Actor's Express. Directed by 
Chris Coleman, this intense drama brings son-et-lumiere spec- 
tacle to the breakup of a middle-class marriage. Annette Coleman 
and Wayne Coleman (parents of Chris in real life) play Eleanor 
and James, an artistic couple whose marriage seems secure and 
settled—until James has an affair with party-girl Kate (Dierdrie 
Henry). 

The multiple layers of emotion and reason experienced by 
the two main characters are represented by the device of alter 
egos. Kathi Welch and Scott Higgs play the more elemental, 
direct selves of Eleanor and James—called "Nell" and "Jim," 
creating a counterpoint to the adult, mature, restrained charac- 
ters. Sometimes Eleanor talks to James, sometimes to Jim. Some- 
times Nell takes an action while Eleanor looks on, with the sad 
eyes of memory. 

The play delineates the breakdown of trust between two 
people, and does so with the delicacy of a painter restoring a 
masterwork, the intensity of a singer performing a Bach cantata. 

Theo Harness' set is beautiful; scarves drape tables and 
shabby but elegant Victorian chairs and sofa, suggesting the 
artistic personalities of the people who own it. Reproductions of 
paintings, choral music by Mozart, Beethoven, and Bach under- 
score the characters' passions. "Passion" can mean desire, inten- 
sity; in traditional religious language, it means suffering. So it 
does here. 

Annette Coleman plays Eleanor as dignified and self-con- 
tained, confident at the beginning that .nothing can destroy her 
marriage. She is an actress of fine control, conveying delicate 
nuances just with her face. Kathi Welch gives a moving perfor- 
mance as Nell, Eleanor's inner self, who expresses the emotion 
that Eleanor keeps inside. 

Dierdrie Henry, as Kate, the "other woman," could have 
been more convincing; there seemed to be no passion at all 
coming from her, not even a passion for conquest. I would have 
liked to see this character's alter ego! 

Also, the Colemans seemed rather asexual for characters 
who talk about sex, are interested in sex, and shoot four-letter 
words at each other. Could their restraint be explained by the fact 
that not only are they married to each other, but they are the 
parents of their director? Who, after all, could feel comfortable 
telling his own mother and father to be sexy together on stage? 

CHARLENE  BALL 

CotKC to 

live Otlk^/iMA*, 

NEW HOURS: Tuesday-Saturday 6pm-, 
Sunday 4pm- (Patio w/food), Closed Monday 

KARAOKE 
with Debra 
Fri. 5 PM 

1924 Piedmont Road 404 875-5238 
■■■'.'.■.'■'■■.■■'.'.'.'■■■■'■'■'.'■.'■■'■'■.'.'. 
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THE 
EXPERIENCE 

Our Next 
Atlanta 

Workshop Is 
.April 30, 
May 1, 2 

"By The Year 2000 It Will Be 
Impossible To Get Agreement, 

Anywhere In The Civilized 
World, That It Is Not OK To Be 

Lesbian Or Gay." 
The asm of THE EXPERIENCE, INC 

See this vision realized - 
Function more powerfully - 

Create more satisfying relationship - 
Be part of a more effective community - 

Gain tools to integrate all aspects of your life- 
Let go of your limitations and live your dreams - 

Be an inspiration and know that you make a difference - 
We invite you to enroll in THE EXPERIENCE. 

THE EXPERIENCE workshops are produced by volunteers in dries all over the country. 
THE EXPERIENCE, INC Is a non-proat 501 (c)3 educational organization. 

TO REGISTER OR FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASL CALL 
(404) 365-0317 OR (800) 966-3896 

■ ■                                                                                                                                          ■ ■ 
■         A NEW RELEASE FROM PLEIADES RECORDS         ■ 

MARGIE AD AIM 
SONGS — IN CLOSE — FROM THE SPIRIT OF ONE WOMAN ON THE MOVE 

u 
0 

JOIN MARGIE IN CONCERT 

February    6    Santa Cruz, CA               May          7    Oakland, CA 
13    Bodega Bay, CA                            15    Philadelphia, PA 

< 
19    Seattle, WA                                 22    Chicago. IL 
20    Portland, OR                                 30    West Coast 

j              mwPTil   ^ J March     13    Reno, NE                                             Lesbian Festival 

Q. 25    Ann Arbor, Ml                June        19    Santa Clara, CA 
27    Indianapolis, IN              July           "    Syracuse, NY 

CC (with Heather Bishop)      August 10-15    Michigan Festival 
28    Albany, NY                                   22    Bridgehampton, NY 

UJ April         2    Columbus, OH 

Z 
h 

3    Durham, NC                                    " Tentative 
4. Oenver, CO 

18    Northampton, MA                         Many women's bookstores 

iV                    H*fl 0 z 
24    Washington, DC                                   will be hosting events 

(with Romanovsky &                          with Margie this spring. 
Hr                   "W Phillips and                                     Check your local listings. 

< 
Karen Williams 

25    March on 

To order, send $10 for cassette or $15 for CD plus $2 postage and handling 
■                       to Pleiades Records, P.O. Box 7217, Berkeley, CA 94707, 510-569-5139.                        ■ 
I   ■                                                                                                                                                                                           ■  I 
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These Boots are Made for Marching! is the theme of 
a cabaret show and dance planned for Saturday, April 3rd 
at The Trolley Barn in Inman Park. This variety show will 
be hosted by the legendary Charlie Brown and the ever 

popular Peg Bundy. Comic Cissy Rimwell will entertain along 
with several other live acts, with a dance to follow. There will 
be a cash bar with beer and wine in addition to the pulsating 
beat. This event will benefit the Georgia Committee for the 
March on Washington (GOCMOW) and a portion of the pro- 
ceeds will go toward sending local PWAs to the March. Tick- 
ets are only $10 in advance and may be purchased at 
Brushstrokes, Charis Books & More, Hairanoia, and The Boy 
Next Door. 

Due to the recent Blizzard of '93 which brought virtually 
all weekend events to a snowy halt, several have been resched- 
uled. The Burkhart's benefit for the March on Washington has 
been rescheduled for Sunday, April 4. Ably putting the show 
together is Daisy Chain, who is planning not one but two 
shows, the first around 8:30 and the other at 10:30 p.m. Weather 
permitting, the show will be presented outdoors on the en- 
closed patio of this very popular Midtown bar. The line up of 
entertainers includes singers Leigh McClelland and Jan Riley, 
Atlanta legends DeAundra Peek and Kitty Litter, Ralph Bailey 
from Comedy Central's "Access America," and Daisy. Dona- 
tions for the National March will be accepted at the door of 
Burkhart's. 

Also rescheduled is the art auction to benefit the Atlanta 
Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee. This auction will be 
held by the Park West Gallery and will feature works from a 
variety of world renowned artists in several categories. The 
location is the Grand Ballroom of the Sheraton Colony Square 
Hotel on Sunday, April 4, starting at 2:00 p.m with a cash bar 
preview, followed by the auction at 3:00. Tickets are a mere 
$10 at the door. 

If you have not cast your ballot for the 1st Annual 
Southern Voice Community Awards, do so now! The 
last ballot is in this very issue. The city is abuzz with talk of 
who will get what award. Plan now to attend the award cer- 
emony which will take place at Zoo Atlanta on Friday, April 
17. Beginning at 6:30 p.m, the Zoo will be closed to the public 

DANNY        ROBLE 

Tmu-Na, dance/theatre group from Tel Aviv will perform 
April 1-3 at 14th St. Playhouse. 

and will only be accessible to the guests attending the awards 
ceremony. This means you can enjoy the sights and sounds of 
the animals in the Zoo, along with cocktails, hors d'oeuvres, 
and a string quartet. Rousing entertainment will kick off the 
ceremony itself which will be emceed by Eric Orner, cartoon- 
ist/creator of "The Mostly Unfabulous Social Life of Ethan 
Green" and Cathy Woolard, acting legislative director of the 
Human Rights Campaign Fund. It will be an evening to re- 
member and the $20 ticket price will benefit both the Atlanta 

Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee and the Lambda Commu- 
nity Center. Tickets are available at Charis Books & More, 
Maddix Deluxe, Brushstrokes, and MalePak. Come out and 
help us honor the winners, celebrate Southern Voice's 5th year 
of serving Atlanta and help insure a great Pride '93 and the 
realization of the Lambda Center. 

Dancers' Collective and Several Dancers Core 
will bring to Atlanta, Tmu-Na (Moving Pictures), from Tel 
Aviv, Israel. The company consists of actors, dancers and 
musicians, who layer text, movement, dance, music and dia- 
logue into their own unique style of movement theatre. The 
company will perform "Real Time," set in a Tel Aviv bar. 

The performances will be at The 14th Street Playhouse, 
April 1-3. For ticket information, please call (404) 892-2414. 

I just unpacked my bags from a weekend trip to Wash- 
ington, D.C. where the snow from the previously-mentioned 
blizzard had been cleared from the streets and piled high along 
the curbs in dirty grey heaps. My free time was limited but I did 
visit the Vietnam Veterans' Memorial and the Lincoln Memo- 
rial. 

Driving past the towering Washington Monument, I headed 
to the opposite end of the Mall to visit the National Gallery of 
Art. Two buildings comprise the National Gallery, the original 
West Building, completed in 1941 houses the extensive art 
collection of financier Andrew W. Mellon. The unmistakably 
modem East Building was opened in 1978 and houses 20th 
century paintings and sculpture. 

Touring the East Building was an incredible experience. 
The high point for me was sitting alone on a bench in the center 
of a circular gallery full of Mark Rothko's canvases. Nearby 
were Picasso, Warhol, Stella, Motherwell, Kline, Giacometti, 
Samaras, and Frankenthaler. And the charge for seeing the 
works of these masters? Nada, zero, zilch. It was all free. 

For those of you planning to make the pilgrimage to The 
National March on Washington in April, try to take in some of 
these sights in the capital, as well as the 200 or so March 
related events planned for that weekend. And remember, the 
eyes of the world will be upon you.. .be out, be proud, and 
behave! 

We invite you to see the latest in 

PROFESSIONAL TATTOOING 
From traditional and fine line, to 
bold graphic designs. 

• 4 Artists 
• Custom Designs 
• Cosmetic Enhancements 
• All Work Guaranteed 
• Free Consultations 

Mon-Thur 12 noon-10 pm 
Fri & Sat 12 noon-12 am, Sunday 2 pm-6 pm 
Walk-ins Welcome • 1952 Howell Mill Rd. Suite 4 

the Atlanta Feminist 
Women's Chorus 
IN CONCERT with special guests frorr, 

The Voices of Hospitality 
at the 
Georgia Tech Theatre for the Arts 
350 Ferst Dr. NW • Atlanta, Georgia 30332 

Saturday, April 10th 
8:OOpm 
Tickets at Charis, Brushstrokes, Atlantis Connection, 
The Boy Next Door, ArtSouth, GA Tech Theatre 
for the Arts box office. 
$10,00 in advance, $12.00 at the door 
Children $8.00 (sold at Charis only), $8.00 with GATech student ID 
handicapped accessible    •   signed for the hearing impaired 

This concert is supported in part by the Georgia Council for the Arts through appropriations of the 
Georgia General Assembly and the City of Atlanta Bureau of Cultural Affairs. 
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JOHN C. GUSTIN, M.D, 
General Psychiatry 

Serving the Bisexual, 
Gay & Lesbian Community 

Self-Acceptance— Spirituality Issues 

cfaffg? 
Suite 515 • 282 Boulevard NE 

Atlanta 
404-523-0471 • FAX 880-0133 

The Old and new of furniture 

There are only 
15 days before 

April 15. 
Don't panic. Call HLM Services. 

HLM Services, Inc. 
Specializing in small business planning, development, and forecasting. 

Full Service Accounting. Community owned & operated. 

370-0986 HOURS: Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:30pm 
889 Artwood Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30307 

Some people have a great deal to work with. 
Decatur mixed media artist Chester Old has an 
overabundance of materials and inspiration to 
draw from. "The inspiration for my work comes 
from everything from the Classics to "The 
Jetsons,'" laughingly says Old. 

Old is obviously doing something right be- 
cause recently he has been selected to partici- 
pate in the American Craft Council's (ACC) 
1993 Craft Fair Atlanta, held April 34 at 
Inforum. He is one of 175 artists and craftspeople 
selected from thousands of national applicants. 
Only 13 Georgian artists were chosen. 

Old, 39, specializes in contemporary home 
furnishings. As a mixed media artist, he blends 
unlikely combinations of materials, such as alu- 
minum, copper, brass, concrete, glass and rub- 
ber, into unique and functional pieces of art. 
Old's pieces specialties include napkin holders, 
mirrors, lamps, dining tables, coffee tables and 
vases. 

"I'm a materialist," he explains. "I have a 
love and passion for materials that can be used 
in alternative ways. I try to bring materials to- 
gether in harmony. The crux of my work is a 
balance in materials, design and function." 

A graduate of the Atlanta College of Art and 
Penland School of Crafts, Old began working 
with pottery, but moved to metals and light de- 
sign when pottery became "boring" and "limit- 
ing." He admits that his work with metals is 
"developing over time" because his skills with 
metal are essentially self-taught. "They never 
taught it in school," he says. 

Old is also a native of Atlanta and lives in 
the city with his lover. "There seem to be very 
few of us natives these days," he muses. 

In reference to his being openly gay, Old 
says he "hope(s) that it hasn't hurt, but I really 
have no indication. I work with fairly liberal and 
open minded people. Maybe it's beneficial due 

Chester Old 

to the type of people I meet in the field...interior 
designers and such." 

The most difficult aspect of Atlanta's art 
scene in Old's opinion is that the city "tends to 
be very traditional." In the past, this tended to 
make the public hesitant about Old's modern 
work, but Old admits in being active over the 
years in trying to "cultivate an exciting, risky 
taste." 

To see more of Old's home furnishings, you 
can meet the artist and see his work on display at 
the ACC Craft Fair. The Fair runs Saturday, 
April 3, 10am-6pm, through Sunday, April 4, 
noon-6pm. It is being held at the Inforum, 250 
Williams St., located adjacent to the Atlanta 
Apparel Mart. Admission is $5 for adults and 
free for children under 12. For more information 
contact 404/8924505. 

DAVID   GARDNER 

Grant Park's Finest 
Four New Homes On Georgia Avenue At Grant Street 

Buy Now And Choose Your Special Options 
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MARIA HELENA DOLAN 

H 1 
he Horror. The Horror. I've lived in Atlanta since 
1976, and can only recall one other blizzard— 
and that was during wintertime, before Spring's 

tender growth and flowering was in full swing. 
The recent blizzard's unseasonal and unexpected ferocity 

threw my garden into a panicked survival mode, the results of 
which cannot yet be fully tabulated. 

Just before disaster struck, tiny white blossoms covered 
my plum tree, exuding a heavenly scent. The peach tree's 
pink buds were just tipping out. The bulb flowers were in full 
regalia, erect and proud, trumpeting their colors and shapes 
with great fanfare. 

The irises and azaleas had bloomed in late December/ 
early January with the unexpected warmth, but were gearing 
up for another round with tons of buds. The peas, planted in 
January's warnth, were about 3.5 inches high. The trailing 
fleabane still had out-of-season flowers. 

And my pampered dwarf nectarine bore a pink cloud of 
wonderful blossoms. I'm always very careful with her. Know- 
ing that snows were approaching, I covered her first with a 
blanket, then a tarp (tied through its frommets), and a heating 
pad on top. 

I covered the pots with towels, and thick plastic. The peas 
sported a sheet and an old shower curtain. Potted herbs and 
gardenias wore layers of rags and various plastics. 

The trick with any sort of protective plant covering is to 
"tent" it. Just sheltering with plastic gives a small benefit—it 
keeps frost from making direct contact with skin/plant tissue. 
However, to keep the temperature inside the plastic from 
falling, there must be an air "bubble" to act as an insulator. 
Hence, the plastic should meet the mulch, and prove as 

EARTHSHAKIN'  OBSERVATIONS 

impermeable to winds as possible. 
I took every precaution. With a clear conscience and 

decent expectations, I went to bed Friday night. Saturday 
morning, I awoke and found disaster everywhere. The pad, 
tarp and blanket had blown off of the nectarine, and her pink- 
laden branches were encrusted with snow. The snow drifts 
had completely buried the hyacinths, anemones, daffodils, 
jonquils, crocuses and irises. 

The wind had ripped the plastic off the geranium and half 
off the laurel and the fleabane. Snow now topped their tow- 
els. The pea patch was buried in snow. The branches of the 
plum and peach trees bent under the weight of the snow. 

Days later, when the vile white stuff was gone, I took 
inventory. The hyacinths had shriveled and lost their won- 
drous scent—but they lived. The gardenias even retained 
some buds, despite some of the leaves blackening. The 
geranium...I don't want to talk about it. The nectarine...I 
don't know yet. 

The plum still bears about four forlorn blossoms, and the 
peach tree looks as though she's trying to replace the ones 
killed back. All of the new, tender growth on the roses has 
gone limp. I'm not sure about the azaleas or irises yet. The 
peas were dazed and flattened, but most of them seem to be 
pulling themselves upright again. The damn chickweed was 
completely unfazed! Amazingly, some of the bulbs are still 
flowering, a testament to the determination of the living. 

I know it sounds like the most sophomoric of cliches— 
but Life does go on. While I'm still concerned about some of 
my babies, I'm also planning this Summer's produce. 

If you want to get a jump on Summer's bounty, you can 
start tomatoes now. Do you have a plastic bag, say from a dry 
cleaning establishment? Do you have a wire coat hanger? Do 
you have a plastic tray of some sort? Do you have a growing 
medium, that you either mix up yourself, or purchase at a 
garden center? Do you have a place to combine these ele- 
ments? 

If the answers to the above are yes, you can start tomatoes 
now. First, put your medium into the tray, and moisten. Then, 
place the seeds onto a paper towel or newspaper page you 
have dampened. After a few hours, put the seeds into the 
medium, about 2 inches apart, and 1/4 of an inch down. Mist 
lightly. 

Untwist the coat hanger, and bend it into an elongated 
"U" shape. Assuming your tray is rectangular, stick one leg. 
into the medium on the narrow side, and the other leg directly 
across. You can use two or three hangers, depending on your 
tray's size. 

Then, place the plastic over the hangers, so that you have 
a neat little "tent." You have just constructed a tiny green- 
house for the seeds, from recycled materials. Heady, isn't it? 

You don't want much direct light at first. Once the seed- 
lings break the soil, put them under a good grow light or in a 
sunny window sill. You don't want them to sun scald, though. 
Remove the plastic after it's served the purpose, and tem- 
peratures are reasonable. 

Also, be extremely careful about moisture. You want 
enough to keep things moist. Too much will drown them, 
and/or leave them susceptible to disease. 

However, unless you bear a peculiar karmic blight, some 
will survive to transplantable size, just in time for early 
summer growth. Be the first one on your block to serve 
garden grown 'maters this year. This works for other night- 
shade plants too, such as peppers and eggplant, but seems to 
work especially well for tomatoes. 

FOR YOUR GARDENING QUESTIONS 
Murray's got the 

answers... 
And that's no 

manure 

^WU*58J 
Store Hours: 
Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat 8am-6pm, 
Sun llam-6pm 

854 Highland Ave., NE, Atlanta, GA 30306   (404) 874-5619 

HIGHLAND at 
AMSTERDAM 

1186 North Highland 

892-1595 
"Now you can get the best 

for your pet without leaving 
the neighborhood" 

Mon-Sat 10:30 to 8:00 
Sunday 12:00 to 5:00 

10% Discount w/this ad 

Fossils 
Crystals • Candles 

Jewelry • 1 iuvnse 

Nature's gifts 
are worth giving 

;inia Avenue NK • KH H9Z Kid i 

•   D.H.S.  • 
SELL-OUT CENTER 

MATTED 
FRAMED 

ARTWORK 

S.E. ATLANTA - 1374 Moreland Ave. 
Moreland Ave. Shopping Center • 622-1800 

OPEN 7 DAYS • Mon-Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5 
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THE ORIGINAL HOME 
OF COCA-COLA 

(CONSTRUOED IN 1898 FOR A*A CANDLER) 

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner 

EVERYTHING 
from Wings 

to Seafood to Just 
Plain, Old Ordinary 

Sandwiches 

ORDER AHEAD FOR 
FAST TAKE OUT 

183 Edgewood Ave. 
223-5566 

asal's 
Seafood & Steak 

Where Particular People Dine 

LIVE MUSIC 
Ed Rubin-April 1 

James & Susan Cobb • 
April 2 & 3 

Stephanie Pettis & Dan Coy ■ 
April 4 

PASTA MADNESS 
5 NIGHTLY SPECIALS 

$8.95 

1021 Virginia Avenue 
In the Heart 

ofVA-Highland 

873-9844 
Reservations Accepted 
• Sunday Brunch 11-3 • 

Tues. -Thur. 1 
mmmzmmmmtmmM 

Dinner Only—Tues.-Sat. 
Hrs: Tues.-Th. 6:00-10:00 

Fri. & Sat. 6:00-11:00 

Take this short cut to a 
great dinner. 

Just follow these directions: 
Cut out this ad and bring it 
down to RJ's for a FREE glass 
of wine with any entree 
order. We're right in the 

heart of Virginia Highland- 
the best kept secret in 
your neighborhood. 
Expires 3/31/93 

Oo 

uprownKncHeNK 
Uptown but not uptight. 
870 North Highland Avenue, 
Virginia Highlands. 875-7775 

tnee house 
RestacjRcrnt & pab 

Cute 4 C&yy f\t*h*C4pfL&be 

FEATURING 
CHEF LOUIS' DAILY 

SPECIALTIES & 
TEMPTING DESSERTS 

NOW OPEN 
FOR 

LUNCH 
11:30-2:30 

DINNER 6P.M.-10:30P.M. DESSERT 6-UNTIL 
7 KINGS CIR., PEAL-TREE H   IS -266-2732 

A MEXICAN CAFE 
featuring 

"Borderland Mexican Cuisine" 

1495 Chattahoochee Ave., NW 
Atlanta, Georgia USA 

"Out of the way, 
and worth the trip!" 

Open 7 Days      Lunch y Dinner 
(404) 352-90-09      Chance Evans, Patron 

SUBLIMINAL 
AD. 

Hungry yet? 

Restaurant Listings 
American Roadhouse From breakfast to blue 
plates, burgers to fresh vegetables, old 
fashioned milk shakes to wine. We've got it all! 
'90s food at '50s prices. 7-11 Sun-Thu, 7-12 
Fri & Sat, 11 -4 Brunch Sat & Sun. 
842 N. Highland Ave • 872-2822 

Babette's Country European informal fine 
dining. Cassoulet to Coqauvin. Entrees $8-16. 
Tue-Thur 6-10, Fri-Sat 6-11, Sun 11:30-9. 
471 North Highland Ave ■ 523-9121 

Bacchanalia country European cuisine 
served in the casually elegant atmosphere of 
an old house. Extensive wine list and select 
beers available. Menu changes weekly. 27.50 
prix fixe. Tue-Sat6 until, AE, VISA, MC 
accepted. No dress restrictions. Reservations 
accepted. Free pkng, wheelchair access. 
3125 Piedmont Rd • 365-0410 

The Bistro Elegant French cuisine in a casual 
setting. Don't miss the creme brulee! Reserva- 
tions accepted. 
56 E. Andrews Dr. (Andrews Square) 
■ 231-5733 

Cafe Montserrat Southern European & Cuban 
Cuisine. Specialties include fresh fish & 
seafood, Paella, Pasta, Tapas & Osso Bucco. 
Room available for private parties. Dinner 
Mon-Sat; Lunch Mon-Fri. Reservations 
accepted. On the Square in Decatur across 
from the new courthouse. 
515 N. McDonough St, Decatur • 373-2922 

Cafe Mythology An international coffee house 
serving desserts, special coffees and your 
favorite cocktail from our fully stocked bar. The 
perfect after dinner, after theatre, after 
symphony or after ballet stop, or just the right 
ending for that special evening on the town. 
Hours: 5pm-2am seven days. 
1140 Crescent Ave • 873-0794 

Candler Cafe Breakfast, lunch, dinner. 
Dugan's wings, burgers, sandwiches & sides. 
Take out too. 
753 Edgewood A ve - 223-5566 

Casal's Virginia-Highland's newest restaurant. 
Informal fine dining. Seafood, steaks, veal & 
chicken. Vegetarian available. House 
specialities: cioppino, chicken petee. Home- 
made desserts. Dinner Sun-Thur 5:30-10 pm; 
Fri/Sat 5:30-11 pm; Closed Mon. Full bar. 
Reservations accepted. VISA, MC, Diners, 
Carte Blanche. 
1021 Virginia Ave • 873-9844 

The Chile Tree Atlanta's first and only 
restaurant featuring the classic cuisine of the 
Mayans and the Aztecs. Vegetarian specials 
available. Now serving lunch Tues-Fri 11:30-2. 
Dinner Sun-Thur 6-10 pm; Fri & Sat 6-10:30 
PM. AMX, MC/VISA, Discover. Completely 
non-smoking. Reservations not accepted. 
469 N. Highland • 688-0836 

Coco-Loco Serving the best Cuban/Caribbean 
food in Atlanta for the past 4 years, in a great 
tropical atmosphere. Visit our newest location 
downtown next to Peachtree center. 
303 Peachtree Ctr. Ave. Peachtree Center 
■ 653-0070 
2525 Piedmont Rd Buckhead Crossing 
• 364-0212 
6301 Roswell Rd Sandy Springs Plaza 
• 255-5434 

Crab House Full fresh seafood menu featuring 
world famous garlic & steamed crabs & our 
fabulous All-U-Can-Eat seafood salad bar. 
Entrees $9.95-17.95 
Piedmont at North Ave., Rio • 872-0011 
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722 

Domiabra Vegetarian Palace All dishes 
contain no meat or dairy products. Soups, 
appetizers, sandwiches, entrees, daily 
specials, desserts & more. Open for Lunch & 

CONTINUED  ON   PAGE  30 
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A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN 

The good news is that Washington DC is 
wall to wall with restaurants—most of them 
far better than your average eatery here in 
Atlanta. The downside? Even on week nights 
most good restaurants in DC tend to be packed. 
And that's when there aren't a million or so 
extra souls in town. 

If you're going to our nation's capitol the 
last weekend in April for the March on Wash- 
ington—and want to eat anything other than 
fast food—some advance planning might not 
be a bad idea. But since many restaurants in 
and around D.C. accept (and honor) reserva- 
tions, that planning need not be horrendously 
difficult. 

Don't even think about trying to drive in 
the city during March weekend. Parking is all 
but impossible. Cabs, however, are easy to 
come by and the Metro will get you within 6 
blocks of most restaurants except those in the 
nether reaches of Georgetown or possibly 
Adams-Morgan. 

What follows is a sampling of places, by 
neighborhood, that accept reservations. The 
price code (for a three course meal without 
alcohol, tips or the nine percent sales tax) is as 
follows: $$$$=over $35; $$$=$25-35; $$=$15- 
25; $=under $15. Unless otherwise indicated, 
casual, but not ratty, clothes should get you in 
the door without a problem. 

Even an abbreviated list is extensive. Check 
this space next week for more restaurants that 
take reservations and two weeks from now for 
a list of less expensive places where you're 
likely to have to wait in line. 

ADAMS-MORGAN 
For good pizza and simple well-grilled fish 

and meat in the hip and hopping Adams-Mor- 
gan section try Belmont Kitchen. Not for 
the adventurous of palate, but fun, crowded 
and casual. Open for lunch. $$; 2400 18th 
Street NW; 202/667-1200. 

Probably the best of a dozen or so Ethio- 
pian restaurants in and around Adams-Mor- 
gan is Meskerem. In addition to beautifully 
balanced and prepared food, the place is far 
more appealing to the eye than your average 
Ethiopian diner. Ask for a table on the bal- 
cony. Open for lunch on weekends. $; 2434 
18th Street NW; 202/462-4100. 

If you're like me, and bemoan the fact that 
Atlanta has only one moderately priced French 
bistro of quality (Violette), then get your 
Francophile fanny to La Fourchette which 
looks, smells and tastes the way a bistro should. 
The veal and lamb shanks are to die for. Open 
for lunch during the week, but not Sat. and 
Sun. $$; 2429 18th Street NW; 202/332-3077. 

If Italian floats your boat, try i Matti. The 
interior is a mite on the stark side, but the 
food—from pizza to osso buco—is rich and 
sumptuous. Open for lunch. $$; 2436 18th 
Street NW; 202/462-8844. 

Lots of folks think that New Heights is 
one of DCs most attractive eateries—pastel 
colors in precise geometries are the order of 
the day, but the food is pretty good too. As- 
paragus strudel should be in season when you 
visit. Open for lunch; $$$; 2317 Calvert Street, 
NW; 202/234-4110. 

CAPITOL HILL 
The food at America is inconsistent, but 

the space (in the west front of the newly re- 
modeled Union Station) is an eclectic design 
treat. Stick with a steak or scrambled eggs (or 
a scotch and soda at the bar) and you should 
be happy as a fried clam. Open for lunch; $$$; 
50 Massachusetts Avenue; 202/682-9555. 

CONTINUED  ON  PAGE  30 
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VAL»UE (val'u) 
n. 1. a fair equivalent in money, etc. for 
something sold or exchanged. 2. the worth of a 
thing in money or goods at a certain time. 
3. that quality of a thing according to which it 
is thought of as being more or less desirable. 
4. a buzz word for the '90s. 5. a seafood 
restaurant on Cheshire Bridge Rd. 
6. MARRA'S SEAFOOD GRILL. 

ALL ENTREES UNDER $14.95 
• ALL WINES UNDER $20 
• NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 

M^ffVVS 
seafbodgrill 

OPEN 7 DAYS   1782 Cheshire Bridge Road   874-7347 

SIX3H>jRSOUP 

$1.00 OFF 
any of our 

delicious sandwiches 
with this coupon 

Remarkably Fresh 
Salad Bar 

FULL SERVICE DELI 
(Take-out Only) 

1248 Virginia Ave. N.E. 
OffBriarcliffRd. 

Open Daily 10-9 
SUNDAYS 10-6 

.872-8991   Call Ahead for Faster Service 

Ponce de Leon was an adventurer,.. 
Why don't YOU venture south of Ponce 

Best of the New and Old Worlds 
From Cactus Salad to Cassoulet 

The 
Chile Tree 

Lunch Available 
Botette'o C<4e 

Sunday Brunch 
Dinner Tuesday-Sunday 

I 
469 North Highland Avenue        471 North Highland Avenue 

688-0836 Plenty of Free Parking 523-9121 

Italian Cafe 

The Best In 
Casual Dining 

$7.00 OFF 
2nd ENTREE 

Valid for lunch & dinner. Exp. 4/30/93 

2140N. DecaturRd. 
Intersection of N. Decatur Rd. 
and Clairmont Rd. 728-0041 

st Charles deli 
752 North Highland Ave 

876-DEU 

BUY 1 ENTREE AND RECEIVE SECOND ENTREE OF 

EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FOR V2 PRICE. 

PLEASE DETERMINE GRATUITY ON 

PRICE BEFORE DISCOUNT. 

EXPIRES 4/15/93 

"Best patio in Virginia Highlands" Join us for cur weekend bfurich 
j Saturday & Sunday, 1042 pm 
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We create gift baskets for any occasion. 
Fresh European breads and pastries daily. 

Imported cheeses, coffee, olive oils, and pastas. 
Only the finest pates & smoked meats. 

Voted 1992 "Best Pat6 Selection" by Atlanta Magazine. 

985 MONROE DRIVE    •    ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30308 404-872-1760 

We've got it from A-Z. 
$kmt&k&i#* 

$&£. 
$■%■?:■;■. .-■?:■;■.     ■:?:■! 

Pmttmkm 
 * ^ 

^m 
proprietors 
Martin Maslia, Ed Udoff 872-2822 842 N, Highland 

Avenue 

Is this really what you want? 

I don't think so. 

EATING OUT 
Your complete guide to restaurants 

S^&Pmo^ 

Mexican Caf«A| 
Come enjoy the best Mexican food and 

the most wonderful Margueritas in 
Buckhead with a relaxed atmosphere 

and affordable prices. 

Stop by before or after the Otherside! 
2520 Piedmont Rd. NE 
(404) 237-0500    Open 7 Days 11-11 

r 
sNv 

C»"* ^ 
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Restaurant listings  mapm 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28 ==B5=^t    %      W      = 
Dinner. Tu-Th 11:30-10pm;Fri,Sat 11:30- 
11pm; Sun 1:30-10pm. 
1129 Euclid Ave • 524-2132 

Dusty's Winner of Taste of Atlanta '91, '92. 
North Carolina-style pork, brunswick stew, 
chicken, beef and ribs. Lunch & dinner 7 days. 
Catering any occasion. Prices $2.75 & up. 
1815 Briarcliff Rd • 320-6264 

Gallus Atlanta's first Gay restaurant serving 
the community since 1974. 2 floors, casual & 
fine dining. Daily specials, Full service menu 
and bar. Dinner 7 days a week 6pm-12am, 
Sunday Brunch 12-4pm. Reservations 
accepted. Visa, MC, Amex $7.95-12.95 
49 Sixth Street • 892-8983 

Joni's Italian Cafe Authentic Italian Cuisine in 
a casual atmosphere. Seafood, chicken, veal & 
a large selection of vegetarian entrees. Fresh 
sauces and pasta dishes. Hours: Lunch Mon- 
Fri 11:30-2:30, Dinner Mon-Th 5010, Fri & Sat 
5-10:30, Sun 5-9. VISA/MC, AMEX. Entrees 
start at $7.95. 
2140 N. Decatur Rd • 728-0041 

Marra's Seafood Grill Serving Atlanta's finest 
seafood for 11 years. This "Best of Atlanta" 
restaurant offers only the freshest fish and 
shellfish—grilled to perfection or prepared with 
eclectic creativity. Lunch M-F 11:30-2:00, 
Dinner 7 dys a wk. Lunch $3.-10, Dinner $8-14 
1782 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 874-7363 

Nuevo Laredo Colorful authentic borderland 
Mexican cafe. New dishes to Atlanta includes 
chicken mole. Return to the restaurant scene 
of Chance Evans, original bar owner of U.S. 
Bar & Grill. Worth the trip! MC, AMEX, Visa. 
$3.95-7.95. Open lunch & dinner 7 days. 
1495 Chattahoochee Ave • 352-9009 

Peasant/Mick's The Peasant restaurants have 
been serving our community for 20 years. 
Check the hours and menu of the Peasant or 
Mick's nearest you. Lunch & Dinner, and don't 
forget those decadent desserts. 

Petitie Auberge Featuring 18 years of family 
directed qualified service in an elegant 
atmosphere. Continental French restaurant 
with a wide range of Food Festivals. German 
specials on Fri &Sat. Lunch, Mon-Fri 11:30- 
2:15. Dinner, Mon-Sat6-10. 
2935 North Druid Hills Rd. • 634-6268 

RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar Enjoy 
Chef Scott's creative menu. Dine on the patio 
or in the cozy dining room. Largest selection of 
wines by the glass in Atlanta. Great vegetarian 
selection. Friendly service, reasonable prices. 
Dinner 7 nights. Brunch Sunday. 
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775 

St. Charles Deli Breakfast, lunch and dinner in 
a casual atmosphere.Don't forget our spacious 
patio this spring. Join us for our weekend 
brunch. Hours: Sun-Thur 11-11, Fri-Sat11-12. 
Additional Hours after April 7. 
752 North Highland Ave. - 867-DELI 

Stone Soup Full service deli and General 
store. Healthy, remarkably fresh salad bar, 
homemade soups and fresh, hot, authentic 
breads. Catering available. Open daily 10-9, 
Sun 10-6. 
1248 Virginia Ave. NE • 872-8991 

Treehouse Restaurant & Pub A cozy fire sets 
the tone of this neighborhood pub. Menu 
changes every week—always pasta, meat, 
fish, chicken. Now serving lunch 11:30-2:30, 
dinner 6-10:30. 
7 Kings Cir, P'tree Hills ■ 266-2732 

Veggie Delight 100% Vegetarian. Full menu 
including appetizers, salads, sandwiches, stir- 
frys & pasta. Specialties include a variety of 
veggie burgers. Prices start at $3.00. Open 
Mon-Sat 11am-9pm 
Next to Plaza Theater on Ponce • 872-4539 

A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29 
On the other side of Union station is Sf uzzi 

which also offers a great interior and some of 
the best pizzas (and good salads) in DC along 
with a great view of the Capitol. Open for 
lunch; $$$; 50 Massachusetts Avenue; 202/ 
842-4141. 

Wanna rub elbows with the power bro- 
kers? Try the superb French food at La Colline 
where the emphasis is on seafood. You'll be 
more comfortable in a jacket and tie than in 
leather. Open for breakfast and lunch on week- 
days; $$$; 400 N. Capitol Street; 202/737- 
0400. 

A little less stuffy, La Brasserie also 
dishes up an eclectic assortment of essentially 
French food that's bound to please even the 
pickiest folks. Ask for a table in front yard 
dining area if weather permits. Open for lunch; 
$$$; 239 Massachusetts Avenue; 202/546-9154. 

DOWNTOWN 
Feeling a lust for red, red meat? Not only 

does the Prime Rib serve up mighty fine 
aged beef, it offers some very decent steakhouse 
type seafood—lobster, imperial crab, that sort 
of stuff. The black leather walls and faux leopard 
skin rugs are either very stylish or very camp, 
depending on your frame of reference. Jacket 
and tie required. Open for lunch on weekdays; 
$$$$; 2020 K Street NW; 202/466-8811. 

Think of Duke Zeibert'S as DCs Mary 
Mac's with Yankee meat replacing the South- 
ern chicken. OK, the prices are higher too and 
you'll probably be more comfortable in a jacket. 
But the menu hasn't changed in 40 years, the 
place is huge, and its packed with power bro- 
ker types. Open for lunch except Sunday; $$$; 
1050 Connecticut Avenue NW; 202/466-3730. 

If Duke Ziebert's is Mary Mac's, the Old 
Ebbitt Grill is possibly Manuel's Tavern. 
Again, the. place is huge, the numerous bars 
seemingly endless, and the bar food tasty. But 
there is also some mighty good pasta and grilled 
meat and fish to be had here too in the Capital's 
longest-lived restaurant. Open for lunch; $$; 
675 15th Street NW; 202/347-4800. 

Feeling lonely for home? Check out DCs 
version of The Peasant—complete with 
chalkboard menus and fat, fabulous desserts. 
The menu is an upscale version of what you'd 
find in a Peasant here, the interior is tradi- 
tional, dark and clubby. Open for lunch; $$$; 
801 Pennsylvania Avenue; 202/638-2140. 

Two of DCs most plush, yet moderately 
priced Indian restaurants can be found within 
a block or two of the Farragut West and North 
metro stops. The Bombay Club is a fantas- 
tic recreation of a 19th Century British club in 
India. The menu is long on seafood and veg- 
etarian dishes; the bread is to die. Given the 
opulence of the surrounds, a jacket and tie 
may be in order. Open for lunch except Satur- 
day; $$; 815 Connecticut Avenue; 202/659- 
3727. 

Try the tandoori specialties at Bombay 
Palace, where the food is probably better, 
but the decor less spectacular than at The 
Bombay Club. Open for lunch; $$; 1835 K 
Street NW; 202/331-0111. 

Finally, if you want to break the bank and 
sample some of the most innovate cuisine in 
the city, check out Jean-Louis at the 
Watergate Hotel. Jean-Louis Palladin is DCs 
version of the Ritz Buckhead's Guenther Seeger. 
Five/six course meals will set you back $85/ 
$95. (There is also a four course, pre-theatre 
meal for $45). Some say the food is so good 
that it's worth any amount of money, others 
claim that Jean-Louis has priced himself right 
outta sight. You get to decide. Jacket and tie 
required. No lunch; $$$$; 2650 Virginia Ave. 
NW; 202/298-4488. 
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ourist Heaven: Dish is known among friends as a taciturn 
sort of person. It takes something pretty damn funny to make 
us laugh. But we want you to know that we burst into 

I  absolute gales of laughter a couple of weeks ago when we 
read a small article about George Wallace in the Atlanta J/C. 
Seems that ex-Gov. Wallace is defending his decision to fly the 
Confederate Stars and Bars over the Alabama Capitol (in '63) 
based on the fact that it would "...draw tourists. More tourists 
mean more jobs." Sure. Tourists flock to states where the Na- 
tional Guard, the local police, and the citizens are shooting and 
throwing rocks at each other. Vacation heaven, don't you think? 

One in Ten?: We've got egg on our face. Several weeks ago 
Dish reported that the much ballyhooed Janus Report on Sexual 
Behavior failed to include much if any info on homosexuality. It 
turns out that we lied—or rather were mislead by the various 
news reports that we had read. Seems that Mr. & Mrs. Janus' 
study is chock-a-block with info of interest to queers. Most 
interesting perhaps is that fact that 22 percent of men and 17 
percent of women responding to the survey said that they had 
"had homosexual experiences." Nine percent of the men and five 
percent of the women identified themselves as "being" homo- 
sexual or bisexual. There's at least a little brouhaha stirring over 
all this because another recent study claims that gays and lesbi- 
ans comprise only one to six percent of the population. 
Rightwingers are using the lower numbers to suggest that laws to 
protect homos are silly if we are only a tiny portion of the 
population. To which Dish says, "Bullshit!" 

Mardi Gras Down Under: Readers Tom and Clark tell Dish 
that they just returned from The Sydney (Australia) Gay and 
Lesbian Mardi Gras and that the event is beyond fabulous. 
Seems that the parade (in which 500,000 queers, straights, and 
those who can't decide all participate) is now the largest in the 
country—even bigger that the annual Grace Brothers Christmas 
Parade (Sydney's version of Gotham's Macy's Thanksgiving 
Parade). There are, of course, scores of related events—Dish's 
fave, The Aquacade, which includes drag swimming. But most 

THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN 

Sharon Stone, unfortunately pictured here with Michael 
Douglas from "Basic Instinct," has little imagination it 
appears. She says she'd love to have a lesbian affair but 
couldn't do without the "schwing." Does the word dildo 
mean anything, Sharon? Hello! 

encouraging to us, is the fact that the event is viewed (as it should 
be) as a celebratory event, not some threat to the moral structure 
of the community. Media coverage (and community response), 
say Tom and Clark, is "without a trace of homophobia." The 

date is the last Saturday in February. Call your travel agent now. 

Military Mellow: Hidden deep in the recesses of USA Today 
last week was a tiny news item quoting the Commandant of the 
Marine Corps (Gen. Carl Mundy) stating that his branch of the 
service can deal with the inclusion of openly gay folks. Says the 
General, "We treat all Marines with firmness, fairness and dig- 
nity. The strict standards on sexual behavior that exist in the 
military today will continue [after the ban is lifted.]" Maybe Sam 
Nunn needs to talk to this guy. 

About & Out: NBC has hired former Pentagon spokesperson 
Pete Williams as a national correspondent. You remember him, 
the semi-closeted gay man who got so much heat from DC 
activists for speaking out in support of Pentagon policies by day 
while he enjoyed the fruits of gay liberation by night. Two things 
occur to Dish here. One: Why did Williams leave the Pentagon? 
And, two: Isn't it nice that NBC was willing to hire a (now) 
openly homo correspondent to appear on its news shows? 

Kristy Dumps Gal-Pal: At least that's the headline in last 
week's issue of the Star. According to the tabloid, Ms. McNichol 
has broken up with her girlfriend Martha Allen Miles and moved 
a "really cute" man into her house. A "friend" quoted by the Star 
says, "Kristy felt that living with a guy would be better for her 
image and would do more to help her career than if she moved in 
with another girl." Kristy's mom, on the other hand, is said to 
want her daughter to get back together with her ex-girlfriend. 

Schwingless: Maybe Sharon Stone (remember her from "Ba- 
sic Instinct?") should look up Ms. McNichol's ex. Vanity Fair 
this month has a big article on Ms. Stone wherein she says she 
once went on a date with a lesbian because "men can be so 
annoying." (Doesn't Dish know that!) Continues the curvaceous 
Ms. Stone, "God! If I could get into it it would be great. [But] it 
don't mean a thing if it ain't got that schwing." Then again, 
maybe Ms. Stone needs to have a date with Wayne and Garth — 
or find one good woman with a dildo. 

April 1-April 7, 1993 "™ ~™ ™~ ~~ m^ 5 may nee<^ to ^mc* someone °^er t0 help you put things into 
Well, it's a busy week. Thursday is April Fool's Day followed c~",,...""~2 C~~,;;:,~~2 E~~...,■.""Zk ET~,,:,""2 C~t:&T~2 perspective. Older doesn't always mean wiser, but sometimes it 
by Palm Sunday when we switch to Daylight Saving Time Bf^^S m Jl« V .*.*■ m *. m »^« doeSi SflGITTflRlus. now's life? If you catch yourself taking 
(spring forward one hour.) Tuesday is Passover and the Full MlHMi WBB B^H ■UHBMi ■MMMI other people or situations too seriously or if you have tempo- 
Moon in Libra. Relax a little and soak up Spring, gg    TT   gk     D    gg           U    9iM    gg rarily misplaced your sense of humor, then it's time for a break to 
ARIES, now that Mercury is moving forward in your 12th house,      ;—■  relocate your humor. 
your life should run a little smoother. But Venus is still retro- CAPRICORN, yes, the world is still in turmoil. Yes, it's driving 
grade in your 1st house of personality and physical appearance, you have been feeling frustrated with the way things are moving everyone crazy except those who have noticed that there are 
so use some of your Springtime energy to get outside and gently (or not moving) in your life, or if you have been worrying about opportunities springing up like daffodils everywhere. AQUARIUS, 
exercise. TAll RUS, are you feeling better now that Spring is here? your financial resources, then you can relax. Plan your time and are other folks seeking you out for advice? Are you beginning to 
You should be feeling more optimistic at the very least. If not, rest assured that life is working. VIRGO, it's gardening time in the feel like Dear Abby? Well, not to worry. Saturn is moving 
then you are probably spending too much time inside! If Spring South! Are you still hanging out inside, trying to finish just one through your 1st house leaving gifts of wisdom and patience to 
is here, can Romance be far behind? Jolly GEMINI, you can feel more project? Now it is time for fun, frolic and romance. At the be shared. PISCES, now that Mercury is going forward in your 
more confident now about career decisions, but this is not the very least, organize a party with friends. 1st house, you should be able to get more done in less time and 
time to push for a raise. Be as creative as possible in your own LIBRA, Jupiter is still moving backward in your 1st house of with fewer complications. Trust your instincts, nurture your 
life, and seek the advice of someone older or more experienced. personality and physical appearance. Be sure you are exercising Spirit and do your best to stay out of other folks' High Drama. 
CANCER, you have some excellent opportunities coming your regularly and eating fresh foods. Right now you need creative      MARY BAILEY RULE is a professional astrologer who special- 
way for creative projects and personal expressions. You will expression and lots of circulation. Don't forget safety in roman-       -nes inpersonal and relationship chart interpretation as well as 
accomplish more through working with others than by trying to tic situations. SCORPIO, if you are having difficulty with a mem-          cr,-5i-5 management. She can be reached in Santa Fe at (505) 
do it all by yourself. Collaboration is the way to go. Lucky LEO, if ber of your family or memories from your childhood, then you           982-3104 to order charts or arrange a chart interpretation. 
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Complete HIV 
Nursing Care 

▼ ln-house Laboratory Services 

T 24 Hour Coverage Available 

T Complete HIV Care 

& Education 

T  RN, LPN, CNA, 

& Homemaker 

T We Accept Assignment 

on All Our Services 

Gay owned and supporting our 
community in every way. 

CCN, INC. 

4188S. CobbDr. 
Smyrna, GA 30082 
(404) 434-0082 

First MCC Chancel Choir 
presents 

AN 
EASTER CANTATA 

Palm Sunday, April 4, 1993 
at the 11:00 am 

Sunday Morning Worship Services 

A Cl Metropolitan Community Church 

800   N.   Highland   •   Atlanta   •   (404)   872-2246 

x*:-:*:-:*:-:w:-:-x*:w:*x-^^ 

SUBSCRIBE 
wwvRwAwra 

Gay/Lesbian Literary Review 

P.O. Box 7263 
Atlanta, Georgia 30357 

$12 Year (4 issues) 
Name  
Address  
City/ST/Zip  
Please make checks payable to: IRIS Publications 

x p ^r i e n c "e§ 

COMMUNITY   MFWS 
Ga. March On Washington Committee 
On Friday, April 16 at 7:00, GOCMOW and 
the Atlanta Lesbian & Gay Pride Committee 
will host a Community-Wide, Multi-Organi- 
zational gathering to discuss logistics of the 
March and the focus of the Georgia Contin- 
gent. 

Georgia is the 28th state, the 46th contin- 
gent in the March. Where do Georgians orga- 
nize in DC for the March? Which organiza- 
tions are doing what? Is there any consoli- 
dated effort against Sam Nunn? These are 
questions that need to be answered. 

Please select one representative from your 
group to assist in planning this event. This 
way, all groups and organizations can be truly 
represented and the meeting will be more suc- 
cessful. This will involve only one or two 
meetings to prepare for the event. 

Please contact Richy Howard, ALGPC 
Board Member, and let him know who your 
representative will be. Richy's numbers are 
(404) 872-7494 at home and (404) 220-8111 
at work. The first meeting will be sometime in 
the next two weeks. 

Southeastern Gay Rodeo Country west- 
ern dance fans recently got the chance to see 
some professionals kick up their heels at the 
Southeastern Gay Rodeo Association's 
(SEGRA) second annual dance competition 
held at Backstreet this past February 19 & 20. 

Six couples competed in three categories: 
Amateur-Amateur, Professional-Amateur and 
Professional-Professional. Winners in each 
category will represent SEGRA in the Inter- 
national Gay Rodeo Association finals at Bill- 
ings, Montana on August 26-29. 

Couples representing SEGRA at the finals 
include: Linda McGehee and Dolly Partner of 
Atlanta (1st place, Am-Am); Michael Boykin 

and Michael Franco of Atlanta (2nd place, 
Am-Am); Steven Wentworth and Max Perry 
of Cincinnati 1st place, Pro-Am); Chris 
Whitford and Fred Stomer of Atlanta (1st 
place, Pro-Am). 

MCC In Adanta , the three MCC congrega- 
tions are joining for a full schedule of Holy 
Week services and events to commemorate 
the events that led to the arrest, trial and death 
of Jesus, and Christ's triumphant resurrection 
on Easter morning. 

A Maundy Thursday Seder will be con- 
ducted at All Saints MCC on April 8th at 7:00 
pm. A Good Friday Tenebrae Service will be 
held at First MCC on April 9th at 7:30 pm. 
Then on Easter Sunday morning, April 11th, 
a Sunrise Service will be conducted on the 
Pier on Piedmont Park Lake at 7:13 am. Fol- 
lowing the Sunrise Service, there will be a 
breakfast at the Ocean Wave Cafe. A $5 do- 
nation for the meal will benefit the new facil- 
ity at 1-85 and N. Druid Hills that has just 
been acquired by First MCC. 

Easter Sunday services will be conducted 
at the following times and locations: 11:00 
am and 7:30 pm at First MCC, 800 N. High- 
land Ave., 872-2246; 5:00 pm at Christ Cov- 
enant MCC, 778 Rays Road, Suite 100, Stone 
Mtn, 297-0350; and 7:00 pm at All Saints 
MCC, 875 BlvdSE, 622-1154. 

Black and White Men Together/At- 
lanta, Atlanta's gay interracial social and 
political organization wants to invite inter- 
ested individuals and couples to check them 
out this spring at Thursday night "mixers" 8- 
10:00pm. They will be on Thursday, April 
8th and May 13th. Location and directions to 
the event can be obtained by calling 892- 
BWMT and leaving your name and number. 

Intensive Sign Language 
Workshop 

A Basic Introduction for the 
Lesbian and Gay Community 

Saturday, April 10,1993 
10am-5 pm in Decatur 

$30 fee 

Must pre-register by April 3,1993 by 
calling Ruth at 294-6601. 

Boycott 
Colorado! 

The HATE Stale 

Support Ue in Colorado! 
1-800-951-3325 

Order this green  & white replica  of the 
Colorado license plate on a high-quality 100% 
cotton T-shirt.  Call our toll-free number or 
send $17 (plus $3 shipping) to: 

QueerThings, Inc. 

2525 Arapahoe JFE4-101, Boulder. CO 50302 

Call for our full-color brochure)   We accept 
VI5A, MasterCard, and American Express. 

II proceeds benefit QueerThmgs. Inc., a not- 
for-profit corporation working to secure equ 

rights for Gays and Lesbians in Colorado 

DISCREET & UNCENSORED 

Take Pride In Your Photos 

1HOUR 
COLOR 

FILM 
PROCESSING 

Fast, low prices, most orders 
processed in 24 hours or less. We 

accept 110, 126, 35mm film. 
Professional, color, black & white, 

enlargements, slides & posters. 

• Drop Off 
• Mail In 
300 Ponce de Leon Ave. 
Atlanta, GA 30308 
(Catty-cornered from Krispy Kreme) 
872-8036 
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HEH 

MITCH  GOULD 
Age:38 

Relationship status: single 

How long In Atlanta: 15 years 

Last book read: 'The Culture of 
Desire" by Frank Browning 

Pet peeve: falsehood 

Mitch Gould is candid about himself. "I 
became Physics, I became anatomy, I became 
writing and then I got a life." Mitch is at once 
everything he has been and something of what 
he is becoming. Taking graduate degrees in 
Physics from Georgia Tech and Anatomy from 
Emory University, one would expect Mitch to 
be a confirmed scientist, salted away, doing 
research in some back room. Instead, Mitch's 
interest in multi-media presentation and soft- 
ware has landed him a job with NCR and put 
him on a first-name basis with, of all people, 
poet and gay laureate Walt Whitman. 

Those into computer animation will recog- 
nize Mitch's name from his technical guide, 
"Mastering Animator" (a computer animation 
program). Yet how does Walt Whitman figure 
into the equation of Mitch's life? Mitch has 
channeled his interest, energy and spare time 
into an exhaustive dissection of Walt Whitman's 
epic poem, "Song of Myself." Using a method 
first pioneered by a writer who, as Mitch puts 
it, "exploded the new testament, discarded the 
nonsense and garbage and came up with a new 
and pure Gospel according to Jesus," he dis- 
carded the redundancies and windiness of 
Whitman and turned "Song of Myself into a 
new series of 38 poems. 

"The story you see now," Mitch explains, 
"is a highly-charged emotional encounter with 
a lover plus self affirmation, spiritual explora- 
tion, and an encounter with God. The poem 
ends with a challenge for us question author- 
ity." For those who enjoy the often heady prose 
of Whitman, Mitch says the language will still 
be recognizable. "I rearranged things and the 
poem doesn't begin the same way, but it re- 
mains Whitman." 

Mitch continues to work on the book which 
is now with his agent, who is excited about the 
book's prospects. 

He often applies Walt Whitman's philoso- 
phy to his own life. He says that he is going 
through his teenage rebellion in a way now. 
Much of Mitch's own self discovery was trig- 
gered by the difficult death of his lover, Dan. 

"The things that you loved in that person, 
you learn to find them in yourself, and then that 
person becomes a part of you. I was able to 
enter someone's life and give them love and 

support—and through the grief and loss you 
come to a sense of completeness, even after the 
person you loved has died." Some of Mitch's 
attitude has been shaped by his new involve- 
ment with Quakerism at the Friends Meeting 
House. According to Mitch the congregation is 
having its first social soon for "Lesbians and 
Gays Concerned." 

"It's nice to have an identity as both gay 
and Quaker," Mitch says, smiling. "I feel like I 
have finally found my spiritual home." 

Mitch's true home is Arkansas. He grew up 
in two small towns, and he lost his father early 
in his life. While this was an event that shaped 
his childhood, he was haunted by the fact that 
his first hometown was a sight of a Japanese 
internment camp. "There wasn't much left by 
the time I was nine or ten," he remembers. "I 
would go up there and walk around the cemetary 
that remained. I was always struck by the simi- 
larity of this camp to the concentration camps 
and that this could have happened here." 

Mitch laughs about how he finally came 
out "I like to say a postman brought it to me. I 
was living in Little Five Points about ten years 
ago and even though I had some sexual en- 
counters, I didn't consider myself gay. But I 
was really attracted to this beefy mailman and 
all of a sudden a light went off—he was what I 
am. Gay. And since then, I've been out" 

He now lives in a comfortable home across 
from the East Lake Country Club. The living 
room is filled with the tools of his multi-media 
trade, monitors and computers. And he shares 
his house with two devoted and beautiful Golden 
Retrievers, Amo and Cosi. The halls are often 
filled with the songs of Clint Black and 
Emmylou Harris. Though Mitch is currently a 
technical writer for the multi-media R+D de- 
partment at NCR, he thinks he is moving in a 
different direction. "My evolution, it seems, is 
headed more towards people and away from 
things. I would like to think my book is open- 
ing new horizons and new directions to me." 

IAN W. GINSBURG 

Name 

Address 

City  State Zip. 

Amount Enclosed $. 

] $40 for 26 issues (2-4 days for delivery) 

[] $28 for 26 issues (5-9 days for delivery) 

n^WA-Free 

Make checks payable to Southern Voice. 
Mail to: P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316 
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ORGANIZATIONS 
AIDS Organizations 
AID Atlanta— 872-0600 
AIDS Education/Services for Minorities—POB 87277, Atlanta, 

30337, 762-6002 
AIDS Hotline for Women—888-9991 
AIDS Info Line—876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728 
AIDS Legal Project—688-5433 
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—872-2246 
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)— 

876-2317 
AIDSCHATM-Edie, 642-3467 
Atlanta Buyers Club— (404) 874-4845, or POB 77003, All, 

30357. 
Childkind—936-9655 
First MCC AIDS Ministry—872-2246 
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network— 

1-800-551-2728 
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—633-0634 
National Assn of People With AIDS/Atlanta— 874-7926 
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386 
Outreach, Inc.—(404) 346-3922 
People's United Pet Support—370-0178 
Pets Are Loving Support (P.A.L.S.)—876-PALS 
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954 
Project Open Hand Atlanta—525-4620 

Arts/Entertainment 
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—872-4432 
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 771144, Atlanta 30357 
"Funny...That Way"-875-2275 
Greater Atlanta Music Ensemble—872-3135 
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc 

—609-9590 
Southern Country Atlanta—938-0609 

Bars 
The Armory—836 Juniper. 881-9280 
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986 
Blake's—227 10th St. 892-5786 
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd. 

634-5895 
Buddies Midtown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655 
Bulldog & Co-893 Peachtree. 872-3025 
Burkhart's—Ansley Square. 872-4403 
Club Fetish—(Weds.) 695 North Ave.-577-8178 
The Cove—586 Worchester. 875-2477 
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont 873-4655 
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE 
551 Downstairs—551 Ponce De Leon. 873-4052 
Gallus Bar & Restaurant—49 6th St. 892-8983 
Goodies—64 Third St. 873-3355 
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061 
Incognito—857 Collier Rd. 355-5189 
Loretta's—708 Spring St. 874-8125 
The Metro—48 6th Street, 874-9869 
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247 
Opus—1086 Alco St. 634-6478 
The Otherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238 
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St 659-4055 
Peppers by Frank Powell— 

980 Piedmont Ave. NE 872-4000 
Petrus—1150 Peachtree St 873-6700 
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871 
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957 
Tin Lizzie—Ford Factory Square. 874-3961 
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge. 248-9712 
Weekends—688 Spring St. 875-5835 

Direct Action/Political 
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter—523-6201 
ACT UP-874-6782 (0) 
Catalyst-(404) 776-1478 
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation—605-7477 
Gay Republicans—Republicans for Individual Freedoms, 2980 

Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172, Atlanta 30339 
Georgia Advocates for Battered Women and Children/Lesbian 

Task Force—524-3847; 250 Georgia Ave. SE, Rm. 365, 
Atlanta 30312 

Georgia Committee for the 1993 March on Washington —(404) 
662-4199 or POB 5282, Atlanta 30307 

GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee— 
872-8095, FAX 874-8628 

Human Rights Campaign Fund—Field Committee, 
231-5751 

LEGAL-605-7476 
Lesbian Avengers—577-5513 (Lisa) 
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline 

—874-7926 
National Organization for Women—875-0176 
Neighbors Network—257-5550 
Queer Nation—605-7396 
Republicans for Individual Freedoms—PO 13162, Atlanta, GA 

30324,239-1679 
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail) 
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP 

Professional 
Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club—457-6347 
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114 
Fourth Tuesday—662-4353 
Georgia Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPHR)— 

231-2251 
HomeGirls—622-0105 
LEAGUE (Employees of AT&T)—404/872-2359 
Nat'lFederatonof Career Women—(404) 659-0315 
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna) 

Spiritual 
All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154 
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—409-0203 
Christ Covenant MCC, Stone Mountain—297-0350 
Congregation Bet Haverim—642-3467 
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—215-0585 
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atl—872-2246 
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page) 
Gay Spirit Visions—378-7224 
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183 
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109 
Oakhuret Presbyterian Church—378-6284 

Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—373-5830 
Unitarian Universalists—634-5134, George at 688-2242 

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies 
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699 
Atlanta Venture Sports—242-4899 
Atlanta Women's Social Tennis—662-GAME 
Front Runners/Atlanta—621-5007 
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—SASE to: GANG, 

POB 7546, Atlanta 30357 
Hotlanta Soccer—876-7372 
Hotlanta Softball League—POB 14582, Atl. 30324, 

873-4061 
Hotlanta Volleyball—621-5062 
Lambda Car Club—POB 11705, Atlanta 30355 
Mountain Catalyst—POB 199, Demorest GA 30535 
S.E. Gay Rodeo Assn—POB 7881, Atl., 30357. 760-8126 
Women's Outdoor Network—624-3418 
Women's Rugby—659-6916 or 761-8939 
TRICKS Bridge Club— 2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172, Atlanta 

30339 
Underwater Escapes—289-0696 

Service/Support/Social 
About Crossdressing—Janet, 624-3770 
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance 

—239-8184 (voice mail) 
Amazon Salon Young feminist Network—223-3718 
American Educational Gender Info Service 

—POB 33724, Decatur 30033. (404) 939-0244 (eve) 
Asians & Friends-Atlanta—876-0090 
Athens Lesbian Information Line—(404) 613-7661 
Atlanta Area Bisexual Support Group—872-6720 
Atlanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, Atlanta 30355 
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455 
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372 
Atlanta Lambda Community Center—POB 15180, Atlanta 

30333.662-9010 
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—662-4533 
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—POB 5502, Atlanta 30307, 

phone 378-9769 
Atlanta Lesbian Singles Organization (ALSO)—8434492 
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016 
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT 
Caregivers to PWAs Support Group—874-1109 or 

875-6109 
Coalition of African Descent—681-4868 
Codependents Anonymous—239-1657 
Chrysalis Women's Center—881-6300 
Delphi—POB 14591, Atlanta, G 30324 
Emotions Anonymous—872-0979 
First Women—Write G.G. Richardson, POB 724711, All. 30339, 

phone 612-9473. 
Friends Atlanta—662-4501 
Gay Fathers of Atlanta—296-8369 
GayTHelp'Line—6pm-llpm 892-0661 
Gay/Lesbian AA & Al-Anon—881-9188 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America—623-4099 
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safety Comm. of City 

Council—330-6504 
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POx 9678. Atlanta 30319. 

(404) 621-5710 
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085 
Gwinnett Lambda—POB 464848, Lawrenceville 30246, 871- 

GAYS 
Hospitality Atlanta—627-0520 
Interact of Atlanta—984-9875 
KO-Existance-875-8936 
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—237-6262 
Leather S/M Discussion Group—873-2453 
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—325-4909 
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387 
Lesbians Over 50— 850-1005 
Lesbians With Children—740-1729 
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Atlanta 30307 
Name the Violence Support Group for Battered Lesbians—822- 

9570; Crisis Hotline-«88-9436 
Out Youth—POB 78401, Atlanta 30357, 

239-9286 (no calls after 10pm) 
Overeaters Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)—892-5868 
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—296-0830 or 875- 

9440 
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Athens— 

(706) 208-1704 
Queer Youth—P.O. Box 54032, Atlanta 30308; 605-7396 
Real Gay World BBS—404-266-0856 
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048 
Single Lesbians Group—466-3287 
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners— 

(404) 873-9832 (staff counselor) 
Uniformed Svcs Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA 22206 
Women In Kahoots—(WINK) 438-1421 
Women of Wisdom—289-8819, POB 8871, Atlanta 30306. 
Wordsmith Society—Chris at 498-0137 
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372 
Zami—908-3356 

Students/Alumni 
Agnes Scott Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance—Box 501, Decatur 

30030; 373-1632 
Bi, Lesbian & Gay Student Union of West Ga. College 

—706-834-3569 
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—727-6692 
Gays & Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm. 

College 426-8160 
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech Sta., 

Atlanta 30332; 873-2263 
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance—497-0684 
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Student Union of the Univ. of Ga.—POB 

2438 Athens 30612-0438 or call 404/549-9368 
S.F.. Alternative Lifestyles Association—248-9307 
Univ. of Ala. Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc.—284-3479 

"V 
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DAN R. EASTON 
Financial Service Specialist 

♦ Insurance ♦ Financial Consulting 
• Estate Planning* Investments • IRA's 

1925 Century Mwl, Ste #4, Atlanta, Georgia 30345 
Phone: (404) 315-8898 

II RETS m 

m 
pet parenting 

^)     lee crawford, ph.d. 
specializing in cats and dogs and their relationships with people 

Pet sitting for The March 
pet behavioral consultation 
in-home pet care 404 873-3877 

KEY WEST. 
The First Island Of The Caribbean 

c I 
LOW COST 
TERM LIFE INSURANCE 

• No exam needed for most 
ages up to $300,000. 

• No blood test up to $500,000. 

DAVIS FINANCIAL GROUP 

(404) 454-6745 

Find what 
you need in 

THE 
DIRECTORY 

€ PSYCHOTHERAPIST:: 

Claudia Scarbrouah, H.S. 

I 
National Certified Counselor 

Incest and Sexual Abuse 
Survivors • Sexuality 

j GROUPS FORMING IN MARCH 
counseling 

PS women in transition   404 717-4146 

.. .A tropical island paradise and America's premier 
gay resort area. For FREE Key West information and 
brochures from member guesthouses, write: The 
Key West Business Guild, P.O. Box 4640-V, Key West, 
FL 33041, or 
call!-800-535- 
7797.    Please 
state that you 
saw this ad in 
Southern, 
Voice when 
calling. 

Address, 

City  

SO.VO 
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Deep Tissue 
Stress Reduction 
Sports Massage 

In & Out Calls • 7 Days a Week 
By Appointment 892-2290  y 

 TCAi | ) 

S. Dion Smith, M.D., F.A.S.A.P. 
Psychiatry and Addiction Medicine 

Greg Sterchi, M.S. 
Psychotherapist 

Individual, Couple 
family, and Group Therapy (404)351-2533^ 

FIND WHAT YOU NEED 
in the directory 

Medication 
Management 

Psychoanalytic 
Psychotherapy 

_^£&£L^       .   Gay/Lesb 
Sensitive 

AIDS Counseling 

PHONE (404) 843-9494 

MT VERNON MEDICAL CTR 
755 MT. VERNON HWY, Surm 350 
 ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30328^ 

Edward O. Nix, M.D. 
Board Certified Psychiatrist 

C.   . . 3 c    m 

Immune System Concerns? 
Consider Imagery & Self Hypnosis 

) 
3756 Lavista Rd., Suite 100 • Northlake Commons 

Phone 634-0672 

1 B Hi (MCBorrowT) 
MIDTOWN MOVERS 
EQUUS CONTINENTAL MOVERS, INC. 

Liscensed & Insured 
COMMUNITY OWNED AND OPERATED 

Residential, Commercial, Office 
Fine Antiques 

Packing, Un-Pack, Set-Up 

377-9870 
GPSC Celt. #7436 

MOVING!!! 
AS LOW AS 

$7Q.OO 
Packing Available 

FAST SERVICE 
352-1189 

JAMES 

ROSE HILL 

CENTER 

FOR 

PSYCHOTHERAPY 

Steve* jd. SUtt&t, Ttl.S. 
Psychotherapist 

Individuals 
Couples 
Groups 

Scholarships available for PWAs 
Affordable therapy for the gay & 
lesbian community 

785 Marcus Street SE 
Atlanta, GA 30316 

404-525-2777 

Janice Canon, LCSW 

Individual, Couples, & 
Group Therapy 

Locations In Stone 

Mountain. Atlanta. & Duluth 

299-2813 

Stella Eller,M.Eo.,M.A. 

Counseling 
• Recovery issues 
•Abuse survivors 

• 12 step focus 

874-2373 

lifliiFfeiiw 
VACATION RENTALS 

PLAY ON THE BEACH 
Two cozy cottages at Seagrove 
Beach, Florida. Near quiet, 
sugarsand beach; fishing dock, 
wonderful restaurants and shps 
in nearby, colorful Seaside. 

RELAX IN THE MOUNTAINS 
SedudedcMetinFranklirvNorth 
Carolina. Peaceful atmosphere 
and reasonable rates. Fireplace, 
deck and beautiful view. 

Pets Welcome. 

CALL (205) 263-5970 

GETAWAYS... 

A. RSVP CRUISES 
B. OLIVIA CRUISES 
C. TRIPS HOME 

TO MOM 
D. ALL OF THE 

ABOVE 

872-8747 
USA - TRIP 

TRIPS 
UNLIMITED 

1004 VIRGINIA AVE.NE 
ATLANTA 30306 

(       TRAVEL       )   (.      TRAVEL   O 

— |   c HI 
PERIMETER TERMITE AND PEST CONTROL 

Termite letters 
Major repairs 

Moisture control 
Radon testing 

Ask for Ron Hoagland 
(404) 248-1823 
Fax   762-1353 

I Bpr   905-4919 
1296 Keys Lake Dr. 
Atlanta, GA 30319 

Julia Strong, MSW 

Individual & Couples 
Psychotherapy 

872-8065 

Pet's Best Friend 
Petsitting Service 

404-634-0292 

You're 
Hired! 
Learn new software FREE! DOS, 

WINDOWS and Macintosh Specialists 
'Hiring suhjwi inquahliutHKn andpisiiionsjvaiUbk 

• Clerks 
• Receptionists 
• Accounting 
• Data Entry 
• Word Processors 
• Secretaries 

i   Call Today! 

16-8839 

Licensed, Bonded 
and Insured 

Serving 
Intown Atlanta 

011%, 
<£L&CL 

A {HOS3!HQ'EO%QIP\. 
MOWHTAIOt 

%%re%%AcT 

Jirtiplati, decf^ 
andwaterfatt. 

Weautifutty furnished. 

(404) 297-9825 

CHARLESTON BEACH 
BED & BREAKFAST 

Affordable deluxe rooms and 
breakfast, social hour, 
8-person spa and pool. 

POBox41 
Folly Beach, SC 29439 

(803) 588-9443 

Find what 
you need in 

THE 
DIRECTORY 

d 5S¥:¥:¥x¥:¥:::W  wmxm ID 

In-home 
Care, etc 

Janette Friel, DVM 
Melissa Rayfield, DVM 

A modern facility with 
old-fashioned care 

NMAN ANIMAL 
HCSPITAL 584-8761 

926 DeKalb Ave. • Inman Park • By appt. only 
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r ACCOUNTING D G W 
/jH 

DANIEL ROSS, C.RA.' 
Master's Degree in Taxation 

■ 41 11 

• Income tax planning and 
preparation 

• Fully computerized to 
maximize your deductions 
and assure accuracy 

1394 Monroe Drive, Atlanta, GA 30324 
607-7363; FAX 607-0197             J 

A good accounting system is essential 
tor business success. 

rinancial lJynamit\p 
Acaninlinft >SL Bust 

Hazel Edlinger 636-8800 

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, inc. 
IS "FAMILY" 

FULL service/repair 
ALL models...foreign/domestic 

Hours: 
Mon 7 am-6:30 pm 

Tues-Thurs 8 am-5 pm 
Fri 7 am-6:30 pm 
Sat 8am-12 noon 

371-9912 
1618DeKalbAve. 

(Little 5 Points) 
"Quality is our specialty" 

ACC0DNTM0   )  (       TONEV   ")   Q§ >   C I 
Make 
Taxes 
Less 

Taxing. 
Experienced 

professional accountant 
lightens the load. 

Tax preparation for 
individuals and business. 

BRODIE 
|TAX      &     ACCOUNTING! 

404-414-1188 

Jean E. Miller 
Attorney at Law 

General Practice 

436-0028 

ALL-CLEAN 
• Professional 

• Licensed 
• Bonded 

• References 

294-8590 

€ ; * >m mm ATTORNEY 

SUSAN E. TEASTER 
ATTORNEY   AT   LAW 

• DUI • Bankruptcy 
■ Criminal defense     • Workers comp 

• Personal injury 

1 

404-352-5000 

ANN 
DUCKWORTH 
• cleaning services • 

Since 1986 

• residential 
commercial 

Hardwood 
Floor Waxing 

references 
on request 

298-1409 
11111 

/ 

WARREN  L. CASADAY 
EMORY LAW GRADUATE 

633-1765 

\ • wills ■ real estate • HIV discrimination 

 )   ( CHIROPRACTOR ) 

t§ 
James K. Satcher, J.D. 

General Practice 

DUI/Trafflc offenses Wills/Trusts 
Bankruptcy Discrimination (ADA) 
Divorce/Domestic relations Employment concerns 

Free Initial Consultation 
Suite 215,2285 Peachtree Rd. NE 

3500062 

Since 1982 
Corasanili Construction Co 

HOME IMPROVEMENTS 
REMODELING 

D Kitchens 
□ Decks 

For Free Estimates 
Call Gene 

□ Baths 
□ General Repairs 

634-5460 

C.J. Clark 

Dependable 
Remodeling 

Specializing in 
Quality Work 

v      622-4922      y 

C  CONTRACTOR   ) 

RON EBY 
General Contractor 

Window Ropes 
to Additions 

Small Jobs • Repairs 
Electric • Plumbing 

Windows/Doors 

297-0078 
J (      DENTIST      ) 

Best Roof Expert 
From New Roofs 

to Old Roofs 
100% Guarantee 

TRADE MASTER 
CONSTRUCTION 

,     478-5561      , 
r > 

Say you 
saw it in 

SOUTHERN 
VOICE 

C      FLORIST ~-) 

MADDiX 
d    e 

KEEP ^g 
YOUR w 
BITE BRIGHT! 

. Nancy M. Stewart 

D.D.S..P.C. 

General and Cosmetic 
Dentistry 

558 Medlock Road, Suite 7 
Decatur, Georgia 

(Near Scott/N. Decatur Rds) 

Serving Emory-Decatur Areas 

(404) 377-2662 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

COMMITMENT 
CEREMONIES 

GIFT BASKETS 

DELIVERIES 

1054 North Highland 
Phone (404) 892-9337 

L 
O 
O 
K 

to the Southern Voice 
Directory for services 

and professionals 
876-1831 

Donor Insemination 
for Lesbians 

Feminist Women's Health Center 
580 14th St. N.W. 

874-7551 

f   ATTORNEY CONTRACTOR ~) ( HOME IMPROVEMENT      T) 

STEPHEN 

BURNS 
Attorney at Law 

• Workers 
Compensation 

• Bankruptcy 

• Auto Accidents 

FREE CONSULTATION 

(404) 377-2796 

Atlanta's Finest 
Balloon Delivery and 
Decorating Company 

321-1004 ] 
Ballons turn any occasion 
into a spectacular event! 

Call us for your next 
delivery...our bouquets are 

guaranteed to please 

Home Additions 
&Remodeling 

Emmett Construction 
371-0398 

gene cloud 

Free Estimates Licensed/Insured 

Odd Jobs: 
• Painting 
• Cleaning 
• Yardwork 

Voice/TTY 
Bobcat Productions 373-6673 

C CONTRACTOR    ~) (     HOME 1MPR0VEMEN1 
Roof Repair • Painting • Decks 

Fences • Drywall 

Residential Home Repairs 
Improvements 

CHARLIE M. 

BILLY EARNEST 
(404) 361-4523 Office 

Leave message 

Clairmont Carpet 
Dcdton Prices—Decorator Service 

Berber - Sisal - Custom Rugs 

Designers/Contractors Welcome 

634-3979 Open 7 Days 
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COLDUJGLL 
BANKER □ If You're Not 

Dealing With 

LEE 
SMITH 
You're only getting 
lh the attention 
\ou deserve! 

House of the Week 
Fabulous 50s ranch. Quiet, 
secure, Avondale Estates. 
Kids can walk to school & 
playground. 3BR/2BA on 
shaded street $123,900. 

LEE SMITH 
Associate Broker, GRI 
(office phone) 874-2262 
(24 hr. phone) 362-1865 
(residence) 876-1459 

CHRIS 
CARROLL 
RE/MAX metro atlanta 

The perfect home meets 
your budget, personal 
taste and lifestyle. Call me 
to help you find it. 

130 MADISON AVENUE 
Spacious bungalow w/new 
bath and roof awaits your 
creative touch w/kitchen. 
One block to East Lake 
MARTA. $59,900 

1217 GRACEWOOD AVE. 
Brownwood Park is now 
coming into its own. Seize 
this opportunity to buy low 
in an up and coming 
location! $49,900 

321-3123 
933-4707 

ART AUERBACH 
Associate Broker 

MTPTOWN 
• 1BR condo overlooking 
Piedmont Park. $64,800 

• 2BR/2VSBA secure town- 
home w/garage. $103,700. 

Re/Max Metro Atlanta 
Home office 321-1930 
Each office independently owned & operated. 

875-1990 Home 
814-9000 Office 

LOUIS OKONIEWSKI, 
REALTOR 

presents: 

Ansley Park 2 story brick $289,950 
Momingside brick Tudor $169,500 
VA/HI renovated brkhm $199,950 
Momingside 2 story brk $379,500 

Tour Intown Neighborhood 
& Relocation SPECIALIST 

| Jenny Pruitt & Associates. REALTORS 

CALL 

Diana Refsland 
874-4443 

Mary Beth Wallace 
873-4788 

Intown Specialists for 
Homes & Investment 

Properties 

MORNINGSEDE/ 
EMORY 

Great 2BR/2BA home w/den 
& fam rm on parklike setting, 
fully fenced backyd, private 

cul-de-sac. $159K 

FOURTEEN WEST' 
REALTORS 

874-6357 

EXPERIENCED. 

DEPENDABLE. 

EFFECTIVE. 

3 

STEVE BLAND 
RE/MAX ACHIEVERS 

847-0808 
Each office is independently owned and operated. 

Paula Needle, GRI 
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta 

Residential and Investment 
Real Estate Services 

Office: 321-3123 
Fax: 321-0051 

2205 LaVista Rd. 
Atlanta, GA 30329 

Refinance Now 
• • • 

Rates Great 
• A Wide Spectrum of 

Mortgage Products 
• Competitive Rates 
• Free Consultation 

RAINBOW 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
9 8 6-0390 

Mary Swinford, President 

MORTGAGE SHOPPING? 
Call JEFFREY HALEY 

Lowest Rates 
FHA & VA Loans 
No Income Verification 
Cash Out Refinances 
2nd Mortgages 

Exceptional Service 

AMERICAN 

• Fixed & Adjustable 
• Condo & Investor 
• Commercial Loans 
• Rehab Money 
• Jumbo Loans 

Variety & Convenience 

c M 
FINANCIAL 

ORTGAGE, CORP. 

JEFFREY HALEY 
24 Hour Voice Mail/Pager Office: 

404-726-1666 404-399-0912 

Making Real Estate a Hearthwarming Experience 

SALLYE PARSONS 
848-0001 

DIXIE CARD 
377-1166 

RE/MAX METRO ATLANTA 321-3123 

P remier 
PROPERTY SERVICES 

• Property Management 
• Leasing 
• Maintenance 
• Residential/Commercial 

Let us take the stress out of owning real estate. 
 (404) 607-RENT 

E
L

I Your In Town Atlanta 
Realtor 

—ELI saleeby — 

728-8800 
RE/MAX intown     ext. 9230 

H»~  ■-^ ^ :^BH 

Grant Lundberg 
RE/MAX of Buckhead 

Unpwrelled Attentive Service 
Interest rates are down! 

It's time to move up! 

Off 233-4633 Home 876-2384 
£xh office independently owned t operated. 
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AIDS Services 
& Education 

SEEKING submissions of poetry, let- 
ters, prose, etc. written to or for those 
who have died from AIDS (or are HI V+) 
for a book to be published called "I 
Never Said Goodbye to Nat." Profits 
will go to AIDS organizations. Please 
send submissions to: Mary R. Sanders, 
The Nat Foundation, PO Box 308, 
Briarcliff, NY 10510. (6.8) 

TEXAS—Charter Hospital of Grape- 
vine & Arlington, Texas is offering sup- 
port groups for loved ones of HIV/ 
PWAs. Led by licensed professionals. 
Arlington - 1st & 3rd Tues. each month 
7-8:30pm, (817) 461-5454. Grapevine - 
2nd & 4th Tues. each month 7-8:30pm, 
(817)481-0012. 

FREE Meals for people with HIV/AIDS 
now available in the Smyrna area. Meak 
delivered to your door. Please contact a 
client manager at 525-4620 for details. 

Heartstrings of West Georgia-an AIDS 
education and support org. We help meet 
the needs of those affected by HTV/ADDS 
and increase public awareness. For free 
monthly newsletter, call 214-AIDS or 
write "Heart to Heart," PO Box 633, 
Carrollton, GA 30117. 

Support Group for HTV positive physi- 
cians and dentists. Contact 634-0672. 

P.A.L.S. Pets Are Loving Support - 
Providing PWAs with information on 
obtaining canine and feline companions, 
free pet food and reduced vet care. WE 
NEED YOUR HELP! Donations for 
pet supplies and food. Transportation of 
food and pets. Foster homes. Donate. 
Volunteer. 876-7257. Leave mssg. 

AID Atlanta Education, case manage- 
ment, transportation, housing, buddy 
program, practical support, homeless 
services, pediatric services, support 
groups, AIDS Information Line. Call 
872-0600 for more information. 

Want to meet new friends and have com- 
munity? Common Ground for people 
living with HIV/AIDS. Mon-Fri, 10:30- 
3:30. Call 874-6425 for information. At- 

lanta Interfaith AIDS Network. 

Tuesday Night at The Shrine - A 
weekly dinner open to ALL individuals 
with HIV. Tuesday at 6pm. Fun, laughs 
and great food. The Shrine is located at 
48 MLK Ir. Dr., Atlanta on the comer 
of Central Ave. FREE. For information 
call Alan Dillmann, 521-1866. 

HIV/AIDS SUPPORT GROUPS IN 
CARROLLTON All groups are held 
weekly- confidential and free of charge. 
PWA/HIV Support Group, call 214- 
8054. Friends & Family of PW A/HIV, 
call Bobbie Jacobs at 214-8777. AIDS 
Bereavement Group, call Pick Conner 
at 836-6505 (days) or 834-8195 (eve). 

AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 888- 
9991 - a project of the Feminist 
Women's Health Or. Leam how HI V is 
transmitted, testing locations, how to 
clean your "works," how to use con- 
doms, dental dams or anything about 
HIV and AIDS. Trained phone counsel- 
ors 5:30-9:30pm Mon-Fri, 10:30am-2pm 
Saturdays. Caller anonymity assured. To 
volunteer call Tonia at 874-7551. 

SPIRITUAL HEALING CLINIC for 
HIV/PWA, caregivers, loved ones. First 
Tues. each month. Facilitators trained & 
certified. Based on Brazilian spiritual 
healing clinics. For resv & info call 634- 
9693 or 256-9144.  

HJV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for 
African Am. Wed. eve., transportation 
avail; Family support group for loved 
ones of HJ.V+ African Am.; "Latex Lov- 
ers" sex-pos. HIV prevention prog, for 
GBM (need volunteers also); FREE 
ANONYMOUS HIV TESTS, counsel- 
ling, referral (minority cultural sensitiv- 
ity) begins mid Feb. For confidential 
info call OUTREACH, INC. 346-3922. 

HIV HEALING & SUPPORT GROUP. 
Facilitated group for HI V+ persons wish- 
ing to explore emotional and spiritual 
therapies in warm, safe environment. 2nd 
& 4th Tues., 7:30-9pm. Unity-Midtown 
Church Activity Or, 1065 Spring. 874- 
1937. 

AIDSCHAIM: Congregation Bet 
Haverim sponsors a support group for 
those affected by the AIDS crisis. Meets 
the 1st & 3rd Thurs. at 7:30pm, Friends 

Meeting House, 701 W. Howard St., 
Decatur. Info/Directions? Edie, 642- 
3467. 

P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On Health 
is a supportive network of HTV+ per- 
sons who share positive health attitudes 
and want to meet similarly oriented 
people for social and emotional interac- 
tion. Call 872-9954. 

THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB- 
ABC provides access to optional treat- 
ments for the HIV community in the 
Southeast Hours are 12-5 PM, Tuesday 
through Friday. We are located at 44 
Twelfth St., NE, with parking in the 
rear. For more information phone (404) 
874-4845, fax (404) 874-9320, or write 
P.O. Box 77003, Atlanta, GA 30357- 
7003. 

Atlanta Gay Center —Plus groups for 
HIV-affected people. Fridays, 8:00pm 
and Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12th Street. 
Call 876-5372 for more info. Helpline, 
892-0661, for info, counseling and re- 
ferral. 6:00-11:00pm 365 days a year. 

ACT UP/AUanta: 874-6782 (office & 
24hr. voice mail) 

Lesbian Support Group beginning for 
women considering artificial insemina- 
tion and/or the adoption process. Call 
908-1704. (6.6) 

Celebrating Gay Spirit Visions. Gay men 
seeking to explore and celebrate alter- 
native spiritual expressions are invited 
to join our ongoing, diverse group. Meet- 
ings monthly on the 2nd Saturday, 10 
AM-2PM. Call Martin 378-7224. (6.14) 

Wilderness Network of Georgia: Out- 
door adventure group for gay men: hik- 
ing, camping, backpacking, canoeing, 
outdoor activities, weekend trips. Send 
self addressed stamped envelope to PO 
Box 55156, Atlanta, GA 30308. (6.7) 

Interested in leasing housing to lesbian/ 
gay travelers for special events? (1994 
Superbowl, 1996 Olympics) For infor- 
mation, send SASE with name, address, 
phone, to R.T., PO Box 17535, Atlanta, 
GA 30316 (6.8) 

Employment 

WordPerfect 5.1 and Paradox; general 
office organization. Call 215-9811. (6.7) 

SEHING 

Discreet female relocating to Atlanta. 
Human Resources Professional, 10 yrs 
experience. Seeking job leads or con- 
tacts. Please call/leave message 621- 
9645. (6.7) 

Wear your colors with Pride. Beautiful 
hand crocheted scarves. Great gifts. 
$15.00. Betty, digital beeper, 533-1706. 
(6.7) 

Real Estate 

F0RRBIT 

PART TIME 
AIDS Information Line / GA Toil- 
Free AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous Experienced Serv-                       vell- 
information and referral services. In At- e™1""     alVEQ       - -per 

so.                 fiva-   ^ uelween 4-6pm. lanta: 876-9944; Toll-free: 1-800-551- 
2728 (voice/TTY) (6.! 

Announcements 

SEEKING TERRIBRITTAIN 

R. U. OK? 
HB—933-2412 (6.9) 

FURMANUM 
Please send your ideas and questions 
about forming a gay and lesbian alumni 
group to POB 210791, Columbia, SC 
29210. Include SASE for reply. (6.7) 

Therapy Group Forming for Gays & Les- 
bians — one in Gwinnett County, the 
other in Stone Mountain. For more in- 
formation, call Janice Canon, LCSW 
299-2813. (6.8) 

FULLTIME 

EDITOR 
Southern Voice, the South's leading gay 
and lesbian newspaper, seeks a highly 
qualified and creative individual to serve 
as editor. Writing, editing, design and 
lay-out experience required. Working 
knowledge of PageMaker and Microsoft 
Word a must. Journalism degree a plus. 
Send resume and clippings to: Christina 
Cash, PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 
30316. No phone calls, please. (6.6) 

FULL & PART TIME - Data Entry/ 
Office Person. We need positive, people 
oriented persons with excellent tele- 
phone skills; able to work with all types 
of    people;     knowledgeable     of 

Financial 

FISCALLY FIT 
Financial Advisary Service, Estate Plan- 
ning. Call 876-0208, ask for Paul. (6.7) 

Health 

RTNESS 

Dedicated workout partner needed with 
Sportslife Club Cobb member. Serious 
replies only, platonic please. Shift 
worker w/flexible hours, intermediate 
ability. 873-3819 x6579. (6.6) 

PERSONAL GROWTH 

Group forming for partners of survivors 
of sexual abuse. Professionally led. For 
more information, call Connie Turtle, 
M.Div. 377-6659. (6.6) 

10 week relationship enrichment group 
for lesbian couples. Communication 
problem solving/intimacy. For more in- 
formation call Connie Tuttle, M.Div. 
377-6659. (6.6) 

Merchandise 

RETAIL 

RED RIBBON LAPEL PINS 
for fund raisers. Poly bagged. Amazing 
Productions - Chicago. Fax 312-334- 
1020, Tel 312-334-1018. (6.7) 

2 BR, 1 BA apartment in duplex. Fully 
equipped kitchen, covered parking, 
washer/dryer access. Ansley area. $625/ 
mo. plus $300 deposit. 874-6259 (6.8) 

Midtown/Juniper 2 BR, 1 BA carriage 
house, CH/A, fireplace, security patrol, 
off-street parking. $550/mo. Katrina, 
881-1700 Pays) (6.6) 

Virginia-Highland / Morningside- 
Unique 2 BR, 2 1/2 BA, garage, 2 decks. 
All ammenities. $1400/mo. Sm pet. 876- 
4932. (6.6) 

FOR SALE 

VA/PONCEY HIGHLANDS 
NEW HOMES-Minimum yard care 
with these executive cluster homes. Two 
car attached garages, 9 ft. celings, hard- 
wood floors, 3 beds, 2.5 baths, 
comtemporary kitchens with white cabi- 
nets/appliances. Walk to V. Highlands. 
Blue Ridge Place. Only 5 opportunities 
remain. $170s. Beazer-Cohn Realty. 
876-5610. OPEN SAT/SUN, 12-5. (6.6) 

OPEN HOUSE Sunday, April 4, 1-5. 
Victorian Condo - VA Highland. 
Decorator'sParadise! 2 BR, 2 BA, Iff 
ceilings, original moldings, four deco- 
rative fireplaces. Expandable attic. Up- 
dated kitchen. Excellent closets, clawfoot 
tubs. CH/A. $90 K. 876-2443. 980 St. 
Charles Ave. (6.6) 

7.98 Acres near Cohutta Wilderness. 
Beautiful view, mature hardwoods, creek 
and nice home site. 6 miles from Ellijay. 
$3250 acre. 404-296-8709 or 404-522- 
1035. (6.7) 

MORE ON PAGE 38 
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All POIICy: Southern Voice reserves the 
right to edit, reclassify or reject ads not 
meeting Ryan Publications' standards. 
No refunds for early cancellation. 

MlspPlntS: Southern Voice is not re- 
sponsible for misprints appearing after 
first week. Check ads promptly. 

CLASSIFIED 
ORDER FORM 

TO PLACE AN AD 

—!■■■■■■— 
Mailing address: 

P.O. Box 18215 

Atlanta, GA 30316 

DEADLINE: Tuesday, 5pm for following week's issue. 

(404) 876-1819 
1189 Virginia Avenue, NE 

Id Person: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern 
Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave. NE. 
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Categories indicated by asterisks (*). 
NON-BUSINESS. 

20 words $3.00 minimum 
each additional word       500 
Giant headlines $3.00 

  COMPUTE YOUR COST  

20 words @ 3.00 
 # addit. words @ 500 
Giant headline @ 3.00 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL COST 

# issues 

By Mail: Mail completed order form with payment to SOUTHERN VOICE 

CLASSIFIEDS P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316. 

Business Ad Rates: 
20 words 
Giant headlines 

After 4 issues: 
20 words 
each additional word 

$12.00 minimum 
$3.00 

$11.00 minimum 
$1.00 

COMPUTE YOUR COST 

20 words @ 12.00 
 # addit. words @ 1.00 
Giant headline® 3.00 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL COST 

# issues 

WICONNECTION 
20 words 
Telephone VOICEbox 
each additional word 
Giant headlines 

4 weeks 
FREE 
FREE 

500 
$3.00 

SV forwarding mailbox (optional) 10.00 
Other P.O. Box 5.00 
  COMPUTE YOUR COST   
20 words 
Telephone VOICEbox 
 # add. words @ 500 ea/wk 
Giant headline @ 3.00/week 
Forwarding box @ 10.00/week 
Other P.O. Box @ 5.00/week 

SUBTOTAL 
(4 weeks minimum) x 

TOTAL COST 

FREE 
FREE 

# weeks 

Category. 

Name  

# of issues Text (Please print): 

Address 

City  

State  Zip 

Phone. 
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Roommates 

GM/F to share 3 BR, 2.5 BA in Austell. 
Furnished or unfurnished. Near Cobb 
General. $350, 400/mo and $150 dep. 
819-9941.(6.8) 

GWM wanted, straight appearance, share 
house on Lake Lanier off GA 400. Wa- 
terfront, dock, smoker preferred. $550/ 
mo plus 1/2 utilities. Must like dogs, 
must have references. Available May 1. 
Call Bruce 455-0088. (6.7) 

GWF seeks M/F for your own BR & 
bath in new condo in Grant Park, W/D, 
fplc, DW and more $400/mo. + 1/2 util. 
521-0042. Ask for T.J. (6.6) 

GWF seeks responsible, stable GM or 
GF to share 2 BR, 2 BA apt. in Decatur 
beginning 6/1. Have 2 cats. Carolyn 294- 
4233.(6.7) 

Seeking 2 roommates to share 3 BR, 1 
1/2 BA house off Briarcliff. Private, 
deck, W/D, fenced back yard. $350/mo. 
includes util. 633-3048, leave message. 
Serious calls only. (6.6) 

Morrow/Southlake area - seeks GM/F 
to share 4 bedroom house in quiet neigh- 
borhood. $300/mo. 961-2773. (6.6) 

Services 

COMMERCIAL 

WORD WORKS 
Resumes, manuscripts, copy editing. Cri- 
sis orders welcome. Free pick-up/deliv- 
ery. 20% discount with this ad. Quick 
turnaround. 319-6497. (6.8) 

Travel 

Elegant beach front efficiency apt and/ 
or bedroom w/private baths on beautiful 
Mexico Beach in lesbian's home. Daily/ 
weekly rates. 904-648-8764. (6.14) 

Volunteers 
Central Hospice Care will provide in- 
home care for persons who are teminally 
ill and their families. Serving Cherokee, 
Clayton, Cobb, Coweta, DeKalb, 
Fayette, Fulton, Gwinnett, Henry, and 
Rockdale counties. Volunteers are 
needed to provide emotional support, 
companionship and practical assistance. 
Register now for upcoming Training 
Session. For info contact Delcy Harber 
at 988-8662. (6.7) 

The Atlanta Chapter of National Asso- 
ciation of People With AIDS is seeking 
people living with HIV to be trained as 
volunteer peer counselors. Peer coun- 
selors serve as role models for others 
living with HIV, and therefore need to 
have a positive living approach to their 
health care and lives. For info please 
call Alicia at 874-7926. (6.7) 

PRIDE WEEK'93 
Show your pride and have some fun by 
helping to plan and stage Pride Week 
'93, Atlanta's annual lesbian and gay 

pride celebration. Volunteers are needed 
for all aspects of the events, including 
fundrasing, park set-up, and merchan- 
dising. To volunteer, call the PrideLine 
at 404-662-4533. Get involved and help 
make PrideWeek '93 the best ever! "It's 
Tune to Tell America!" 

Atlanta Gay and Lesbian Arts Festival 
needs volunteers to help organize, 
fundraise and promote AGALAF '93. 
We meet on the 3rd Tuesday of every 
month, 7pm at Common Ground (cor- 
ner of 11th St, and Juniper). Call 404- 
874-8710. (6.6) 

PROJECT OPEN HAND needs volun- 
teers to prepare and/or deliver meals to 
PWAs Monday through Saturday. A few 
hours a month can make a lot of differ- 
ence. Contact Ken, Clcve or Tonia at 
525-4620. 

Voice Connection 

WOMBI 

GBF attractive romantic of 28; Search- 
ing thru ads for female life-mate. You 
should be attractive too—Insightful, 
thoughtful, communicative and true. IT 
1356 

GWF - 33, intelligent, attractive, veg- 
etarian, with strong sense of integrity, 
into non-bar activities, seeks a GF, 32- 
40 who thinks well of herself, with simi- 
lar interests. S 1354 

GWF - Androgynous; likes dancing, 
music, walks, wine and candlelight, beer 
and pool. Seeking GWFs with personal- 
ity, brains, and a life. T3T 1349 

GWF, 21, seeks GWF, 21-25 for friend- 
ship and possibly more No smokers / 
drugs. S 1347 

GWF, 22, seeks similar. Intelligent, ca- 
reer minded, enjoy having fun, laugh- 
ing, experiencing new things. Seeking 
friendship, possible romance. ^ 1344 

Single Black Female seeks same for 
friendship and other possibilities. *ET 
1324 

Attractive BF couple with children seek- 
ing female couples for friendship. Inter- 
ests incl. park, movies, playing cards & 
social gatherings. Box 1404,1189 Vir- 
ginia Ave, NE, Atlanta, GA 30306. (6.6) 

GWF - attractive professional, MA, 
approx range 35-45, 5'5", enjoys na- 
ture, walks, theater, movies, books, 
travel, "nesting," quiet but gregarious. 
Box 1402,1189 Virginia Ave, NE, At- 
lanta, GA 30306. (6.6) 

GWF, feminine, 31, seeking a feminine, 
emotionally stable, humorous, affection- 
ate, thoughtful, drug-free, intelligent 
woman. Is this a hopeless search? T£ 
1322 

Two staight acting GWM European lov- 
ers seeking two GF (lovers). Looking 
for marriage of mutual convenience. Age 
not important. Box 1401,1189 Virginia 
Ave, NE, Atlanta, GA 30306. (6.6) 

GWF, attractive, slim, 40, feminine, non- 
smoker, self-supporting, seeks; butchish 
GWF to lead in country dancing, friend- 
ship, hopefully more. C 1308 

"WHERE ARE YOU?'-GWF, fern, lip- 
stick lesbian, pretty, 30's, looking for 
someone special to date. I love art, mu- 
sic, guitars, dancing, poetry, theatre, 
travel, romance, hugs, candlelight din- 
ners, positive people, motivation. Do not 
want: drugs, negative people, one night 
stands, games, butch women, men. Show 
me an ad can work by replying! I know 
you're out there, we just haven't met 
yet! "B 1310 

GBF—25 tender years is an assertive, 
progressive and extremely conscious col- 
lege student who prefers a self-assured 
understanding feminine woman, B 
1259 

Zesty tall XLarge 35WF artistic w/ 
hangups likes gabbing cinema tunes 
games emotions lonely for WF admirer 
30-50 size who cares Bf 1256 

Attractive GBF (a little tomboyish at 
times), seeks aggressive yet beautiful, 
articulate and intelligent counterpart. 22- 
32 for friendship or more. Iff 1253 

Lonely GBF, 35, attractive, professional, 
seeks attractive, feminine woman for 
one-on-one relationship. No Butch/Bi's. 
S" 1249 

Two single GFs looking to expand net- 
work of friends. Interests include mov- 
ies, picnics, etc. Expand your horizons. 
Call us today. 'B 1254 

GWF, 31, 5'2", 113 lbs, professional, 
attractive seeks similar GWF for mov- 
ies, dining, working out, travel & possi- 
bly more. 'B 1247 

GBF, 27, new to Atlanta, discreet. En- 
joys a night in rather than a night out. 
Wants a fern for friendship. ?T 1239 

GBF, 5'8", 139 lbs seeks GF who is 
intelligent and serious about a friend- 
ship and possible relationship. *B 1231 

GWF seeks same age 30-38, intelligent, 
attractive, good values, emotionally 
healthy, playful. No drugs or smokers. 
'S'1232 

Progressive GWF looking for other pro- 
gressive women for friendship or pos- 
sible relationship. TET 1235 

Attractive, atentive, gregarious, honest, 
intelligent, intense, off-the-wall, roman- 
tic, sensual, late 30's, travelling profes- 
sional needs affectionate, eclectic, strik- 
ing, sexually adventurous sophisticate 
for weekend romantic pursuits. No 
flakes, druggies or gamers (I don't know 
therules!).W1127 

GF seeks that special someone to fill 
her arms—and warm her nights. Call 
me, let's get together! Bf 1124 

GWF, romantic, feminine, 32, attrac- 
tive, intelligent, searching for similar sin- 
cere WF who desires honest caring 
friendship (Atlanta, Macon, Covington). 
•ff 1123 

WF, 26, 5*11". 140 lbs, br/br, looking 
for gay/bi female for fun, friendship, 
and who knows. Femmie, no hutches, 
21-35. Fit & no drugs. "B 1126 

Attractive GWF with chronic fatigue 
syndrome seeking same for walks, pic- 
nics, books, friendship & life in the slow 
lane. B 1113 

GWF, 28, professional, well-educated, 
cultured, refined, feminine, attractive, 

VOICE CONNECTION 
TO PLACE FREE AD 
Fill out the classified order form in this section. 20 WORD 
MESSAGE FREE. An SV forwarding mailbox costs 
$10.00 or you may use your own PO Box for $5.00. 
Mail or drop off your completed order for with 
payment. A simple instruction sheet will be 
mailed to you which will enable you to 
record your spoken message 
AT NO COST. 

is§fe<s| 

CALL NOW 

TO RESPOND 
Check each week's paper for ads 

which interest you. Choose ad(s) with the 
symbol V and call 1-900-370-4099. The 

system will guide you to the recorded message of 
your choice. Listen to the spoken ad and then leave 
your response. Cost to you will be $1 50 per minute 

charged to your phone bill. 

($1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.) 
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seeks sophisticated, ferriinine GWF who 
possesses good values for friendship / 
monogamous relationship. We'll share 
sports, travel, theater, dining. ^ 1106 

GWF, 22, responsible, educated, crazy, 
wide-open, kind-hearted. New to GA. 
Looking for similar new buddies. P.S. - 
Having dance withdrawals. ^T 1102 

Cute, feminine, GWF, 26, educated, mo- 
tivated, professional, energetic, some- 
what wild and wacky, seeks kindred spir- 
its. No drugs or butch. ?T 1024 

GWF seeks attractive, romantic lesbian 
over 30 for relationship. 13T1028 

GW Feminine, Latin Lover. Sexy, 5*7", 
1251bs - 30 something. Independent, 
strong. Funny. You—tall blonde femi- 
nine- 30 something - opposites attract! 
^1029 

MEN 

LAIDBACK, WM, semi-loner, 42,6'2", 
180 lbs, HIV-, seeks similar man also 
interested in mutually private "French" 
tutoring, no femmes!  ^ 1358 

GWM seeks fine GBMs 18-28 for hot, 
safe fun in Orlando, Fla area. Cum, be 
with me! ?T 1357 

WM, 34,5*11", 168. Professional, clean- 
cut, handsome foot-slave seeks mascu- 
line, big-footed (12+) WM (30-45) for 
discreet service. PO Box 723452, At- 
lanta, GA 31139-0452. (6.9) 

GBM 34, 5'10, 190 lbs, good-looking, 
athletic, masculine, very romantic seeks 
hairy masculine GWM between 25-40 
for friendship and possible romance. ^ 
1355 

Athletic GBM, 25,6'2", 190, seeks big- 
ger stronger GWM to help me gain ex- 
tra muscle. You'll get friendship, maybe 
more B* 1353 

ATHENS-Irish beekeeper (new to area) 
seeks mature masculine (bisexual?), 
dscreet (monogamous/safe) companion 
to share rustic country "cottage" life. 
B1352 

28yo GWM, average looks, HTV-. Seek- 
ing young guys (18-25) for casual en- 
counters. Safe sex only, limits respected. 
*ff 1351 

Playful anal GWM, 45, 5'10", 150#, 
seek/share higher anal erotic states. Tao- 
ist erotic massage, HIV-, your status no 
barrier. *B 1350 

GWM, 32,5'9", 145#. Hung well? Me, 
too. Seeking other GWM into size forno 
strings fun. Boxholder #119, 1579-F 
Monroe Dr., Atlanta 30324. 

MAN HUNTER 
Handsome, hungry, healthy white buck. 
42,6'2", 215# wants younger white tail, 
? to 32 for hot spring mating. Negative, 
safe "skin" shooter. Write: Moose, Box 
13793, Atlanta 30324. (6.8) 

BM, 29, 5*5", 160#, seeks BM 21-35, 
caring and sincere for friendship and 
discreet encounters. Call me, let's talk. 
^ 1348 

Hot, homy bottom seeks hunky hung 
top for good times, safe fun and more. 
BT1343 

Sincere GWM, 28, 6'4", 230 #, dk 
blonde/blue, seeks GWM, 21-28 for 
committed monogamous relationship. 
^ 1345 

GWM, mature, seeks muscular attrac- 
tive strict, 25-40 master who needs 
household and other services. IT 1346 

BiWM, 33, 6', 160 lbs, masculine, Ma- 
con, seeks Bi or GWM for sincere friend- 
ship /relationship. PO Box 351, Macon, 
GA 31202. (6.7) 

Black hardcore former project boy from 
NYC, tall, dark, street-wise, no-nonsense 
seeks absolutely manly, sexy, handsome, 
dark black soulmate. ^ 1339 

GWM, 55, 6*2", 180, romantic bottom, 
secure professional, seeks tall slender 
top. No ferns. Age, race unimportant. 
Box 347147, Atlanta 30334. (6.6) 

WM, 240 lbs, 6*4", masc. Looking for 
strong minded black male, discreet and 
into sports. T? 1334 

Relationship oriented! Enjoy quality 

times with caring muscular BM, 41, 
HIV+. You must be a similar GM. No 
drugs/smoke. ^T 1336 

BM, 30,170, nice body, attractive, needs 
a spanking by masculine BM top. ^ 
1337 

GBM 24, 6', 215, good-looking, mascu- 
line, intelligent, sincere, with varying 
interests seeks similar in GWM for pos- 
sible long-term relationship. ^ 1338 

GWM, 40, slim, non-smoker, non-bar, 
affectionate, humorous, out-doorsey. 
Seeking a nurturing, monogamous rela- 
tionship/friend. Enjoy classical music, 
also simple/country lifestyle. Box 1403, 
1189 Virginia Ave, NE, Atlanta, GA 
30306. (6.6) 

Teddy bear type attractive WM, 5*9", 
245 lbs, clean, healthy, happy, seeking 
masculine, healthy BM (Top) for friend- 
ship/possible relationship. ^ 1340 

Black male with feet fetish seeks mas- 
culine black male for uninhibited plea- 
sures. ?T 1341 

Friendship is primary for this liberal, 
professional, 37, GWM who seeks simi- 
lar GBM to enjoy literature, movies, 
plays, dinners, etc. ^P 1342 

Fun, attractive, intelligent GWM, 22 into 
theatre, astrology, and film seeks intelli- 
gent, sensual GWM, 20-45 for potential 
relationship. BT1325 

Amatuer wrestler, 6 ft 185, blonde/blue, 
45, good shape, seeks others interested 
in wrestling, safe fun. S 1326 

GWM, 38,6'2", 200, seeks tall prof, for 
friendship or more (30-45). Pluses for 
you might be hairy, uncut, sincere, Fr. 
A/P, and not into the normal scene! H£ 
1321 

GWM, 30, French active seeks good 
looking slender WM's, 20s. Size unim- 
portant. Cut with no beards please. Ferns 
welcomed. Discreet. "fcT 1320 

GWM, handsome, romantic, sincere, 
sense of humor, caring, gentle and 
strong. If you appreciate and possess 
these qualities, let's talk. ?T 1319 

Attractive GWM, 30, 5'5", 132, Bra/ 
bm, hairy, seckiflfl^ll, handsome, sin- 
cere, non-smoker, GWM for romantic 
permanent relationship - no barriers. U 
1318 

Tall, single, slim, dark sexy black male 
6ft. 3in.t 185 lbs seeks same Bi/GM Top 
Males 30-45, single, muscular for friend- 
ship and more. No ferns. ^ 1323 

MUSCULAR, CLEANCUT GWM, 
grad student, short, lean, dark, hairy, 
non-smoker, HTV-. Safe, imaginative. 
Seeking MUSCULAR jocks into show- 
ing off, j/o, being worshipped. ^ 1315 

France • Loire Valley - French boy likes 
friendship in USA. I love USA and I 
will love my friends from your lovely 
country. ^T 1311 

WM, 32,6'3", 235. My interests: coun- 
try/rock music, pop culture/Simpsons/ 
Batman, Braves movies, art... Your in- 
terests? IT 1313 

GWM, 40, wishes to meet guys under 
25 for fun, friendship, or whatever! 12 
1316 

Sincere GWM, 22, seeks GWM, 23-28 
for long-term, monogamous relationship. 
Serious only need respond. ?? 1312 

GWM, attractive, 40's, oral expert for 
heavy equipment Gay/Bi/Str tune-ups 
given. Best in town. Cal 1 soon 1^1317 

Clean-cut, 36yo GWM, blonde, green, 
thick, hunky body, honest, well- 
grounded, successful, energetic, oral and 
sexually-charged. Wicket kisser. Seeks 
guys who are honest, well-balanced, 
have aspirations and energy. Tum-ons, 
thick, hunky men with a little meat on 
them, Italians, dark hair. ^ 1309 

GWM, 5'8", 160#, retired senior, 
healthy, financially responsible, seeks 
male 25-40 for daytime relationship. ^ 
1307 

Couples—Masculine, clean-cut GWM 
33 physically fit, healthy, seeks similar 
20s & 30s who occasionally enjoy the 
company of another. ^ 1260 

BM35,5'8", 155 lbs, healthy.trim, ver- 
satile, well endowed, masculine seeks 
GM with same qualities. No ferns. S1 

1257 

Homy, hairy, hung GWM, 23, 165 lbs. 
NEEDS a daddy to spank him. "Chris" 
^ 1261 

Masc GWM 32 Freeh Active seeks 
horny young MEN, looks unimportant 
(18-25) Pref smooth, young-looking. Let 
me worship you. *R 1255 

Tall, dark, sexy, hairy black male, 28. 
Seeks honest, sincere, muscled, affec- 
tionate Bi/GM Top Man for mutual 
friendship / more. IT 1251 

Intelligent GWM seeks same for lunch- 
time companion or friend. Perimeter mall 
area, early /mid-afternoon, Monday thru 
Friday. *Bt 1248. 

GWM, 35. TEDDYBEAR, 5'10", 275 
lb.+ seeks hunk w/mind, for conversa- 
tion and adventurous safe sex. Call voice 
box-let's talk! "ff 1250. 

GWM, tall, smooth, slim - would like 
to meet aggressive, hairy, stocky, mas- 
culine man - 40 to 50. Bald a plus. I'm 
HIV+, healthy, friendly, good looking. 
BT 1246 

Homy GWM, 30, 5'4", wants to do he- 
licopter spins on your face! Love hot 
letters / photos / videos. Call-leave ad- 
dress ^ 1243 

Single woman seeks GM for marriage 
of mutual convenience. ^ 1244 

Gdlkg GWM, 32, rdsh br./gr., clean- 
shaven, 5'10 1/2", 189#, healthy, good 
stocky build, collegiate/professional 
type, sks collegiate^)rofessional type, 22- 
42, with ticklish feet for hot tickle ses- 
sions. "Bottoms" only. Sane, sensual, 
safe fun. Live in Birmingham but can 
travel. ?T 1241 

GWM, 54,5*10", 165, healthy, mature, 
romantic, secure professional seeks qual- 
ity, slender GBM, age unimportant, for 
friendship, perhaps relationship. ^P 
1242 

Adolescent Florida Executive, 6 ft., 170 
lbs. Blond. ISO spontaneous, artsy, 
skinny, young companion for dinner, ro- 
mance here, sailing, diving, vacations 
there. ^ 1240 

GBM, 25, sexy, versatile, endowed, 
seeks brother w/similar qualities and w/ 
sincere interest in developing friendship 

- into more. No ferns. ^ 1238 

WM, 32, 5'10", 155#, F/A, loner type 
seeks fellow non-fam WM Southerner 
30-50 wanting possible one-on-one re- 
lationship. IT 1237 

BM seeks masculine BM to become ? 
buddies. *R 1236 

Good looking GWM, 6'1", 190, suc- 
cessful, secure, romantic top seeks rela- 
tionship oriented cute bottom, 28-38. ^ 
1234 

GBM, tall, athletic, professional, dis- 
creet, youthful 33, masculine, seeks sexy 
similar for friendship, fun, mutual en- 
richment *ff 1120 

GWM, 32, 5*9", 142 lbs. Professional, 
handsome, seeks same. 7? 1125 

Responsible, stable, mature, romantic 
WM - masculine, 40s, professional. 
Great mentor. Seeks quality friendship 
with novice / curious WM 18-25. Dis- 
cretion Assured. ^ 1115 

BM, 30*s masculine, endowed, versa- 
tile, trim, seeks same in Hispanic or BM. 
TS-1116 

Very goodlooking WM, 26, clean cut, 
muscular, AU-American looks, seeks 
wealthy, generous, supportive WM for 
mutually beneficial fun. Any age, 
weight. ^1117 

TV/TS 

CROSS-DRESSER'S GUIDE! A com- 
plete information resource. Hear full de- 
tails (pre-recorded) M04-333-6455 (24 
Hrs). Fantasies • Personals • Catalogs ■ 
True Experiences • Coaching • More! 

30 yr. BM 5'8", 170#, handsome, clean 
ISO sexy TV/TS. Race unimportant. Co- 
lumbia, SC—Love travel. Love boots. 
Call today W 1258 

BM, 38, seeks very feminine (looking) 
TV/TS or very butch lesbian for first 
encounter. Am disease-free, discreet. 
Let's talk. "B 1252 

/ 
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TALK WITH THE 
HOTTEST 

MEN IN THE U.S. 

1-M-OKY 
1 ONI OR GROUP 

THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
BOTASXSXBSJ  B3® QHBMrQflOSBSUO  S^BflBSS 

976-4MEN 
976-4MEN 
Atlanta's Exclusive Gay 

24-Hr. Introduction Service. 
Messages Change Often. 

$3.00 PER CALL 
Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill. 

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158. 
Must be 18 years or older. 

365-8127 
VOICE MALE BOX 1-900-820-7222 

$1.50 PER MINUTE  AOK, Inc.. Atlanta, GA 
OFHKRED BY INTRODUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, GA 30355 

ATLANTA AREA 
MEN SEEKING MEN 

1 -900-903- 
MALE 

Real phone numbers 
from real men! 

Traveling? Find new friends 
before you go. National ads 

by area code. 
$1.99 min.18+, 415-281-3183 

24 
hrs 

24 
hrs CONDOM 

° UPDATE..? 
Answers to questions 
most often asked, plus 

Condom Shopping guide. 
Know the right condom to 

choose for protection. 

Life Saving 
Information 

1-900-370-5556 »Tn 

MEET 
EVERYBODY SHOULD DO IT 

1-800-733 
IVIEET 
LOCAL MEN 
PICKED BY YOUR AREA CODE 
NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED 

Choose from Live Connections, Private 
ONE-ON-ONE, RE-MATCH or Bulletin Board. 

MEETLINE ™ Gay owned and operated. 
Supporting our community every way possible. 

n°mmm 
BillfidAs-l BillMfAs'Res F'&nplt   MJSI ^J8j0r Older• PricesSub'^iroTCtiangg.VVithoutNotice 

$& r ir:L. iT.?ul   onffPhnne Only -©1993 teal P.eoplefLtd. 
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Two Great 
Ways to 

Meet the 
Right One 

Meet the men you 
want to meet from 

Atlanta with 
The Gay Connection. 

Speak privately 
one-on-one with 

others who share 
your interests. Then 

call Gay Selections 
and listen to 

"voice personal" 
messages and 

respond with a 
message of your own 

using private 
Voice Mail Boxes. 

THE    GAY 
CONNECTION™ 
For Atlanta 

LIVE ONE-ON-ONE 
1-900 287 MEET 
Only 99«! per minute 
Free access # (404) 524-6338 

6   3   3   8 

VOICE PERSONALS 
1-900-370-2211 
Only $1 per min., $2 first min. 
Free access #(404) 521-2111 
Must be 18 years or older. ©Jartel, Inc., 1992 
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There'll be 
more wildlife 
than usual at 
Zoo Atlanta 
Saturday, April 17. 

PRESENTING 
the 

SOUTHERN VOICE 

1st Annual 
COMMUNITY AWARDS 

benefit   for   the 
Atlanta   Gay   and   Lesbian    Pride   Committee 
and   the   Atlanta    Lambda   Community   Center 

Tickets $20, available at Charis Books, 
MalePak, Maddix Deluxe, Brushstrokes and 
the Southern Voice office. Limited seating. 

• THIS ISSUE IS YOUR 
LAST CHANCE TO VOTE 


